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The perfect 
hi-fi system?

Aura’s all-in-one challenges 
the convention of separates

A Pro-Ject CD 
and pre/power 
worth £1,140
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including: Moon, 
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amphion

Is it possible to design a speaker 

suitable for all the family?

We believe so, with the Amphion Ion. A newly-devised 
waveguide and a low crossover point results in flawless driver 
integration for extraordinary midrange detail and speech clarity, 
even at low levels. Carefully controlled dispersion allow Ions to 
work perfectly even close to the walls.

All Amphion products are designed and manufactured in Finland.

And yes, they are available in a variety of colours to match your 
interior.

www.amphion.fi | info@amphion.fi

http://www.amphion.fi
mailto:info@amphion.fi
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HifiChoice
PASSION FOR SOUND

YOUR EXPERTS
PAUL MESSENGER
EXPERTISE: SPEAKERS

PAUL is the UK's foremost expert on 
loudspeakers. Having worked as a speaker 
designer and reviewer for over 30 years 
Paul is internationally recognised for his 
ability to assess loudspeaker performance, 
and report on developments in the field.

We come. ..
www.hifichoice.co.uk Issue No. 335 August 2010

JIMMY HUGHES
EXPERTISE: SYSTEM OPTIMISATION

JIMMY has been involved in hi-fi for over 
40 years. His knowledge of tweaking and 
optimising systems is unrivalled in the hi-fi 
industry and he brings enormous expertise 
to the pages of Hi-Fi Choice. If anyone can 
help you improve your set-up, it's him.

RICHARD BLACK
EXPERTISE: TECHNOLOGY

RICHARD writes exclusively for HFC and 
brings his experience as a successful 
musician and recording engineer to the 
title. As Technical Consultant, he's our 
authority on tech testing, ensuring that 
our verdicts are beyond compare.

JON MARKS
EXPERTISE: DIY AND VINTAGE

JOHN previously edited Hi-R World 
magazine before joining the UK's leading 
title, Hi-R Choice. Jon has a wealth of 
reviewing experience, as well as a passion 
for vintage audio gear and a gift for 
repairing and upgrading ageing kit.

ALVIN GOLD
EXPERTISE: PERFORMANCE AUDIO

ALVIN is an internationally respected audio 
reviewer who has contributed to a huge 
range of magazines over the years. He has 
a very full 30 years of reviewing under his 
belt and has a passion for both high
performance and high-end hi-fi.

JASON KENNEDY
EXPERTISE: TURNTABLES

JASON edited Hi-R Choice through the 
Bribpop era and relinquished the helm 
after 17 years on the title. A hi-fi addict 
since his twenties, Jason fell forthe beauty 
of vinyl and has never looked back. He's 
here to help you get the best from your LPs.

Exceptional hi-fi products 
only come along every now 
and then and we're talking 
about future classics, kit that 
stands the test of time and 
demands our attention.

In this issue, we're witnessing not one, but 
two such wonders. Both are standard
setting in their class, yet both are quite 
different in terms of price and functionality. 
Aura's Note Premier all-in-one (p66) has 
blown us away at just £1,500 with its 
combination of style and substance, taking 
the crown from the ever-dominant Arcam 
Solo (the new Solo Neo arrives next issue, 
though!). At twice the price and with the 
sole task of amplification, Luxman's 
incredible L550A-ll (p 72) has proved 
itself as a driving force for turntable users, 
with its near-flawless phono stage.

Both products left us seeing stars this 
month: red ones in groups of five. 

.
Dan George Editor
dan.george@futurenet.co.uk

FUTURE PUBLISHING, 2 BALCOMBE STREET, 
LONDON NWl 6NW +44 (0)20 7042 4000

MALCOLM S^ARD 
EXPERTISE: EMERGING TECH

MALCOLM is a legend in hi-fi magazine 
circles. A former editor of Hi-R Review he 
was one of the best-known and most 
outspoken reviewers of the 1980s and 
1990s. He now writes exclusively for Hi-R 
Choice and he loves being 'back'.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU
HI-FI CHOICE is passionate about high-fidelity. We’re 
dedicated to the very highest standards of sound 
reproduction. Our commitment is to bring you the most 
reliable, in-depth hi-fi equipment tests anywhere and 
we’re backed by the UK’s biggest technology publisher. 
Our expert writers will help you get the most from 
your hi-fi and guide you towards the best-performing 
products for your budget. Our passion is your passion.

Subscribe: myfavouritemagazines.co.uk 0800 455677 (p122)
^^w.hifichoice.co.uk AUGUST 2010 llfi^râe 3
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Jordan Acoustics

freephone:

0800 121 4771 / 4772
e-mail:
ask@jordanacoustics.co.uk
web:
www.jordanacoustics.co.uk

A Jordan Acoustics Exclusive 
SYSTEMDEK 3D 

- Precision Turntable -

Back to the future
The late Peter Dunlop created the very 
first Systemdek Turntable over 30 years 
ago now. From the first day of launch, it 
caused quite a stir among the press with its 
numerous innovations. Not surprisingly, it 
took very little time before people realized 
just how comfortably it outperformed the 
competition. Now Systemdek is back and 
looks set to repeat history all over again with 
a turntable whose performance, aesthetics 
and engineering push the very limits of what 
is achievable today.

Successors to the throne, sons Derek and 
Ramsay Dunlop’s vast experience of building 
award winning analogue products alongside 
their father has resulted in a groundbreaking 
3-point suspended precision turntable 

Coing back to the drawing board with a clean 
sheet, the Systemdek 3D utilizes some 
extraordinarily clever engineering to ensure 
it is as free from external feedback as is 
currently possible.

At the heart of the Systemdek 3D is a 
unique main bearing, mirror finished and 
rumble free complete with a magnetically 
oil damped contactless thrust bearing The 
bearing is mounted directly to a solid carbon 
fibre sub-chassis, itself mounted in a mass 
damped ‘hung’ chassis Due to the unique 
spring configuration and mass loading 
setup is both simple and straightforward 
for any 9" -12” arm Other features include 
a beautiful Swiss precision DC motor, 
bespoke control box housing and any colour 

imaginable allowing you to match your 
Systemdek 3D turntable to your particular 
surroundings or taste.

Peter would be proud. A true Systemdek in 
every conceivable sense that raises the bar 
way, way up.

Jordan Acoustics are both proud and 
honoured that the Dunlop’s have chosen 
us as the UK’s exclusive sales agent for the 
all-new range of Systemdek 3D turntables. 
It is a true testament to our position as the 
high-end retailer for specialist hi-fi across 
the UK.

For further details or to arrange your 
demonstration please call us on 
0800121 4772.

SYSTEMDEK

mailto:ask@jordanacoustics.co.uk
http://www.jordanacoustics.co.uk
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AVAILABLE
Call or visit our web site to find out more about Allnic

ALLNIC

Attention to detail is paramount, such as the signal 
path where only nickel-iron alloy (permalloy) is used. 
If a component cannot be sourced or does not meet the 
rigid standards then Allnic literally make it themselves. 
A good example of this is the 41 stepped silver contact 
attenuators that Allnic make for their pre-amplifiers.

The Allnic lineup includes Integrated Amplifiers, Pre
amplifiers, Power amplifiers, Phonostages and Step-up 
Transformers. Each product punches way above its 
class to produce stunningly accurate renditions of your 
favourite music. Hearing is believing!

The Power Supply is treated like a blood pumping heart 
by Allnic. In order for everything to run perfectly, the 
supply of current has to be both continuous and constant 
throughout the whole circuit.

Allnic have a great understanding of valves, which 
explains why they go to extraordinary lengths to ensure 
exactly the right kind of valve is used for each type of 
product. After the valve is selected, Allnic go to work to 
build a design, which achieves the maximum possible 
performance.

For more than 20 years Allnic 
have delighted music lovers 
across the world with their 
incredible valve amplifiers

I
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50 Back In black:
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e Cambridge Audio

Standby/On

AudiofileAll the latest news and views from the hi-fi industry

New tech 
price crash Cambridge Audio slashes the price of high-res, audiophilegrade streamers with the radical Sonata NP30

PRICE: £400 (TBC)
AVAILABLE: AUTUMN 2010 
CONTACT: 0870 9001000

WEB: CAMBRIDGEAUDIO.COM

Banishing physical music 
collections from shelves to 
hard drives is slowly 
becoming the mantra of many 

forward-thinking audiophiles in the 
21st century, but turning ideal into 
reality has thus far involved some 
fairly major expenditure, if sound 
quality isn’t to suffer. Cambridge 
Audio’s sub-£400 NP30 is set to 
change all that, as it brings 
24-bit/96kHz streaming right into 
the reach of listeners operating on a 
genuinely shoestring budget.

Shielded inside the small, 
unassuming metal case is circuitry 
which permits the streaming of 

uncompressed audio files around the 
home (wired or wirelessly) and gives 
access to over 15,000 internet radio 
and streaming services.

It goes without saying that the 
NP30 is hardly the first network 
music player to handle one or more 
of these forms of music transmission: 
Linn’s Majik DS is a rather more 
upmarket, high-resolution alternative 
(albeit one which is web-free), while 
Logitech’s Squeezebox Duet adds the 
internet to CD-standard streaming, 
and can be had for a very reasonable 
£289 with its 24-bit Wolfson DACs 
and analogue and digital outputs.

What sets the NP30 apart is its

8 Iffi^ce AUGUST 2010
^ww.hifichoice.co.uk
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It packs an awful lot of technology 
into a very discrete package and 
heralds a new era

ability to mix the best of these two 
worlds at such a keen price.

Created by the team behind the 
Jqgendary DacMagie, the NP30 uses a 
Wolfson WM8728 24-bit/I ^dfl lz- 
capable DAC and a two-pole 
Sallen-Kcy Buttenronh output filter. 
as used in the 3SOC CD player. Allied 
to these are the usual stereo RCA 
analogue outputs, alongside optical 
and co-axial digital outputs.

I iidei-.laudably. fyi\en its price, the 
NP30 is bereft of the balanced 
outputs iiaed to tlw DacMagic, 
though it does gain a CSB socket for 
replay from memory sticks am! 
compatible MP3 portables.

As any listener who streams their 
music knows, the hardware is only 
half the story: poor software (and the 
■dioddv interface it ine\ iaddy r'nmrCA 
has been kmm^n to push even the 
calmest user to the brink of 
hamrnering the living davlights out 
of their latest purchase. Joining the 
NP30 at its ca J- 2 cm- is 
UuVol: Cambridge Audio's new 
online music serving. Were not too 
sure how the bizarre moniker came 
ahout. hut UuVol aims to simplil\ me 
process of setting up and customising 
\ cm NP30. part icnlarlt for internet 
'aduev nh-m! the need for invective 
or I: i m-- •

INNOVATION

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO has been able 
to take full advantage of the financial 
and R&D clout wielded by the Audio 
Partnership group (which includes 
a broad range of other brands, 
such as Mordaunt-Short and Audio 
Innovations) in the design of the 
NP30. Considering its price tag, it 
packs an awful lot of technology into 
a very discrete package and heralds 
a new era, when high-res streamers 
become much more affordable. The 
NP30 clearly represents another nail 
in the coffin of mechanical CD replay.

^w.hifichoice.co.uk AUGUST 2010 M D^e 9
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‘‘Hipness is not a state of mind, its a fact of life”

Cannonball Adderley

Fidelity
with SOUL

Chord Indigo Plus Digital
Whilst most hi-fi and home cinema enthusiasts are happy to 
accept the influence that interconnects and speaker cable can 
have on the performance of a system, many people struggle to 
accept that a digital cable can be equally influential.

The common reaction is that since the cable is only carrying a 
digital signal, the design and quality of materials used in the cable 
will have far less influence. Listening tests however, show this 
is not necessarily the case. Repeated listening tests using high 
quality digital to analogue converters and home cinema receivers 
have shown that digital cables can and do have an effect on the 
sound quality of the system in which they are used. Digital cables 
are capable of affecting levels of detail, dynamics. sound staging 
and the rhythmic and tonal characteristics of a system.

The improvements that the Indigo Plus Digital can bring to a 
system should not be dismissed lightly.

THE

CHORD
COMPANY

Get advice on all aspects of hi-fi and home cinema from the Cable Doctor 
and sign-up for our newsletter, keeping you in touch with the latest 

product development news, exclusive competitions and technical tips
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A clear motive
Neat's Motive SE2 is small on size, but big on bandwidth

After its crowd
pleasing debut at 
the Bristol Sound 
and Vision show, Neat's 

Motive SE2 has finally 
arrived to slake the thirst of 
audiophiles on the lookout 
for a petite, but perfectly 
formed speaker.
As Pink Triangle did many 

years ago in its Ventrical 
loudspeaker, Neat has selected 
a planar weeter to handle 
high frequencies; its low 
mooving mass helping to 
provide good impulse 
response and extension.
In a leaf taken from the 

loudspeaker manuals of 
Roksan and Nairn, Neat has 
also employed compliant 
mounts to isolate the driver 
from cabinet vibration.

Underpinning the EMIT 
tweeter is a 134-mm mid/ 
bass unit with a coated 
paper cone. Firing into a 
smaller volume than the 
standard Motive 2's driver, 
this unit is now loaded by 
retuned staggered porting.

Hidden within the cabinet 
is the hand-wired crossover, 
hewn from air-cored 
inductors (wound with

PRICE: fl,325 AVAllABLE: NOW CONTACT: 01833 631021 WEB: NEAT.CO.UK

On air
The WM-10 from France’s 
revitalised Micromega might 
share its name with Monitor 
Audio’s AirStream DAB/FM/ 
internet radio, but there all 
similarities end. This latest 
device from the R&D team 
led by the company’s 
founder, Daniel Schar, is a 
wireless network music 
player which joins that 
small, but growing band 
capable of handling music 
files at 24-bit/192kHz.

Micromega has nailed its 
colours firmly to the mast 
with the interface: the 
AirStream is controlled 
directly from iTunes on 

oxygen-free copper cable) 
and paralleled polypropylene 
capacitors. More visible is the 
range of real wood veneers.

users1 PCs or Macs, or via an 
iPhone or iPod Touch using 
the ’Remote’ app.

The main rationale for the 
WM-lO’s 24/192 support is 
the upgrades to iTUnes, so 
the site can host high-res 
files. For listeners who 
can’t wait for a purely 
iTUnes solution, Amarra 
software can be added to 
Apple’s own, with file 
support including AAC, 

Gloss black is available too, 
as is gloss white, for those 
intent on keeping up with 
the designer Zeitgeist.

Class (A) double-act
RENOWNED FOR AFFORDABLE 
components such as the classic X^DAC 
and X^Cans, Musical Fidelity's latest 
offerings are, appropriately enough, 
a converter and a headphone amp. 
The Ml features four switchable inputs 
(co-axial, optical, balanced and USB) 
and will lock onto incoming signals 
from 32kHz right up to 192kHz. In a 
nod towards Cambridge Audio's 
DacMagic, there are balanced as well 
as single-ended analogue outputs.

Joining the DAC is the Ml HPA 
class A headphone/preamp. Distortion 
is a claimed .0005 per cent, while a low 
output impedance should allow 
the amp to drive headphones of almost 
any impedance. The line and USB 
inputs, as well as the variable 
analogue output, point to the HPA's 
flexibility: headphone amp, uPnP DAC 
and line preamp.

PRICE: £399 (Ml); £499 (Ml HPA) 
AVAllABLE: NOW
CONTACT: 020 8900 2866 
WEB: MUSICALFIDELllY.COM

Groovy baby
IT MAY NOT BE the first turntable to 
offer a USB output for archiving 
precious LPs, but audio-technica's 
AT-LP120-USB is a lOkg heavvyweight 
in an arena populated mainly by cheap, 
low-fi contenders. The quartz-locked 
direct-drive motor has been designed 
to run at 78rpm, as well as 45 and 33, 
with pitch variable by up to 20 per cent. 
This will be music to the ears of lovers 
of shellac disks.

The Audacity audio editing software 
supplied with the deck will output LPs 
in MP3, WAY and other formats.

PRICE: £255 AVAILABLE: NOW 
CONTACT: 0113 277 1441
WEB: EU.AUDIO-TECHNICA.COM

AIFF, Apple Lossless, MP3, 
WMA and WAV

Aside from the 
aforementioned wi-fi 
connectivity (in 802.11 
flavours from b to n), the 
WM-lO’s only wired 
connections on its rear 
panel are analogue outputs 
on stereo RCAs and an 
S/PDIF co-axial (there 
is no RJ45 socket for 
cable networking).

PRICE: £999 AVAILABLE: NOW CONTACT: 020 8971 3909 WEB: MICROMEGAHI-FI.COM
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BEST MAINS LEAD
UNDER ( 100 

Russ Andrews Classic 
Pow^rkord

Was £878.10
SAVE £282.30
Now £595.80

Was £366.95 
Now ONLY 
£183.47

Request a SALE 
CATALOGUE...

★ ★★★★
May09 

Ultimate Guide 

to Systems 1/2 Price
6 way Silencer Block 

with 1 m Classic 
‘PowerKord™

25% OFF
Kimber HD-09 HDMI cable 1 m 

Was £75.95 SAVE £18.99
Now ONLY £56.96

10% OFF
Crystal-24 speaker cable 

plus
FREE OCT and FREE upgrade 

to WBT bananas

OVER 
1/3 OFF

Kimber Timbre™ interconnect O.Sm pair
Was£129 SAVE£49

Now ONLY £80

Summer Sale Ends Soon!

OVER
WHAT HI-FI?

WHAT HL R?

AWARDS 2004

60 Day Home Trial • Free Delivery • Upgrade Scheme • Lifetime Guarantee

Solutions for better music & movies

25% 
OFF

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court, 
Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.

Tel:+44 (0)1539 797300
. Email: info@russandrews.com

Ends 
9th July'10

Sale online now at
www.russandrews.com/sale 10% 

OFF
Russ Andrews 

and Kimber cables 
and accessories

Exclusive UK Retailer for 

tw ILV •! VI

visit www.russandrews.com/sale
or call UK Local Rate 0845 3451 550

mailto:info@russandrews.com
http://www.russandrews.com/sale
http://www.russandrews.com/sale
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Hydra-tion
Leema's Hydra II power amp is as flexible as it is powerful

tough loads). The twin hearts 
which beat beneath the 
Hydra’s stylish exterior are 
overized toridal transformers, 
their power fed to an output 
stage which has the sort of 
low impedance common to 
muscle amps such as Kreil’s. 
Meanwhile, a third 
transformer works solely 
with the control circuitry, 
preventing any interference 
reaching the audio circuitry.

Leema’s Intelligent Protocol 
System, LIPS, allows the

Hydra II to run alongside 
the Tucana II integrated in a 
bi-amp or even tri-amp 
set-up. When used with the 
Pyxis preamp, the former 
sends a full-level audio 
signal to the Hydra II at all 
times; the volume and 
balance are adjusted within 
the Hydra using the LIPS 
control signals from the 
Pyxis, which reduces 
problems with induced 
signals within the 
interconnects.

While the name 
Hydra might 
allude to the 
many-headed flexibility of 

Leema’s updated power 
amp, perhaps Titan might 
be another option: working 
as a monobloc, this 
imposing beast yields a huge 
785 watts RMS into 
four-ohm speakers, and will 
happily drive two-ohm loads 
in stereo mode (think 
full-range ribbons like some 
of Apogees infamously

Py:

■

» ' I
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Fritz Sennheiser dies

Hydra II

PRICE: £3,495 AVAILABLE: NOW CONTACT: 01938 811900 WEB: LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

IT IS WITH GREAT SADNESS that we 
report the death of Fritz Sennheiser, 
founder of Sennheiser, just a few days 
after his 98th birthday on 17 May.
As an underrgraduate at the Technical 

University of Berlin, Professor 
Sennheiser developed a deep interest 
in the analysis of speech and music. 
A few years later in 1945, he founded 
the company Laboratorium 
Wennebostel. Having spent its opening 
year manufacturing voltmeters, the 
firm got its first commercial break with 
an order for microphones from 
Seimens. Nine years later, Sennheiser 
had grown to employ 250 workers^ 

1957 witnessed the arrival of the first 
wireless microphone, but it was the 
following year in which two landmark 
events occurred: first, the change of 
name to Sennheiser, and second the 
production of the H0414, the best
selling headphone of all time.

In 1982, Sennheiser relinquished 
the reins of company management 
to his son, Jorg, but continued to 
teach and lecture well past his 
retirement age.
Justifiably proud of the firm he 

had founded, he remained a modest, 
generous family man, commenting in 
2005 that "Family is number one and 
this is how it should always be."

is the first year Monitor Audio 
fitted a metal-dome tweeter to 
one of their speakers, the 
R852MD
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NEWS IN BRIEF
A selection of news-breaking 
stories on everything hi-fil

AMNESTY

• GOOD NWS if you're after cut-price 
audio equipment: Sony's trade-in 
scheme includes headphones and 
modem Walkmans and runs until 11 

July. Pure is also offering a selection of 
its radios as part of the Radio Amnesty. 
sony.co.uk and pure.corn

• MORE NEWS from Pure: the firm has 
put together a 'myth-busting' list of 
common questions and answers 
regarding DAB, including the date of 
the great FM switch-off.
pure.com/switchoverI

• improveyourcds.co.uk is offering a 
mail-order improvement service for CD, 
DVD, SACD and Blu-ray discs. The basic 
treatment involves the Audio Desk 
Systeme CD Sound Improver (HFC 332), 
with Russ Andrews ReVeel and Relees 
applied as options.

• BRmSH FIRM Orbitsound’s new 
£300 Tl2 v2 soundbar features 
updates like additional digital inputs 
and an iDock which is now compatible 
with iPhones. orbitsound.com

• ALTltOUGH TOE iPhone et al offer fine 
sound quality, there are few dedicated 
audiophile MP3 players. The Studio 
and Rocoo from HisoundAudio hope to 
change that. hisound-uk.com

New woofer 
great for Bach
Unison Research's desktop speaker is 
sure to bring new meaning to the word 'woofer'

We're not quite 
sure where 
designer Matteo 
Cibic found his inspiration 

for Hi-Fido, his latest 
creation, but frankly we 
love the result of his dogged 
pursuit of innovation.
Bearing a slightly bizarre 

resemblance to HMV's 
Nipper if he were to be 
fitted with an anti-biting

collar, Unison Research’s 
Hi-Fido is just over a foot 
long and hand-made by 
craftsmen in ceramic, in a 
limited edition of 100 
pieces. Fitted inside the 
collar is a three-inch 
(70mm) full-range driver 
with aluminium diaphragm, 
its rubber roll surround 
optimised for very wide 
excursion to extend its bass

response. Providing the 20 
watts RMS this driver 
can handle, is a TPA31l1 
class D amplifier module 
from Texas Instruments 
While the lead is not where 

one might usually expect to 
find it on man's best friend, 
we feel this does nothing, 
however, to diminish the 
charm of this idiosyncratic 
desktop system.

PRICE: £TBC AVAILABLE: TBC CONTACT: 01753 652669 WEB: UKD.CO.UK

DESERT ISLAND DISCS
AArthurKhou^xrian of The Funk Firm reveals the tunes that keep him coming back for more

DORYPREVIN
MYTHICAL KINGS AND 
IGUANAS 
Outrageously sardonic, 
witty and irreverent, 
Previn's Mythical 
Kings and Iguanas is a 
masterpiece of lyrical 
observations. sculpted 
by a knife which cuts 
deeper than Joni.

XTC
SKYLARKING 
listeningto mostXTC 
instantly transforms 
a miserable rainy day. 
Despite Partridge's 
protestations, 
Skylarking was a 
troubled production 
moulded to perfection 
byTodd Rundgren.

RADIOHEAD
IN RAINBOWS
A musically rich impasto 
of human uncertainties. 
Yorke powerfully pleads 
acknowledgement 
for this humanity by 
manipulating the 
universal message 
of music with great 
individualism.

BRENDEL
BEETHOVEN PIANO 
CONCERTO NO 4 
A piece with but one 
singular, simple aim: 
to evoke emotions 
deep within. You have 
no choice but to lose 
yourself(in the piece). 
Beethoven is certainly a 
master of the art.
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Good news for CD owners...
Brennan - a revolutionary new way to play music

The Brennan JB7 is a small CD player with a hard disk 
that stores up to 5,000 CDs. It saves the space and 
clutter of the CDs and provides immediate playback 
of any track.
The Brennan can also record from Vinyl and cassette 
and can load and play MP3s through the USB port.The 
idea is you load your entire music collection - past, 
present and future - then put the CDs etc. out of the 
way in another room or retire them to the attic.
You can either use the JB7 as a source for your existing 

Hi-Fi or it will drive loudspeakers directly.
The Brennan gives names to tracks and albums as you 
load each CD. It takes a few minutes to load a CD.The 
Brennan has a text search facility that shows a reducing 
number of matches as you press successive letters on 
the remote control. Once you get the hang of it you 
can find one track or album out of your entire music 
collection in a few seconds. So to find "Nessun Dorma" 
you would press letters "NES" or "DOR" and scroll 
through the shortlist of matches.

"Huge fun to use... a great talking point"
Daily Mail

"lntra simple, Superb"
Gr^ophone

Brennan JB7
Key Points
• Browse albums by spinning the volume knob - push to play
• Display track names as they play
• Delete unwanted tracks
• Seven rainbow colour coded playlists
• One button plays the entire music collection at random

• Segue function blends one track into the next
• One touch record from Vinyl, cassette or radio
• Clock with alarm
• 60 Watt, 4.8 x 16 x 22 cm steel and aluminium construction
• Backup music to external USB hard disk for safe keeping

BEST BUY j

HHICHOICE

Prices from £359...

To get the whole story and order visit ^^w.brennan.co.uk

w.brennan.co.uk


THE INSIDERTRIANGLE SPEAKER FACTORY

Triangle distributes direct from 
France to four UK dealers including: 
THE MUSIC ROOM (Glasgow) 
08454000400
KRONOS AV (N.lreland) 
0288 775 3606
MAYFLOWER SOUNDS (Yorks) 
01302 711528
AUDIO IMAGES (Suffolk) 
01502582853

Triangle is one of those rare breeds: a European speaker manufacturer with a UK-friendly sonic signature. Dan George went fact-finding just north of Paris

famous hi-fi dealer once said to a 
keen sales rep: ''There are two 
things I need in this world - one 
is a hole in the head, the other is 

another speaker brand." And he was quite 
right. Our tiny island is already saturated 
with great (and quite often) British-made 
loudspeakers. Brands come and go. Often, 
the biggest casualties are international 
newcomers trying to get established in a 
crowded UK market, but one worth millions. 
The competition is fierce and established 
dealers are sometimes reluctant to take on a 
fix for something that ain't necessarily broke. 

Clearly, many 'foreign' brands have real 
staying power and regular readers of Hi-Fi Choice may have noticed that, generally 
speaking, Triangle's speakers have had a 
steady run of success over the years. Our 
own Paul Messenger, author of our Blindlistening Group Test for speakers, is a fan, 
too; recommending the Magellan Dueno 
SW2 (HFC317) from the flagship range for 
a coveted Ed's Choice award, and giving
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THE INSIDER
TRIANGLE SPEAKER FACTORY

'Best Buy status to thf more affordable 
Genese Quartet ! HFC 302).

With the factory in the north of Paris and 
less than three hours away from London via 
Eurostar, we decided to head over to try and 
find out how and why this relatively small 
French speaker-builder’s sonic preferences, 
seem so in-tune with ours here in the UK.

Grand Designs
It all started in 1980, with architect and 
music-lover Renaud de Vergnette and (you 
guessed it) a garage. His vision, according to 
a Triangle spokesperson, was for "music 
recreation rather than music reproduction" 
and the same ethos lives on today. Within 
just five short years, the company took 
the critical decision to bring drive unit 
manufacturing in-house, giving the company 
maximum control over driver design, 
engineering and quality control.

By 1990, the company had introduced 
what it says was the first loudspeaker in the 
world to feature a curved enclosure -

"The investment programme 
has provided the engineers 
with eno4gh cutting-edge 
equipment to turn around 
components overnight"
something we all take for granted today. 
These historical milestones in Triangle's 
past, in our minds, point to a company 
that's passionate about innovation and 
high standards during the manufacturing 
process. But, such in-house luxuries don't 
come cheap. Triangle proudly claims to 
invest ten per cent of the company's turnover 
back into R&D. Certainly, we saw plenty of 
evidence to verify the claim, considering the 
scale of the operation.

Close-knit enthusiasts
Triangle today is still a fairly compact 
organisation. Just 27 people make up the 
staff at the 4,SOOsqm factory in Soissons,

THE RANGE
MAJESTIC MAGELLAN
Triangle's speaker line-up comprises 
three basic ranges. At the top end, 
there's the flagship Magellan SW2 
models, comprising a six-strong range 
and employing the company's finest 
drive units and cabinet work. Key 
features of the range-topping series 
include the TZ2900 horn-loaded tweeter 
and wide bandwidth (70Hz to 4kHz), 
T16PG paper midrange driver and the 
T21GM fibreglass/paper diaphragm.

GENEROUS GENESE
At one rung down from the Magellan 
and bridging the gap down to the 
affordable Espirit models, is the 
Genese range. This three-strong 
line-up utilises Triangle's semi-pod, 
horn-loaded TZ2500 tweeter - a half
unbaffled unit, designed for a greater 
off-axis response, a twin-vent bass 
port, plus Triangle's famous paper 
mid drive unit.

ELEGANT ESPIRIT
Triangle' Espirit range represents its 
most affordable speaker line-up. With 
some trickle-down technology from 
the bigger ranges, the four-strong 
collection also offers a number of home 
cinema add-on products, including 
subs, rears and centre channel 
speakers. Espirit offers the same drive 
unit material compliment as its bigger 
brothers, including the same titanium- 
dome TZ2500 tweeter as the Genese, a 
paper mid and a fibreglass woofer.

which is about 3Qmiles north of Pmis. At the 
core of the production end of the business lie 
two distinct R&D departments working 
together: electro acoustics and mechanical 
design. The company's aforementioned 
investment programme has provided the 
engineers wkh enough cutting-edge 
equipment to turn around prototype speaker 
cornponents overnight, which se^es to 
accelerate the design process.

Certainly, French consumers seem to 
have taken notice. Between 1980 and 2006, 
70 per cent ofTriangle's turnover could be 
attributed to the domestic market - one 
which is fiercely loyal to French-made goods. 
These days the brand is distributed in over 
forty countries worldwide, including the UK, 
which has four well-established dealers (see 
'Dealers' boxout over the page).

But what is it that makes Triangle popular 
with UK ears? With only a short stretch of 
water between the two nations, maybe our 
tastes are more similar than we realise. The 
company is quite open about its sonic focus:
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ECLIPSE
OJ

FUJITSU TEN

The great sound upgrade for a whole £140 less.We've improved our standard desktop sound system by combining our award winning, more dynamic speakers, the TD508II with the renowned TDA501II amp to create the ’Ultimate Desktop System'. What’s more, it's at a promotional price that saves you £140.00. What better reason to upgrade today.

ECLIPSE TD SERIES
Just for the pure performance

Eclipse TD (UK) Ltd +44 (0)20 7328 4499 Find your nearest stockist at www.eclispe-td.net

http://www.eclispe-td.net


THE INSIDER
TRIANGLE SPEAKER FACTORY

A concert-like sound, as clear, dynamic and 
as natural as possible; a very wide but 
accurate soundstage; natural-sounding mids 
(the company insists on paper cones); and 
deep and articulate bass.' Triangle has, in 
fact, stuck with paper as a cone material for 
30 years now, but is increasingly best known 
for its horn-loaded tweeters, which now 
feature titanium drivers.

Following a reorganisation in 2006, when 
the company changed ownership, plans 
were put in place for a new listening room 
and R&D centre. One of the biggest tooling 

"Triangle has stuck with 
paper cone material for 30 
years, but is best known for 
it's horn-loaded tweeters 
with titanium drivers."
investments around that time was a 150,000 
(Euro) 30 printer, which makes sample parts 
from resin. "It's made a big difference in 
prototyping..." said export manager Eric 
Dubouays, “ ...we can now go farther in R&D 
before making the actual parts."

Speaker craft
Brand manager Thomas Robert explained 
how the process of building a loudspeaker 
starts with analysing driver movement: 
""Simulations (computer) are used at the 
beginning to look at the biggest problems." 
Triangle showed us the FINECone software 
package it uses, where cone material data is 

entered into the simulator and predicted 
driver behaviour is calculated. This enables 
users to analyse the physical properties of 
hundreds of cone materials.

""The magnet is the next step'', Thomas 
added. "‘The software allows us to design the 
magnet and its size, (show) where the leaks 
are, and most importantly; the magnetic 
field." It's clear to see at this point, how the 
3D printer comes in, allowing the engineers 
to mock-up resin prototypes with same-day 
results. Once a suitable driver has been 
manufactured for testing, it's off the KLIPPEL 
laser analyser (pictured above). "‘This checks 
the parameters seen on the simulation 
software" said Thomas.

The carbon fibre midrange drivers are carefully 
pressed into the basket
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THE INSIDERTRIANGLE SPEAKER FACTORY

We asked Triangle for its view on what the biggest technological developments in speaker-building have been over the last decade. "Suspension stiffness has been one big change over the last ten years", said Thomas. "Driver technology has stayed the same... we're aware of the problems as the simulator helps us understand how the cones are working."Finished cones are then taken to an assembly area, where the voice coils are wound, cones are glued into place and the whole driver assembly and basket is built.

Facilities managementAlthough the organisation is fairly small, the facilities are impressive. 2009's overhaul has provided the team with a range of high- quality equipment, from driver and listening room analysis tools, to a fine engineering workshop with the latest test gear. Indeed, Triangle's anechoic chamber (main picture) is one of the better examples we've seen.A recently designed listening room remains the subject of ongoing tweaks, much like any hi-fi system. The company employs CATT-Acoustic modelling software to, "try and get the rooms perfected." The software analyses the room and finds problems for the engineers to solve. We enjoyed extensive listening to the flagship Magellan Grand Concerto SW2 on the end of Esoteric electronics, despite forgetting to take our Vanessa Paradis CDs.A later part of HFCs tour took us to the prototypes room (where photos were banned!) and the engineering/repair department, where we met Christophe Riffflard, the company's "unofficial historian and curator", according to Eric.In charge of after sales and repair, Christophe is able to repair any Triangle drive unit since 1985 (since manufacturing went in-house) and with a sister who works in the Champagne region, he's clearly a useful man to know.
Partners in rhymeKeen to visualise the perfect Triangle-ended system, we asked Eric Dubouays which"Although the organisation is fairly small, the facilities are impressive, with a range of high-quality equipment."

electronics brands he felt worked well with his speakers. "They like Class A designs very much". "Sugden and Triangle work well, NAO, Unison Research and Pathos Class A kit, as well as Esoteric (we spotted a CD and amp in the main listening room, along with a Nairn HDX) and Audio Analogue." System-matching is clearly important to the company; "they don't like anything (electronics) with 'highs'." added Eric.Our tour ended, quite suitably, in Triangle's listening room, which unlike most factory demo rooms, had a reasonable selection of good music. Earlier, we stated our mission to discover why Triangle's sonic signature seems to fit with UK ears. We admit, that whilst our testing has revealed that not every model is a sure-fire winner, the ones that do deliver, hit the spot well. Maybe it's our analogue heritage - Triangle's love Class A and they're also highly efficient, accordingly. Or maybe it's the passion for quality control that simply results in a highly polished product. Either way, this small, French underdog seemingly has lots to offer the UK audiophile.Not wanting to leave empty-handed we managed to prise a pair of Lyr’s, from the Genese range, out of the factory manager's stock cupboard, which will be reviewed by Paul Messenger in two issue's time, HFC 
337 (October issue). •
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Bowers & Wilkins

ond When it
comes to faithfully reproducing sound

were reserved for our largest, most

www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk

at high frequenc 
on earth matches 
until recently, díame

no other material 
2nd. But up 
dome tweeters

■m

expensive referenc 
longer. The 805

The origin of 
true sound

The all new 805 Di

kers. No
is the first

of its kind: the only Bowers & Wilkins 
bookshelf speaker to incorporate true 
studio-grade technology in the form 
of a diamond tweeter. Now you can 
experience the thrill of true sound in 
places you never thought possible.

http://www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk


For the PMC IB2Z

The fact 8 s are one of those rare 

speakers that do everything well. 

Man. I Love these speakers -
Highly Recommended

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Dec 2009

Find out why you need the facts from
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OPINIONTECHNOLOGY
The science of cartridges
For many, moving coil cartridges are high-end devices, period. 
Richard Black weighs up the pros and cons of the humble MCseem to have written quite a few analogue-based technology columns recently, so here's another prompted by this month's MiniTestof phono stages (p 100). I was measuring the noise performance of each amplifier in both moving-coil and moving-magnet mode and reflected that it might be worth explaining why there are differences and how they relate to the cartridges themselves.Electronic noise has previously been a subjectof this column and it's a surprisingly tricky subject. In fact, I think it's fair to say that a good many electronics engineers (low-noise specialists apart) don't fully understand it. It's intrinsically a rather mathematical subject,but most of the concepts involved are actually quite straightforward.The first thing one needs to know is that any resistor, or indeed any part or component with some resistance to it, generates a small noise voltage across its terminals just as it sits there doing nothing. The size of this voltage depends on the value of the resistance, or on the square root of its value, so the voltage across a 100-ohm resistor is ten times that across a one-ohm resistor. In audio terms, by the way; we're talking typically of less than a millionth of a volt.The next consideration is that any amplifying device also generates noise when it is working. To some extent, the magnitude of this noise depends on the 'source impedance' of whatever is feeding into the amplifying stage - the resistance, inductance and/or capacitance of the signal source.Third, the various noise sources in a signal chain add together. They add as power, not

voltage, but what's important is that two similar-sized noise sources both contribute significantly. In other words, any noise source that's not much smaller than the most critical one in a signal path must be taken into consideration.
Times threeIt turns out that three noise sources in an 
LP replay chain are roughly equal in level: surface noise, phono amplifier noise and the noise generated by the cartridge itself. At first, one might think that this works strongly in favour of moving magnet cartridges as they have a higher output, but the important consideration is noise relative to the signallevel and that's what I mean here. Because MM cartridges have a higher resistance (typically a few hundred ohms against the 5-40ohms of most MC models) they generate a good deal more noise, something like five to eight times as much noise voltage.That still means they have a slightly higher signal-to-noise ratio because their output level is generally ten times that of an MC, but the advantage is quite small. And there's the consideration of the phono amplifier - will that have more or less noise for an MM or MC cartridge?Again, the answer isn't entirely straightforward and again the reason is the differing output levels and and impedance of the two cartridge types. Not only is the impedance of an MM cartridge higher, but because of the very high inductance of most such models it rises to several kilo-ohms at high frequencies, putting rather different

Electronic noise is 
a surprisingly 
tricky subject, I 
think it's fair to say 
a good many 
electronics 
engineers don't 
fully understand it

A must-have MC: Dynavector's Karat 1703 (£699) constraints on the noise performance of the amplifier that follows. This, incidentally; is why it is just about impossible to optimise one input stage for both MM and MC cartridges and the best phono amps often have completely separate circuits for each.In practice, the end result is that there isn't much in it for noise performance between the two types, but MC amplifier performance is rather harder to optimise in practice: transformers are one good way to do it but they're expensive, if done well. 
As for mechanical differences between the two cartridge types, that will have to wait for another technology column! •

RICHARD BUCK
A musician and recording engineer, Richard 
knows a thing or two about hi-fi - he's been 
writing about it for over two decades

WWHAT DO YOU THINK?
How much influence does the cartridge have 
on yourturntable set-up?
Email us now: hifichoice@futurenet.com
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Somehow Coventry didn't seem such a bad place after all

W JPro-lect
AUDIO Y S T E M SWorth the odd sacrifice

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166 
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk

http://www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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OPINION
FORWARD FOCUS

Follow us on Tweeters
Tweeters have undergone considerable evolution in the last few years 
and, as Ed Selley discovers, the future may prove dangerous

he role of the tweeter in the

T performance of a loudspeaker is 
nothing if not demanding. It is 
required to effortlessly handle the 

upper registers of the frequency range, all the 
way to the point where the human ear ceases 
to register. Many of the sounds it produces are 
difficult and although slight in comparison to 
other parts of the register, it can undermine the 
entire performance of the speaker if not 
reproduced convincingly. At the same time, 
the potential of high-resolution music (if not 
actually matched by sales) to raise this 
bandwidth much further has added to the 
pressure. With these key requirements fixed, 
it is small wonder that speaker manufacturers 
have been keen to make use of technology 
developments across engineering to help them 
towards this goal.

An ideal tweeter must be stiff, light and 
possessed of good damping - the accuracy of 
these frequencies depends on how rapidly the 
tweeter can start and stop. The pursuit of the 
'ultimate dome' finds us in 2010, with some of 
the more extreme ends of the periodic table 
being probed in the pursuit of these goals. 
Metal tweeters have been around since the 
1970s and over time, the pursuit of improved 
performance from the classic dome shape has 
led to the use of beryllium, by mass the fourth 
lightest element in the periodic table.

Rare, expensive and difficult to work with, 
manufacturers such as Focal persist with 
beryllium for the simple reason that a typical 
25-millimetre tweeter dome made from the 
same will be three times lighter than its 
aluminium equivalent, whilst possessing more 
benign breakup and resonance characteristics.

The ultimate material
The ultimate metal for tweeters literally faces 
stiff competition from work undertaken by 
Bowers and Wilkins among others, with 
synthetic diamond. When seen up close, a 
diamond tweeter is rather disappointingly 
lacking in the 'bling' factor we might normally 
associate with the material. A diamond dome 
also cannot match the sheer lack of mass 
possessed by a beryllium dome. Where it starts 
to pull back the advantage is in stiffness. There 
is no material harder or stiffer than diamond 
and the result is a dome that is almost entirely 
free from breakup or resonances, whilst still 
being light enough to respond to frequencies up 
to the 40kHz range.

The production process for diamond tweeters 
is, to all intents and purposes, as hard as

"Darting - happy anniversary, I've bought you 
some diamonds."

Plasma tweeters 
represent an 
intoxicating 
glimpse into the 
possibilities 
afforded to the 
reproduction of 
high frequencies

beryllium refinement, featuring as it does 
phrases such as 'vacuum deposition' and the 
costs are likely to remain high unless the 
quantities involved increase dramatically.

Of course, there is always someone willing to 
push the envelope and at this point Lansche 
audio should take a bow. Lansche eschews 
anything as mundane as a permanently formed 
dome for the reproduction of music, however 
stiff or light they may now be. Instead, it uses a 
sphere of ionized plasma to create the lowest 
mass driver that any reasonable interpretation 
of current physics suggests is possible.

A gas field tweeter is capable of output past 
the lOOkHz point, which should allow for both 
improvements in recording and any unexpected 
jumps in human evolution. The system is not 
without some drawbacks, however, as the 
speaker needs the power to generate plasma in 
the first place and one of the more vexing 
limitations of doing so is the production of 
ozone which (whilst welcome in the upper 
atmosphere) is a less desirable gas to build up 
in a listening environment.

Nonetheless, plasma tweeters represent an 
intoxicating glimpse into the possibilities 
afforded to the reproduction of high frequencies 
and history suggests that today's extreme high 
end can often find itself available at more 
terrestrial price points in the years to come. •

ED SELLEY
Ed worked in retail before joining some 
of the biggest names in the hi-fi industry 
creating and supporting audio products

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Is plasma taking things a bit too far7 After, 
all, what's wrong with good ol' fabric?
Email us now: hifichoice@futurenet.com
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Roksan
Warranty Notification

Effective lst November 2009, all Roksan 
electronics and turntables supplied via au
thorised dealers are to be covered by a 5 year 
parts and labour warranty.* As a gesture 
to existing customers, this will also be ex
tended to all current owners of K2 products.

In an age where product longevity and second 
hand resale values are constantly under threat, 
Roksan wish to reward their loyal customers by 
allowing their warranty to be transferrable from 
owner to owner. Thus, the warranty stays with 
the product from initial date of sale to 5 years old 
as long as it remains within the country of origin. 
* terms available upon request

Distributed in the UK by;

Henley Designs
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, 
sales@henleydesigns.co.uk, 01235 511166

http://www.henleydesigns.co.uk
mailto:sales@henleydesigns.co.uk


OPINION
AUDIO ICONS

Lust at first sight
Back in the 1970s, a Swiss watchmaker launched a tonearm. For audio 
nut Jimmy Hughes, hi-fi would never be quite the same again

I
first encountered the Breuer 
tonearm back in the late 1970s. 
It was lust at first sight. I wanted to 
own one more than anything in the

world. Despite a fabulous price tag of around 
£500, supplies of this hand-made jewel were 
extremely limited. Being impossible to get only 
fuelled the legend - the Breuer arm became 
almost mythical.

Now, there's nothing like being told you can't 
have something to make you want it even 
more. Apparently, Breuer made something like 
one arm each week, so there was a very long 
waiting list. It was like buying an exotic sports 
car - it didn't matter how filthy-rich you were, 
you still had to put your name down and wait.

Then, sometime in the mid 1980s, I got a 
call from the new UK importer. A Breuer 
Type 8 arm had unexpectedly become available 
(no doubt, someone died waiting) and would 
I be interested? It cost a lot of money, but 
I threw caution to the wind and said Yes.
I wasn't disappointed.

The Type 8 felt completely different to any 
arm I'd ever encountered. Taking the arm from 
its packaging was a bit like handling a tiny 
newborn baby for the first time - it felt 
incredibly delicate. The arm was amazingly 
light. Headshell and arm tube were wafer-thin, 
yet (paradoxically) the impression was one of 
strength and rigidity.

Most arms go down the mass and damping 
route - thick arm tubes and big fat chunky 
headshells. But with the Breuer, it seemed as 
though these parts had deliberately been made 
as thin as the designer could get away with. 
That the arm felt surprisingly solid and rigid 
only added to its charm.

The military-spec gimbal bearings felt 
silky-smooth, with ultra-low friction and no 
perceptible free play. And then there was the 
way the various parts slid together - each 
section seemed a perfect fit with its counterpart. 
Even for someone used to handling high-quality 
precision tonearms, the Breuer felt different 
and special.

The headshell was milled from a solid billet, 
and hand-drilled to make it lighter. Such attention 
to detail, plus a gorgeous finish, created an 
overriding impression of luxury - a custom-made 
item, individually hand-crafted, rather than 
mass-produced. The Breuer looked and felt like 
a labour of love - you almost felt it had a soul.

Pick-up
Herr Breuer produced his own pickup cartridge 
(a modified EMT) and his arm was designed to

tonearm's abilities are legendary

match it. The Breuer arm was not offered 
as a 'universal' component, so there was 
just one (rather heavy) counterweight. For 
weighty cartridges (Koetsu), this counterweight 
was fine. But it proved too heavy for low-to- 
medium-weight pickups.

Breuer's low mass/undamped approach 
would only work if the arm bearings were 
outstanding. Not absorbing cartridge vibration 
through the headshell and arm tube ensured 
that most of this energy would find its way 
to the bearings. Fortunately the arm bearings 
were able to handle this resonance without 
any unwanted chatter.

As a result, the Breuer arm sounded 
remarkably lively and open, making other 
arms sound thick and opaque by comparison. 
Initially you'd notice that pickups mounted 
in a Breuer had a tonal balance that was more 
open and energetic. Then, you'd realise the 
music sounded significantly more dynamic 
and immediate.

That was it; the Breuer am had a liveness 
that made it special and unique. As a result, it 
was not a kind 'forgiving' component. If used 
with a poor cartridge and/or badly set up, it 
could sound rough and aggressive. But heard at 
its best, the sound had an airy silvery-brilliance 
that was quite unlike other tonearms.

Although the Breuer arm has gone through 
quite a few updates and improvements over 
the years, all the essential aspects of the design 
can be found in the original Type 5 from the 
1970s. Back then, there was nothing to touch 
it. And even today there is still (arguably) no 
real alternative. •

Then I got a call 
from a new 
importer; a Type 
8arm had 
unexpectedly 
become 
available (no 
doubt, someone 
died waiting)

A hi-fi enthusiast for four decades, Jimmy's 
knowledge of system-matching and record
collecting are unmatched in the industry

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
I s there really nothing to touch the Bruer 
arm today?
Email us now: hifichoice@futurenet.com
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Solutions for better music & movies

L etters
Get in touch! email us at hifichoice@futurenet.com 
or write to: Hi-Fi Choice letters, Future Publishing Ltd, 
2 Balcombe Street, London NW1 6NW

Sponsored by:

A hard day's listening
I really enjoyed your 'Remasters 
ofthe Universe feature (HFC 333) 
and would love to see more of the 
same. After all, great though it is 
to read reviews of esoteric system 
components, most of us are (or 
should be) into hi-fi forthe music.

However, I'm now extremely 
worried because although you 
didn't deal with The Beatles 
Remasters in depth. You say that 
they "finally got it right" with 
The White Album, but on my 
Cyrus-based system, Long, Long, 
Long has a truly horrible bass 
sound, which both my car stereos 
reproduce equally horribly.

The original vinyl was 
never brilliant, but this is no 
improvement. Is it my hi-fi or 
are you missing something? I 
would love to read a review of 

these remasters played on your 
top-grade equipment, because I 
for one have bootlegs that sound 
fresher than these and suspect 
that these CDs possess little more 
than equalisation forthe iPod 
generation.

I do have a couple of the vinyl 
reissues from the 1990s, which 
are quite good and rumour has it 
that they are all being reissued. 
Perhaps we need to wait forthem 
to finally do The Beatles justice on 
modern equipment. Keep up the 
good work!Ken Vetfese, via emailHFC Mark Prendergast, author 
of the feature, comments:

Dear Ken, The Beatles' White 
Album came out of their time 
spent in Rishikesh in India. 
In May 1968 they gathered at

Harrison's Esher house and 
recorded 23 demos. They then 
moved to Abbey Road and 
began an intensive period of 
spontaneous recording which 
lasted until November that year.

Abbey Road Studios 1 and 2 
were used along, with four- 
track equipment, as well as a 
new eight-track machine at the 
external Trident studios. An 
anything-goes spirit pervaded 
the sessions, with instruments 
placed in corridors and, for Yer 
Blues, the band recorded the 
track all together in a cupboard. 
Many tape sources were utilised 
from the Abbey Road library, 
both mono and stereo, and in the 
end the album was an enormous 
cottage that took a marathon 
24-hours to assemble and track, 
thus producing results of a range 
of sonic qualities.

Long, Long, Long was a track 
that was spontaneously caught 
and worked upon over three days 
in October 1968. Its strange use 
of C minor and G minor chords, 
and the rattling of a wine bottle 
atop McCartney's Hammond 
organ, were defining sounds.

According to Abbey Road's 
Steve Rooke, "Long, Long, Long 
presented no more challenges 
than any of the other tracks. And 
we went through all the past 
release formats for comparison, 
including original vinyl copies."

The method for all the 
remastering remained the same 
over a period of four years for 
the seven-man team. Initial tests 
were carried out on the analogue 
tapes for dust build-up before 
they were played on an EMI TG 
analogue console. Machine 
heads were checked constantly. 
Then the music was transferred 
using Pro-Tools Workstation 
at 24-bit/192kHz. De-noising 
technology was used on only 
1/100th of the music with overall 
limiting used sparingly. All early 
vinyl pressings, plus later CD 
mixes were then loaded into 
Pro-Tools for comparison during 
the EQ process. When the 
tracks were finished, they were 
all auditioned by the Project 
Engineers in Studio 3. Further

auditions took place off-location 
to complete the process.

Steve Rooke admits to getting 
a cleaner sound by removing 
distortions like electrical clicks, 
lip sibilance, pops or accidental 
bumps in the studio, but he 
never touched the sound of the 
performance itself. As Rooke 
concludes: "Everybody hears 
things differently and after two 
weeks everybody, including 
The Beatles themselves, EMI, 
Apple and George Martin, were 
extremely happy."

Digital: not the best thing 
since sliced bread?
I don't know why Jimmy Hughes 
should find it puzzling in his review 
of the Linn Uphorik (HFC334) 
that the LP has a more musically 
satisfying sound, after all, music 
flows like a river; it is an analogue 
process. It comes in all sorts of 
colours and tones, which is why we 
can differentiate between an Oboe, 
Clarinet orCor Anglais.

Non-musicians may not always 
be sure which is the Oboe and 
which the Cor Anglais, but they 
can hear the difference which arise 
as a result of the type of reed used, 
the length of the pipe, etc.

As to why digital sounds different, 
for illustrative purposes one 
can think in terms of bread from 
different sources. Imagine that one 
day you pick up your multi-grain 
loaf and it weighs half as much as 
it did last week. The vendor will 
tell you that it is the new 'Digital 
Bread': it seems to be the same 
size and is in the same packaging, 
but for your convenience they 
have cut it into 2,000 slices and 
disposed of halfofthem, replacing 
them with invisible, tasteless gaps 
of the same thickness. Removing 
50 per cent must have an affect on 
the taste as perceived by buyers.

The digital conversion process 
does exactly that, thereby removing 
some of the information that would 
distinguish between a Stradivarius 
and a Grancino. The software 
designers and engineers fiddle 
about with oversampling and other 
techniques to fool the ear into 
thinking nothing is missing, but 
it is all smoke and mirrors: 50 per
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LETTERS
LETTER OF THE MONTHDAB: Dire Audio —Broadcasting?

There's fight in the 
old format yet: FM can 
sound superb through a great tuner

PRIZE 
i WINNER! ।

cent has been rubbed out, removed. Vinyl carries all the information in a continuous uninterrupted stream, just the way it was played or sung. Jonathon Briggs, via email

ffFC You raise some interesting 
points Jonathan, though it has 
to be said the technicalities and 
effectiveness of digital recording 
and playback ore well rehearsed 
and fully understood. A lot of very 
clever engineering has gone into 
what might superficially appear 
to be a system with the sorts of 
failings you mention.

We don't have even remotely 
enough space in these pages 
to cover those technicalities in 
any depth, but if you trawl the 
web, you'll find them explained 
in exhaustive depth and trust us, 
it isn't just jargonistic sophistry. 
Equally, vinyl's shortcomings 
are laid bare by measurement 
equipment, amongst them 
vast amounts of distortion 
and limited dynamic range. 
We asked Jimmy himself to 
respond to your main points too:

Ah, the old analogue/digital 
debate; still going strong after 
30+ years! One big problem with 
these debates is being able to 
distinguish between being faithful 
and accurate to the original, as 
opposed to simply pleasing the 
ear. For me, the whole analogue/ 
digital debate was always more of 
an LP versus CD issue. A digitally 
recorded LP played via a top-class 
system, still retains many of the 
musical attributes one associates 
with analogue - despite the 
source being digital.

While reviewing Linn's Uphorik 
phono stage, I listened to Lorin 
Maaze/'s early digital recording of 

Dvorak's 7th symphony with the 
Vienna Philharmonic on Deutsche 
Grammophon (410 997-1). The 
richness and depth of the sound 
was amazing. Yet, when I originally 
bought this LP in 1984, the 
recording seemed thin and edgy, 
with poor dynamics and ambience 
- the sort of disc that got early 
digital a bad name.

I still have my original vinyl 
pressing from 1984 and also have 
the CD. LP easily beats the CD for 
naturalness and rich spacious 
clarity. Put simply, it sounds more 
'real' - which seems to indicate 
that LP reproduction has improved 
more than CD over the past 25 
years! However, which of the 
two gets closest to the original 
master tape? Do I prefer the LP 
because vinyl produces lots of 
nice additives that 'enhance' the 
sound? Ultimately, is it important?

Listening to music is about 
enjoyment. Absolute accuracy is 
difficult to judge; we can only voice 
opinions about which sound is 
more believable and authentic. 
Regardless of the technology 
involved - who makes it, or what it 
cost- if a recording sounds 'real', 
and conveys the spirit of the music 
and its performance, then that's 
it-job done.

I DON'T KNOW if it's just my 
imagination, but a lot of radio 
listeners on sites across the internet 
don't seem to be too happy about 
'the powers that be' deciding to turn 
off FM in five years' time: comments 
look as if they're running at least 75 
per cent against the idea.

I do my listening to Radio 3 on 
a Magnum Dynalab 102 (with 
valves) through a Nairn 200/202. 
11 never sounds less than superb, 
but that obviously hasn't stopped 
the wingnuts in Downing Street 
wanting to remove it in order to sell 
off the spectrum and force us all to 
buy DAB receivers to improve our 
balance of trade with China!Ion Holl, via email

fff'C For on update on what might lie in FM’s future, have 
a look at our news pages: DAB manufacturer Pure has 
put together a handy document to clear up some of the 
confusion surrounding the switch-over The question now 
is whether, in fact, it will happen when originally mooted, 
since UK pie is under new management.

Given how crude a storage system the 
vinyl groove is, it's amazing it even 
works, let alone sounds great

WIN A RUSS ANDREWS POWERMAX MAINS LEAD WORTH £45!
Letter of the Month winners 
will receive an impressive 
Russ Andrews PowerMax 
mains lead worth £45, 
so drop us a line now: 
hifichoice@futurenet.com
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Howwetest
Hi-Fi Choice employs the most rigorous test and measurement regime 
in the business and here we explain why our definitive verdicts count

Hi-fi reviews
No other magazine offers a more reliable standard of hi-fi testing.
Technical Consultant Richard Black explains ...

EXPERT TESTING

* *

HHt Choice AUGUST 2010 www.hifichoice.co.uk

Measurement
But even the most experienced listener, 
with a stack of familiar recordings heard 
in familiar surroundings, can't always 
know what is causing a particular

FOR OVER THREE decades, Hi-Fi Choice 
has been trusted for its combination 
of subjective and technical review 
expertise. The crucial consideration 
for any audio component is how it 
sounds, but it is importantto back this 
up with laboratory measurements for 
many reasons - everything from the 
wish to check basic performance to 
the possibility of uncovering peculiar 
behaviour under conditions, perhaps 
slightly different from those of the 
subjective tests.

Listening
Subjective testing doesn't necessarily 
require the world's sharpest ears. 
What's more important is the 
experience to analyse the sound 
arriving from the hi-fi and this is where 
our subjective reviewers come in: 
they have been listening critically to 
audio equipment for aeons and have 
learned to identify the characteristics 
that make kit informative, involving or 
j ust plain dull. 

characteristic in the sound. Brightness, 
for instance, may be a function of 
frequency response or distortion and 
this is where measurements come 
in. We analyse a range of parameters 
to see just where the correlation lies 
between sound and design. Our test 
equipment has been tried, tested and 
added to over the years and again our 
experience with it is unrivalled.

Straightforward presentation 
We call on that experience to boil down 
the measurements to simple bar charts, 
which show at a glance how well a 
component behaves relative to others 
in its category. It's this combination 
of subjective and technical expertise 
that makes our reviews the most useful 
in the field.

"crucial consideration 
for any audio 
component is how 
it sounds, but it is 
important to back this 
up with laboratory 
measurements..."

CI OUR 
AWARDS

STATE-OF-THE 
ART HI-FI TECH
HFCs test equipment is the 
most advanced kit available

EDITOR'S CHOICE: 
Awarded to those 
products that are 
j udged to deliver 
reference-standard 
performance

RECOMMENDED:
The products we 
feel meet a certain 
high standard of 
performance

GROUP TEST 
WINNER: 
Comparative tests 
can only have one 
true winner, and this 
badge says it all

AT HI-FI CHOICE, we have access 
to some of the most advanced test 
equipment currently available on the 
market, including the Audio Precision 
APx585, which you’ll find in the labs 
of many top hi-fi manufacturers. 
The 585 can be configured to test a 
variety of key hi-fi products, such as 
amplifiers, CD players/DACs and - 
with the help of a specially-calibrated 
microphone - loudspeakers.

In conjunction with some 
conventional lab equipment at 
our disposal, the 585 will also be 
used to test analogue playback 
equipment including phono stages 
and turntables. These objective 
measurements - which conform 
to recognised industry standards 
- are designed to complement 
subjective evaluations such as the 
listening panels organised by our 
internationally respected reviewers.

The standard of our test facilities 
is unrivalled in the UK press. Quite 
simply, no other magazine offers this 
level of cutting-edge testing, making 
the verdicts in Hi-Fi Choice the only 
ones you can really trust.

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk


M
HOW WE TEST

Unrivalled group tests
Hi-Fi Choice is the only magazine to offer blind-listening 
group tests, fully backed up with objective data

BLIND-LISTENING TESTS

THIS CRUCIAL test involves relatively 
rapid-fire comparisons of the test units 
for a panel of three listeners who are 
not aware of which product they are 
listening to. Levels are accurately 
matched and the test is conducted with 
the minimum of distractions, playing 
the same programme through each 
system while the listeners take notes of 
whatever pleases or bothers them.

SIGHTED LISTENING

IN ADDITION to the 'blind' test, the 
author also spends a longer period 
listening to each system with various 
items of partnering equipment and 
a wider range of music. Apart from 
the obvious fact that this is how 
most people listen most of the time, 
this also has the advantage that 
interesting aspects of the sound can 
be investigated and different musical

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

Output level THD+N Freq, response Crosstalk Dynamic
range

FOR THIS MONTH'S CD player Blind
listening Group Test, we pressed into 
service the APx585 audio analyser (see 
boxout opposite). This highly sophisticated 
PC-controlled instrument can simulate 
many items of lab equipment, including 
an oscilloscope, audio voltmeter, chart 
recorder, phase monitor and test signal/ 
sweep generator.

For CD players, the APx585 is used in 
conjunction with a specially created Hi-Fi 
Choice lab test disc to measure a number 
of key performance criteria.There are five 
of these - which are summarised for each 
of the reviewed products using our unique 
bargraph system. Anything out of the 
ordinary is commented on in the lab report 
which compares like with like across the 
whole six-way group.

I n this way, an evaluation free of 
prejudices based on brand, price or 
appearance can be made, while the 
different tastes and sensitivities of 
each listener help round out the 
analysis and make it more widely 
applicable. Occasional repeats of kit 
give a 'sanity check', while years of 
experience help make the process 
efficient and reliable.

styles tried out to see what works, not 
to mention experimenting with such 
variables as listening level.

Long-term reference pieces of 
equipment (some from past reviews) 
get substituted for the kit under test 
from time to time, in order to check on 
performance relative to the rest of the 
audio world, while recordings made by 
the author provide a live reference.

OUTPUT LEVEL
We measure the output levels of both right 
and left channels, with a standard OdBFS 
(full-signal') stereo 1kHz test tone. For a CD 
player, we should expect both channels to be 
around two-volts RMS.

THD+N
Part of our testing procedure involves 
measuringTHD+N with much lower-level 
signals (20dBFS and •60dBFS). THD+N will 
increase as signal level decreases, owing to 
the limitations of CD's PCM technology.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
With CD players, you should expect a flat 
frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz. 
TheTech Labs measure this by conducting 
a frequency sweep between these two 
frequencies and monitoring the output.

CROSSTALK
We measure leakage from the left channel 
to the right and vice versa. The higher the 
figure, the better. There should be little 
difference between the two figures, and 
what's listed here is the average of the two.

DYNAMIC RANGE
Thisspec expresses the difference between 
the highest amplitude distortion-free signal 
a CD player can output (a sine-wave is used 
here). The higher the figure, the better. In 
theory, 16^bit CD has a dynamic range of 96db.

THIS ISSUE'S 
BLIND PANEL
This month's panel of experienced 
li steners from within the industry are:

□ TESTING 
EQUIPMENT 
USED
Source:
PinkTriangle PT 
Export/SME309/ 
Highphonic MGA3
Speakers: 
•B&W803s
•ATC SCM20
•Rogers LS3/SA
Cables:
Atlas, Wireworld, 
van den Hui

□ TEST 
MUSIC USED
OnS REDDING:
The Dock of the Bay

REUBEN KLEIN
JOB: SALES AND
SERVICE MANAGER
REUBEN IS a music lover, 
high-resolution, two 
channel enthusiast and 
a specialist in HDMI 
transmission systems. 
He was formerly involved 
with amp manufacturer ECS.

STEVE REICHERT
JOB: PR MANAGER
NEARLY FORTY years in the 
business, Armour's PR man 
i s also the 'Golden Ears' for 
i ts QAcoustics loudspeaker 
and QED cable brands.

OTIS BEDVIXO 
TOK IHHk OF THE BAT

MARTIAL ROUSSEAU
JOB: RESEARCH 
ENGINEER
MARTIAL SWDIED physics 
and acoustics in his native
France, before completing a 
doctorate in the aerospace 
industry. He is currently 
employed at the Bowers 
and Wilkins Research Centre.

IANDURY:
The Bus Driver's 
Prayer and others

DEFINITIVE 
VERDICTS
No other magazine offers an 
equivalent listening programme

PAUAVICINO:
Madrigals

Few, if any, magazines in the world 
can equal our dedication and 
thoroughness in combining blind 
and sighted listening with extensive 
lab tests and detailed internal 
examination of equipment passing 
through our hands. Each of these is 
equally important and it's not just that 
we do them - we also bring to the 
table decades of audio experience.

Our listeners in the Blind-Listening 
Group Tests for example, are experts 
from within the hifi industry. Each and 
everyone of them is used to listening 
critically during product development 
and initial product testing. In fact, many 
of them also get involved in making 
recordings and their own music.

One of these is HFC'sTechnical 
Consultant Richard Black, who has 
been involved with designing, testing 
and evaluating audio equipment for a 
quarter of a century.

It's the culmination of all the aspects 
mentioned on these pages that makes 
for the most reliable hi-fi verdicts in 
the business.

। TESTED THIS MONTH: CD PLAYERS
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musical 
experience

REFERENCE PHONO 2
Vacuum Tube Phono Preamplifier

REFERENCE 5
Vacuum Tube Line-stage Preamplifier

REFERENCE CD8
Compact Disc PlayerII It is the best

valve preamplifier
I've ever used. II
Ken Kessler I Hi-Fi News I Jan 2010

—II Quite possibly 
the best all-round 
single box CD 
player I've heard. II
Roy Gregory I Hi-Fi+ I Issue 64

II The most 
persuasively 
lifelike phonostage 
I've heard.II
Jonathan Valin I The Absolute Sound I Jan 2010

Over 40 years Audio Research has established a new syntax of emotional, evocative sound. Motivated by the uncompromising 
pursuit of the ultimate musical experience, Audio Research has created a succession of products that have each gained iconic 
status. Built by hand with the end user always in mind, Audio Research components combine innovation with longevity - all units 
being repairable to original performance standards, no matter how old.

The Audio Research collection encompasses both valve and solid-state technology, delivering some of the most critically acclaimed CD players 
and amplifiers yet devised. The three components featured above - the latest additions to the world-famous Reference line - have already 
received the rapturous reception one expects of this prestigious marque.
Like all true musical legends, Audio Research creates timeless classics; whichever component you choose, you'll find it's the ultimate sound 
investment. For details of the full range and your nearest dealer, contact Absolute Sounds.

audio research
HIGH DEFINITION'

absolute sounds ltd 
58 Durham Road, London SW20 0TW 

T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62 
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

http://www.absolutesounds.com
mailto:info@absolutesounds.com


COMPETITION

A PRO-JECT CD AND 
PRE/POWER AMP

LINE 1 35dB|

WORTH 
£1,140

CD Box SE

FOR YOUR chance to win this superb system please answer the following question:
What type of amplifier is 
the Amp BoxSE?
A: Class D
B: Class A
C: Class of *83

cop0*

For your chance to win this 
Project system, text 
SYSTEM A, B or C to 87474 or 
visitfuturecomps.co.uk/system 
and follow the instructions, 
leaving your selected answer and 
details where prompted

THISSYSTEM may be small, but 
Richard Black discovered in HFC333, 
that it's perfectly able to pay its way 
amongst full-size components, the 
individual units gelling into a whole 
which is detailed, as well as musical.

In fact. Class D amplification not 
only consumes less space than 

traditional analogue designs, it's also 
considerably more power-efficient. 
This has enabled the cunning designers 
at Pro-Ject to shoehorn an 80-watt 
amplifier into the Amp Box SE's 
tiny enclosure.

Partnering the amp in this enjoyably 
rhythmic and well-balanced trio is the CD 

Box SE CD player, which benefits from 
commendably low levels of jitter; 
an important fact given its co-axial 
S/PDIF output for an external DAC.

Rounding out the roster is the 
clean, uncluttered Pre Box SE preamp, 
with its four line inputs and an output 
for recording.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS To enter the Project competition, you can either (a) text your answer to 87474 at any time between 24.06.10 and 
21.07.10, or (b) enter online at www.futurecomps.co.uk/system with your entry being received between 24.06.10 and 21.07.2010.
By sending your entry you agree to these competition rulesand you confirm you are happy to receive details of future offersand promotions 
from Future Publishing Limited and carefully selected third parties. If you do not want to receive information relating to future offers and 
promotions, please include the word STOP at the end of your text message or at the end of your postal entry. Texts will be charged at £1.00 
plus your standard network tariff rate.

By taking part in a Competition, you agree to be bound by the Competition Rules, which are summarised below but can be viewed in full at 
www.futurenet.com/futureonline/competitionrules.asp . Late or incomplete entries will be disqualified. Proof of posting (if relevant) shall not 
be deemed proof of delivery. Entries must be submitted by an individual (not via any agency or similar) and, unless otherwise stated, are 

limited to one per household. The Company reserves the right in its sole discretion to substitute any prize with cash or a prize of comparable 
value. Unless otherwise stated, the Competition is open to all GB residents of 18 years and over, except employees of Future Publishing and 
any party involved in the competition or their households.

By entering a Competition you give permission to use your name, likeness and personal information in connection with the Competition and 
for promotional purposes. All entries will become the property of the Company upon receipt and will not be returned. You warrant that the 
Competition entry is entirely your own work and not copied or adapted from any other source. If you are a winner, you may have to provide 
additional information. Details of winners will be available on request within three months of the closing date. If you are a winner, receipt by 
you of any prize is conditional upon you complying with (amongst other things) the Competition Rules. You acknowledge and agree that neither 
the Company nor any associated third parties shall have any liability to you in connection with your use and/or possession of your prize.
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^^Blind-listening
Grouptest

CD PLAYERS £820-£1,600

Can CD players learn a 
valuable lesson from vinyl?
As CD slowly but surely gives ground to downloads, 
Richard Black tries out the very latest disc players to 
see how evolutionary tech is maximising CD quality

PERHAPS OUR HEADLINE sounds a 
little alarmist, but there is a valid analogy 
between CD and LP in at least one 
respect: each has lost its place in the 
audio mass market. But, as both formats 
still find favour among audiophiles and 
music-lovers, there's absolutely no 
reason to suppose that CD players will 
cease to exist in the near future.

While it's true that sourcing some of 
the constituent parts (especially optical 
bits) might, in the foreseeable future, 
prove a little difficult, it's more than 
likely that CD players will still be around 
a couple of decades from now. What's 
more, there are still plenty of labels 
putting out CDs - the closure of record 
shops is as much to do with internet 
retailers such as Amazon as it is to do 
with iTunes.

All things considered, then, it's not 
in the least bizarre that manufacturers 
continue to put new models on the 
market. But to what extent are these 
models actually new? Technologically, 
there's not been all that much progress

TEST

Audio Analogue Rossini VT 
2.0£1,200 P 37
The 'uniqueselling proposition' 
here is the valve in the analogue 
circuit, which allegedly gives 
j ust enough character to the 
sound, without distorting 
details or images. The use of 
a CD-ROM transport is also 
unique in this group, although 
it's not uncommon in general, 
while the look and feel is 
distinctively impressive. 

Cyrus CD8SE £1,300 P39
The latest in a long line of Cyrus 
players, the SE features Cyrus's 
own transport. Mechanical 
parts have been bought in, but 
the control software is unique 
to the company and is claimed 
to optimise sound. Apart, 
perhaps, from the display, the 
Cyrus look has lasted well over 
the years without ageing and 
the sloMoadingtransport is 
nice to use.

in digital audio in the last ten years. 
Practically all DAC chips have specs 
well ahead of CD's requirements, 
while the power supply and analogue 
parts have hardly changed. The honest 
answer is that, at least in the affordable 
market, changes have been small and 
evolutionary ratherthan revolutionary.

"... there's no reason 
to suppose that CD 
players will cease to 
exist in the future."
A tweak in circuit layout here, or some 
new control software there, are the 
kind of things that single out the latest 
players. Similar changes, in fact, to those 
we've witnessed in amplifiers, changes 
that can only add up to a marked 
improvement in performance.

So, if you haven't heard a new CD 
player in a while, then the models in this 
Blind-listening Group Test might offer 
some pleasant surprises.

Micromega CD -10 £820 P41
Slimline, simple and 
unpretentious, this player 
is very much of a piece with 
the products that made 
Micromega's name. Its 
features are basic but perfectly 
adequate and its lightweight 
aluminium case probably 
does no harm at all in keeping 
mechanical resonance at bay. 
Special attention to the power 
supply is claimed.

Moon CD.5£999P 43
The base model from this 
Canadian maker, whose 
range includes some 
decidedly high-end products. 
Perhaps not the most stunning 
looker, but it's a businesslike 
and very efficient machine 
that's a joy to use. Again, 
not much in the way of 
features, but build quality is 
very good and the unit is 
highly robust.

www.hifichoice.co.uk

Averaging around 
£1,200, many would 
consider the Cd 
players included 
here to be in the mid^ 
price range, although 
that definition may 
be shifting a bit as 
budget players 
slowly disappear.
The cheaper 

Micromega and 
Roksan players don't 
have either the 
features or the 
impressively smart 
looks of the top
priced NAO.
Internal 

appointments don't 
vary vastly (apart 
from the multi
channel NAO) and on 
the whole this is one 
of the most uniform 
groups we've tested 
of late.

NAD M5£1,600P45
The outright winner on 
features, this is the only SACD 
player inthegroupand one 
of remarkably few players 
currently available that will play 
multichannel CDs. It even has 
completely separate stereo 
and multichannel outputs. 
Add compatibilitywith MP3 
and WMA discs and you have 
a horse of a rather different 
colour from the rest.

Roksan Kandy K2£899P47
The latest version in Roksan's 
well-established Kandy 
mid-price range, with 
features closely matching 
those of the others here (except 
NAO). It includes an AES/ 
EBU digital output, making it 
compatiblewith pro-oriented 
DACs. Its display and control 
buttons are distinctive and it 
comes with an unusually sexy 
remote control.

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk
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DEFINITIVE AUDIOTHE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI SYSTEMS

LIVINGVOICE
Loudspeaker Systems

Main image: Living Voice OBX RW loudspeaker in Santos Rosewood

L to R: 1. Living Voice IBX R2 2. Art Audio Concerto integrated amplifier (GE) 3. SME 10 & Series V arm 4. KSL Kondo Neiro integrated amplifier5. KSL Kondo Gakuoh 300B mono amplifiers 6. Art Audio Argento 300B integrated amplifier (WE) 7. SME 2012 & KSL Kondo lo-J cartridge
8. KSL Kondo Gakuon 211 mono amplifiers 9. Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player 10. KSL Kondo Ongaku 211 integrated amplifier

T. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 E. shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk
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Audio Analogue 
Rossini VT 2.0 £1,200
The addition of a valve in the output stage gives this 
player a distinctive character all of its own

□ DETAILS
ORIGIN:
Italy

WEIGHT:
Skg

DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD) 

445x90x359mm

FEATURES:
• Analogue output: 
single unbalanced

• Digital output: 
electrical S/PDIF

DISTRIBUTOR:
Audio Futura

^^WNE:
0039 0572 954513
WEBSITE:
audioanalogue.com

p------------------ 1

V
ersion 2 of a product 
can signify something 
as trivial as a new front 
panel layout, but this

CD player looks distinctly different 
internally, from the original Rossini.

It's unique in this group, in that it 
incorporates a valve; a 6922 twin 
triode (one section per channel) in 
the audio output stage, which is 
likely to give it some degree of 
distinctive character.

In fact, Audio Analogue 
acknowledges, with admirable 
candour, that the valve adds some 
'colour' to the purity of digital sound. 
Those audiophiles who are never 
quite happy with the high-feedback 
world of op-amps will appreciate the 
output circuit, which uses discrete 
transistors, along with the valve in 
a low-feedback structure.

The disc transport is a CD-ROM
type made by TEAC, which has 
apparently been optimised for audio 
duty. We don't recall hearing such an 
idea before, but there's no reason at 
all why it can't be done. The digital 
output of the drive feeds what is 
effectively a complete DAC circuit (so 
a digital input might be an option 
one day?) using chips from respected 
maker AKM.

The DAC circuit board is physically 
separate from the board-carrying 
power supply and analogue output 
parts and uses surface-mounted 
components while the latter uses 

through-hole types (valve voltages 
and surface-mount technology don't 
mix). Ergonomics of the player are 
OK, if not great: the button layout 
takes some getting used to (and 
labelling is small), while the 
transport is a little slow and clunky 
and rather noisy in use.

Sound quality
Our blind-listening panel quite 
enjoyed this player, but were not 
greatly moved by its presentation. 
Their positive comments mostly 
referred to the specifics of the sound, 
rather Than overall musical involvement. 
Praise was also voiced for the deep 
soundstage and the general sense of 
space around instruments and voices, 
something one can't necessarily take 
for granted even at this kind of price.

However, imaging is better with 
small groups than big ones and our 
Shostakovich excerpt (as large a bit 
of orchestra as one is likely to 
encounter) actually seemed a little 
reduced in scale compared to some 
of the group.

The most successful track was the 
Pallavicino madrigal - five solo voices 
recorded in a generous acoustic, 
which benefitted from the player's 
slightly smooth character and made 
the most of its imaging prowess.
This had very good flow and 
intelligibility and generally sounded 
natural and lifelike. By contrast, the 
Ian Oury track lacked some precision 

in its imaging and didn't really offer 
the slightly raw impact that it should 
do. Similarly, the Shostakovich could 
certainly have done with a little more 
attack and bite: music isn't always 
pretty and good reproduction 
equipment should celebrate that.

Tonally the Rossini is assured and 
even, perhaps a shade restrained in 
the bass but nicely open in the treble. 
Detail is mostly good, but again 
suffers a little in thickly scored music.

[ TECH LABS 1
LAB REPORT
A strong set of results, crosstalk and 
output measurements showing 
reasonable matching between 
channels. This tube-buffered CD 
player is well-engineered inside and 
out - which is more than can be said 
of the handset, a cheapie that would 
be more at home with a £20 
supermarket DVD player. The drive 
is an !DE-interfaced cD-ROM 
mechanism, the TTL-levelS/PDIF 
output of which feeds the DAC board. 
Although power consumption in 
standby is less than one watt, it rises 
to 28 watts (thanks in no small part to 
the power-supply for that tube, a 
6922 double-triode) when playing. 
No digital errors were noted. THD+N 
measurements, although low, dwarf 
those of the rest of the group.
Is that glassware responsible?

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

trfiChoice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

****
VALUE FOR MONEY
***
BUILD QUALITY

****
FEATURES

***

LIKE: Smooth character, 
plus good imaging in 
smaller-scale music

DISLIKE: Seems a little 
afraidofgetting'down 
and dirty'

WE SAY: Suits 
mellifluous styles well, 
but falls short of the mark 
with energetic material

OVERALL

****
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SIMPLY
SENSATIONAL
Audiomods

Steven R. Rochlin
Enjoy The Music.com

“Holy mother of WOW!”

“All ofthe parts are made by hand, yet 
nothing looks or feels handmade - there 
is serious precision going on here. ’’

I Jeff Spall Reference MKIII Tonearm
Hand made to order featuring ceramic 
bearings and custom silver wiring. Built on 
an arm yoke and base machined from solid, 
these arms are the ultimate development of 
the Rega armtube casting.

/ « Buya 
JeïS» toaearn,

Cartridge

value £i000) 9

PEACE OF MIND CHARTER
• 5 year first owner warranty on all new and pre-owned equipment*
• 14 day no quibble exchange plan
• ‘Industry best’ part exchange prices
• Free room optimisation consultation using our proprietary software
• Finance available on all products
* terms & conditions apply

> Please ask about our unbeatable
part-exchange programme.

http://www.audioemotion.co.uk
mailto:info@audioemotion.co.uk
Music.com
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Cyrus
CD SSE £1*300Cyrus has included its own servo evolution platform, bringing CD replay close to perfection
□ DETAILS

ORIGIN: 
UK

WEIGHT:
3.Skg 
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
215x75x365 mm
FEATURES: 
•CD-Audio
• Analogue outputs: 
dual unbalanced
• Digital outputs: 
electrical and optical 
S/PDIF
• PSX-R upgradable 
connector
•MC-Bus in/out 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Cyrus Audio 
'^^HONE: 
01480410900
WEBSITE: 
cyrusaudio.com

e’ve seen this model before (HFC 310), but it has been very slightly revised, so we thought a re-test might be a good idea.Many of these revisions are cosmetic, including a new window for the display and a redesigned bezel, which fronts the slot-loading transport and puts the mind at rest about scratching discs (not that we hand any such concerns in the first place).But there have also been some changes to the software which controls the disc-reading servo. This servo was the ‘big news’ about the SSE (the letters standing for ‘Servo Evolution’) and was something of a novelty for a specialist manufacturer such as Cyrus, in that it optimised disc-reading from a high-quality audio standpoint, rather than the more common trade-off between read quality and performance with dodgy or damaged discs.A few commentators were surprised that Cyrus has built this into a slot-loading transport, but we’ve no problems with it: indeed it seems greatly preferable to a fragile loading tray It operates just as fast and makes no more noise, so we’re very happy with it.It feeds a pair of circuit boards, which use a good-quality DAC chip 

and an unusually generous number of op-amps (seven of them, two different types), which perform the analogue filtering and buffering functions. Power supply arrangements include separate toroidal transformers for analogue and digital sections, plus an upgrade socket for connecting Cyrus’s well-established PSX-R upgrade power supply.
Sound qualityOur listeners didn’t entirely agree with the bass presentation of this player, but liked most other aspects of its sound. Indeed, the bass was praised in terms of speed and attack, but it’s a little light compared with some in the group and that was noted as a comparative point.It’s worth mentioning, though, that if the CD SSE is heard in isolation, then the lightness is much less apparent and the rhythmic qualities are more obvious in terms of character.Imaging divided opinion a little, but it’s clearly generally good, sometimes excellent. It slightly falls short in terms of depth and precision in very complex recordings, a common enough failing to be sure and not terribly serious in extent. Width information is clearly presented and images are invariably stable under any conditions.Our listening panel made no mention anywhere of tonal qualities in midrange and treble and sure enough, we couldn’t persuade ourselves that there is any coloration in evidence. Detail is very good, 

clear but unemphatic. Mention was also made of this player’s good handling of musical flow and indeed, it does seem particularly good at that.Taken with good rhythmic properties, the SSE seems better suited overall to the listener who simply wants communicative music, rather than to the audiophile whose keen to have all the specifics painstakingly attended to. That seems to us a perfectly acceptable philosophy!
Ftech labs

LAB REPORT
Even with the internal two- 
transformer power supply (as 
opposed to the PSX upgrade), the 
CD8SE turned in an impressive set of 
results. We’re intrigued to note the 
use of a Burr-Brown PCM1738E DAC 
(configured in differential-mono 
mode) for each channel, and a 
high-grade Burr-Brown OPA2227U 
op-amps. However, the test sample was less than happy with CD-Rs - 
these would take some time to 
ecognise - although standard discs 
played fine. In standby, this player 
consumes six watts - in use, it draws 
12 watts. No digital-error troubles 
were experienced.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

****
VALUE FOR MONEY

****
BUILD QUALITY

★★★★★
FEATURES

★ ★★★
OVERALL

LIKE; Good musical flowand tight rhythm: easily upgradeable 
DISLIKE: A little basslight and not always confident with imaging
WE SAY; Unimpressive at first, perhaps. but satisfying in the long-term
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LIFETIMEWARRANTY
THE BEST MUSICAL EXPERIENCE MONEY CAN BUY

A select group of music lovers who, 
for the last decade, have stretched 
the limits of audio. Producing a select 
range of musical products, all designed 
to give you lifelong musical enjoyment.

“Wonderfully pure and detailed delivery. 
So clear and dynamic it should be bottled 
and sold in health shops. ”

What Hi-Fi, Jan 2006

Denson Audio Technologies

Prices from £795

30 DAY
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

> Please ask about our unbeatable 
part-exchange programme.

PEACE OF MIND CHARTER
• 5 year first owner warranty on all new and 

pre-owned equipment*
• 14 day no quibble exchange plan
• Industry best' part exchange prices
• Free room optimisation consultation using 

our proprietary software
• Finance available on all products
* terms & conditions apply
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Micromega
CD-1O £820

always quite click: it can be rather 
lacking in sweetness. Because of this, 
we felt the long-term listening 
experience is not as involving as one 
might wish for, despite the clearly 
admirable energy and the considerable 
degree of insight. Most successful 
with vocal and small-ensemble 
music, this is not quite a full 
all-rounder - but as the cheapest in 
the group it puts in a distinctive and 
not LnaAsac : . e performance.

I TECH LABS

It has a limited repertoire, but this player still divides 
opinion on its performance abilities

□ DETAILS
ORIGIN:
France
WEIGHT:
3.Skg
DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD) 
430x70x270mm
FEATURES:
• Analogue output: 
single unbalanced
• Digital output: 
electrical S/PDIF
DISTRIBUTOR:
Absolute Sounds
^^TONE: 
020 8971 3909
WEBSITE:
micromega-hifi.com

aMSB icromega's name was 
made with mid-price CD 
players, and the company 

■■■V continues to enjoy a high 
reputation for such devices. As the 
baby of the range, this model doesn't 
do anything particularly surprising, 
but it's clearly a carefully designed 
piece of kit. Micromega makes 
particular mention of the power 
supply arrangements, which start 
with an R-core transformer.

The R-core design originated in 
far-Eastern budget audio, but as 
Micromega points out, one of its 
characteristics is a rather narrow 
frequency band, which isn't ideal for 
all applications but, in low-power 
equipment like CD players, it 
effectively contributes a degree of 
mains filtering. Subsequent measures 
include shunt regulation with 
associated current sources, a slightly 
more complicated arrangement than 
the usual series regulators but one 
capable of very high performance.

The transport is a regular CD-Audio 
type, feeding a DAC chip from 
Analog Devices, which includes an 
oversampling digital filter, while the 
analogue filter and output stage use 
op-amps as usual, most components 
being surface-mount types which, as 
Micromega points out, allows signal 
paths to be kept short and simple

Operation of the player is fine, 
though it's a little confusing that the 
stop button is actually labelled 'Disc'

- it does function as eject as well, but 
some indication of this dual purpose 
would have been nice.

Sound quality
Something of an opinion-splitter, this 
player seems to have been liked and 
disliked for much the same reasons. 
Its balance is a little on the light side, 
so if deep and powerful bass is very 
much your thing you may stay 
disappointed. On the other hand, 
it's also very fast, not just in the 
bass but across the band, with 
excellent articulation and very 
good dynamic agility. Very much 
the equal of the rapid rise and fall 
in level that characterises any 
decently recorded human voice. 
It made more sense than any of the 
others in the group of the five-part 
madrigals, clearly presenting voices 
of distinctive character.

It does seem to be just a touch 
uncommitted in heavier repertoire, 
probably because of the bass 
lightness, and even the most 
complimentary among our listeners 
felt it missed some of the energy in 
the Ian Dury track.

It was more successful in the 
Shostakovich, but still seemed a little 
dry and oddly slightly distant, too. 
There's some good detail to be had, 
however, and images are clear and 
stable laterally if, perhaps, a touch 
constrained in depth. But something 
about the highest treble doesn't

LAB REPORT
Another solidly built player and the 
only one of the group to support 
CD-Text (rarely found on commercial 
discs, but a feature of PC CD-burning 
software like Nero). A strong set of 
results overall, although we noted a 
significant disparity between our left- 
channel-to-right (-89.2dB) and right
channel-to-left (-82.ldB) crosstalk 
measurements. Having said that, 
even the worst of these two figures is 
highly unlikely to impact on areas 
like stereo imaging. In standby, 
power consumption is nine watts- 
this increases only by two watts 
during playback. We encountered no 
digital-error pitfalls.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

Hi-F i Choice
OUR VERDICT

LIKE: Good detail, 
excellent agility andvery 
good withvoices

DISLIKE: Rather bass^ 
light and seems to lack 
some treble sweetness

WESAY:Agoodvalue 
player-, which will appeal 
to listeners enamoured 
of the humanvoice

SOUND QUALITY

★★★★
VALUE FOR MONEY
****
BUILD QUALITY

****
FEATURES

★★★
OVERALL

***
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When only the! Iwill do
SEVENOAKS - for the ultimate sound and vision

MONITOR AUDIO
SILVER RX8

(CD) MONITOR AUDIO
X. design for so,und

A feat of ergonomic brilliance by Monitor Audio's design team has engineered the greater 
poise and power of a large three-way loudspeaker into the svelte RX8. Its ultra-slim front 
profile conceals a deeper cabinet, which provides the volume needed for seismic levels 
of bass from dual 6" bass drivers. A single 6" bass/mid driver delivers naturally vibrant 
midrange sound, while a newly developed C-CAMW gold dome tweeter smoothly extends 
high frequency performance to a point way beyond the upper limit of the audible 
spectrum. Sheer control, open dynamics and wide bandwidth illuminate the sound of the 
RX8: a very big speaker disguised as a very slender one.

MARANTZ
KIPEARL

■n »•«> n ■ % *
When you first encounter the new KI Pearls, the first thing you notice are their unique 
'Silk Pearl'finishing - but it's the magic that Ken Ishiwata has created inside the box that 
really gets the pulse racing. He has built-in everything possible to ensure that the music 
is reproduced exactly as the original artist and recording engineer intended.

Underneath the Pearl SACD players 5mm aluminium cover is a XYRON Disc Tray with 
Precision Super Audio CD Drive along with the latest Toroidal transformer and Marantz's 
exclusive HDAM SA2 circuitry. Together they work sublimely with all the other carefully 
selected components to deliver precision high speed signal handling over the widest 
possible frequency range.

The Pearl integrated amplifier is just as stunning as its combining SACD player - its 90 
watts per channel into 8 ohms or 140 watts into 4 ohms means it can keep even the most 
demanding of loudspeakers under total control. While its two-stage circuit construction 
guarantees a breathtaking signal to noise ratio and spectacular stereo imaging.

> REAL STORES
> REAL PEOPLE
> REAL PRODUCTS
> REAL VALUE
Some products are not available in all stores or via mail order. Please call before 

travelling or visit www.ssav.com to check. Advert vaild until 27/07/2010. E&OE
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Moon
CD.5 £999

demanding happens in the music the player is right there, with the deep bass, or sparkling treble, as required.If you like your music exciting you may find this kind of sound a little deadbeat. There's also a very small degree of treble dryness that our listeners noted, which seems to restrict the scale of images a little. Overall, though, this is a very confident, unassuming, player with a lot to recommend it.
TECH LABSInspired by some cutting-edge technology, the Moon has a few surprises in store

□ DETAILS

ORIGIN:
Canada
WEIGHT:
6.3kg
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
430x90x335mm
FEATURES:
• Analogue output: 
single unbalanced
• Digital output: 
electrical S/PDIF
DISTRIBUTOR:
Renaissance Audio
TETEPHONE: 
0131 555 3922
WEBSITE: 
simaudio.com

UOHB oon's range extends upwards from this simple A and businesslike model to «■■V some quite fancy players, including the two-box Andromeda which is well over ten grand's-worth of cutting-edge technology.While it's hard to see many physical constituent parts that have 'trickled down' from the Andromeda, the design aims seem consistent across the range. For instance, Moon is keen on integer oversampling, rather than the asynchronous 'upsampling' which has been in vogue for some years. The differences are subtle, but among other things Moon's technique does, at least, mean the output from the digital filter will be the same every time, which certainly isn't true in the asynchronous case. Still, both techniques have been used with success and we're not about to pre-judge the issue.In either its black or silver finish, this is a very smart player and also a distinctly unpretentious one. The display is clear and simple and the controls operate swiftly and efficiently The general theme of simplicity is continued inside the case, with no more circuitry than is needed to do the job. An audio transport is fitted, feeding a good- quality DAC chip and a straightforward output stage based around the venerable 5532 op-amp. Components are all 

surface-mounted apart from a few plastic film capacitors in the analogue filter.
Sound qualityGiven our past experiences with Moon equipment, we weren't entirely surprised to find that this player didn't exactly blow our listeners away - that's just not what the brand is about. The qualities that commend it are very much of the 'less is more' variety, especially where sonic character is concerned. That's to say that the CD.5 does very little to the sound, leaving it between the recording and the listener without any attempt to mediate, polish, improve or comment. As a result, it succeeds in the long term, but won't necessarily impress on a short audition.We wouldn't want to imply that our listeners found it uninvolving, though: their comments clearly show that they appreciated it from several viewpoints. For a start, it is very detailed, in a way that you notice progressively as a track wears on. There's no instant 'wow' about it, but one does spot the odd little detail that had been missed before and, after a while, it becomes evident that there is an awful lot of stuff going on, without any song and dance.The tonal balance is very even as well, but again it's so deftly handled that one can easily fail to notice at first. However, when something

LAB REPORT
The distinctive-looking CD.5 employs 
a different Burr-Brown DAC (the 
PCMl 793) to that used in the Cyrus, 
plus proprietary 24-bit/352.BkHz 
upsampling. Distortion, frequency
response and channel-matching were 
all fine although the 94dB dynamic 
range lags ever so slightly behind the 
group. Simaudio's attentions to other 
aspects of the player - 8 stages of DC 
voltage regulation and careful PCB 
design - has helped the CD.5 to the 
lowest crosstalk figures of the group. 
In terms of energy consumption, 
theC0.5 ranks very well; three 
watts in standby and a mere eight 
watts during playback. No digital 
errors noticeable.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

*****
VALUE FOR MONEY

*****
BUILD QUALITY

****
FEATURES

★ ★★

LIKE: Excellent detail, 
presented with 
unflappablesang-froid
DISLIKE: Veryslight 
dryness and constriction 
of images at times
WESAY:Afinechoice 
forthose who like their 
music straight from 
the source

OVERALL

★★★★★
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beautiful furniture where the design is in the detail

shelves that are 
infinitely adjustable

" Versatile, advanced A/V 
entertainment systems that 

bridges the gap between 
home furnishings and home 

electronics with an unstinting 
dedication to quality, and 
a broad range of solutions 

employing the simple, refined 
lines of modern design. "

extended depth active cooling
(optional accessories)

media tray
(optional accessories)

For more details 
please contact Atacama Audio on: 

01455 283 251 
I www.atacama-audio.co.uk

tv mount
(optional accessories)

active cooling
(optional accessories)

http://www.atacama-audio.co.uk


BLIND-LISTENING
£a^iî.ïïg GROUPTEST

NAO
M5 £1*&00

Judged for its CD performance only, this multi-format 
player managed to hold its own

□ DETAILS

ORIGIN: 
Canada/China

WEIGHT:
8.6kg

DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD)
435x100x300mm

FEATURES:
• Other formats: 
SACD, MP3, WMA

• Analogue outputs: 
unbalanced and 
balanced (XLR)

• Digital outputs: 
Electrical and optical 
S/PDIF, AES/EBU 
(XLR)

• Multichannel 
audio out, video out, 
RS232

DISTRIBUTOR:
Armour Home 
Electronics

^^ONE:
01279 501111
WEBSITE:
nadelectronics.com

□
 re's a multichannel SACD 

player competing on the 
strength of its CD 
performance. Although it 

should be noted that the MS offers 
the full gamut of SACD replay, stereo 
and S. l, complete with bass 
management and a video output for 
use in setting up (though an external 
displays not actually essential).

That much will already make it 
appeal to lovers of true high-fidelity 
surround-sound, but there's plenty 
more behind the attractive all-metal 
fascia. One of the most interesting 
features is the two small metal 
enclosures towards the rear of the 
audio board, which house NAD's own 
'Class A Low Noise Line/Drive 
Amplifier' modules. These replace the 
more common op-amps with 
configurations built up from discrete 
transistors, including some power 
devices which use the screening cans 
for heatsinking. These promise low 
distortion and high current and drive 
the main stereo outputs - both the 
phono sockets and the balanced 
outputs on XRR connectors.

Another unusual feature is the 
inclusion of both linear and switch
mode power supplies, for analogue 
and digital parts respectively, a 
combination we don't recall seeing 
before. High-quality DACs provide 

conversion, with the multi-channel 
outputs being buffered by op-amps. 
The transport is separately screened 
internally, while the front panel 
display is informative but occasionally 
a touch confusing, we found.

Sound quality
Presented as a CD player, the only 
way we could fairly compare it with 
the rest of the group - the MS drew a 
rather lukewarm response from our 
blind-listening panel. They liked its 
smooth detail in the orchestral track 
particularly, but were underwhelmed 
by its slightly lackluste rhythm and 
general lack of panache.

There are good points, though, 
including decent rendition of voices 
and a nice sense of flow to mostly 
melodic music. Actually, more 
dramatic and punchy stuff is quite 
well-served too, especially in the 
specifics, with good bass extension 
and control married to open, natural 
treble. But there's no denying that 
the overall result doesn't quite gel.

This makes it paradoxical that the 
SACD performance seems to be 
considerably more assured. Although 
it was not part of the formal listening, 
we did try a small section of an SACD 
with the listening panel present and 
there was unanimous agreement that 
the SACD layer sounded clearer, 

more precise, better timed and 
altogether more involving than the 
CD. In fact the difference was so big 
that we suspected the disc had been 
mastered differently for the two layers, 
but that's easy enough to check and 
turned out not to be the case.
Subsequent listening to a handful of 
SACDs confirmed that the performance 
with the high-res layer exceeds that 
of the CD layer by far more than the 
usual margin. This is also one of the 
most attractive SACD players we've 
come across in some time.

LAB REPORT
Arguably the most sophisticated 
player of the group, the Masters 
Series MS can also play SACDs in 
multi-channel. However, NAO has 
paid more attention to the front 
channels - in addition to a better 
quality DAC and relay muting, they 
also benefit from a pair of screened 
amplifier modules constructed 
from discrete surface-mounted 
components. The results we obtained 
couldn't be faulted - distortion, 
crosstalk and dynamic range are 
towards the top of the group - 
although one can criticise a player 
that consumes 18 watts in use (a 
separate linear power supply for the 
analogue a nd io) but 14 watts in 
standby! Once again, no digital 
errors were detected.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

★★★★
VALUE FOR MONEY

****
BUILD QUALITY 

★ ★★★
FEATURES

*****

LIKE: Strikingly fine 
sound from SACD
DISLIKE: Perversely 
disappointing with CD, 
lacking bite, impact 
and involvement
WE SAY: An attractive
SACD player with 
excellent stereo. lfonlyCD 
replay was comparable

OVERALL

****
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HI-FI I HOME CINEMA | AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS
Based convenientty in central Guildford. P J Hi-Fi has specialised in the 
demonstration. provision and installation of quality h-fi and home cinema 
tor over 20 years. Our dedicated demonstration rooms allow you to listen in 
comfort to a range of exceptional products. whilst our friendly and 
knowledgeable staff are always on hand to answer any questions you 
may have.
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Whether you are looking for your first genuine hi-fi system. want to create 
a bespoke home cinema or wish to distribute music and movies throughout 
your house, PJ Hi-Fi can provide a solution lo suit all budgets and criteria

As a truly independent retailer we are proud to say that we hand select, 
test and sc^tinise all the products that we supply, ensuring a consistent 
standard of quality and reliability over our entre range of equipment.

Drop in today to discuss your requirements or phone I email 
us to book a demonstration.
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Visit our dedicated demo rooms at: 
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Guildford
Surrey
GUI 4RY
Opening hours:
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01483 504801 or01483 304756
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Hi-Fi • Home Cinema 
Automated Solutions

The only real hi-fi shop in Guildford
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BLIND-LISTENING
£a2o.i16og GROUPTEST

Roksan
Kandy K2 £899With a highly competitive price tag, Roksan pushes all the right buttons on this fine player
□ DETAILS
ORIGIN: 
UK
WEIGHT:9kg
DIMENSIONS:(WxHxD)432x102x380mm
FEATURES:• Analogue output: single unbalanced• Digital outputs: electrical and optical S/PDIF, AES/EBU (XLR)
DISTRIBUTOR:Henley Designs
^^NE:
01235511166
WEBSITE:roksan.co.uk

est known as a purveyor of all things analogue, Roksan has had a CD player or two in itscatalogue for many years, the Kandy K2 being the cheaper of the two currently on offer. In essence it's pretty much what you'd expect from a player at this price - straightforward with no frills.The look is distinctive, though, as is the display, which is indeed a bit of a throwback to the 1990s. We mean that in a good way, as it gives a little more information than most. To be fussy it's inconvenient to read off-axis, but it's no big deal. The real touch of class is supplied by the remote control, though, which has a touchscreen as well as regular buttons. (Like most these days it can control a whole gamut of its maker's kit.)Roksan has built this player around a CD Audio transport, which is quick to load and respond, but makes rather more mechanical noise than most. It feeds a high-end DAC chip, which is followed by several op-amps in the analogue filtering and buffering stages, all powered by a decent-sized toroidal transformer.Digital outputs include the professional-style AES/EBU balanced connection on an XLR socket as well as the usual S/PDIF (both flavours).

Our only complaint about ergonomics is the lack of a fastforward facility on the front panel, a common enough failing.
Sound qualityMore than any others in the group, this player pushed all the right buttons for our listeners, quite an achievement given that they clearly had different priorities and expectations - but it seemed to rise to all the challenges across our range of listening material and tick practically all the boxes.Most strongly praised was its rhythmic assurance and integrity. This has always been regarded as a Roksan speciality so it's nice to see traditions upheld and, of course, it's particularly welcome in any type of music where rhythm is an obvious feature (such as rock, or any kind of dance music). It's also beneficial in more melodic styles, such as the madrigal track in our listening programme. This, we felt, was more gripping and immediately communicative than with any of the other players.There was the odd word of criticism too, mostly about a trace of coloration, which most noticeably affects lower-sounding melody instruments and male voices, making them sound a touch thin. There's also 

a slight Jack of stereo image depth compared to one or two in the group, but image width is good and placement within images is clear and stable. Bass verges on excessive at times, but although all our listeners commented on this, none of them felt it was to a degree that makes listening uncomfortable.On the positive side, the full bass contributes to a generally largebodied sound which encourages one to tum up the volume and keep 
listening after bedtime. •
TECH LABS

LAB REPORT
Looking inside this player reveals a 
lot of empty space for cooler running, 
but what is present demonstrates a 
good standard of engineering overall. 
Having said that, placing electrolytic 
capacitors (albeit 105° centigrade^ 
rated ones) in immediate proximity to 
voltage regulators is not sensible 
practice. It's just as well that the 
Kandy K2 doesn't have a standby 
mode, therefore forcing you to turn 
off the player when it's not in use 
(only seven watts were drawn during 
playback - an excellent figure). Once 
again, our measurements reveal 
nothing to be ashamed of-a 
strong dynamic range and flat 
frequency response being among 
the characteristics. No digital errors.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

Hifi Choice
OUR VERDICTSOUND QUALITY
*****VALUE FOR MONEY
*****BUILD QUALITY
★★★★FEATURES
****

LIKE: Rhythmically top^ notch and generally full oflife and verve
DISLIKE: Justa shade light in the lower midrange and bass could be better controlled
WE SAY: An excellent alb rounder. this player makes themostofanymusicOVERALL*****
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BLIND LISTENING
GROUPTEST ¡Eff,Sg.

ConclusionsWe've spun the discs, we've listened to the results; now's the time to choose
^FIVEOF THESE PLAYERS compete very 
closely on grounds of features and are 
not that far apart in price either. The 
odd man out, the NAO MS, costs £400 
more than the dearest of the rest but 
adds considerable functionality, most 
significantly SACD replay. And it's as 
a SACD player that we are happy to 
recommend it. It's cause for regret that 
it wasn't better liked when playing CDs, 
though, as this does limit its appeal as 
an all-round disc spinner.

We feel a little mean scoring the 
Micromega CD-10 as low as three stars 
overall, but its higher rating under 
'value' reflects its status as the cheapest 
of the group. Conversely, the rather 
dearer Audio Analogue Rossini VT 2.0 
scored higher overall as its sound is a 
little more assured, but we marked it 
lower for value.

What's really more important than the 
numerical scores, is the details of what 
they do well, as that's what will make 
them appeal: the Micromega does very 
well on the agility front, while the M 
has a smooth character that's a perfect 
match to music for smaller forces.

The Cyrus CD SSE is a smart bit of kit 
in any company, though we imagine 
plenty will sell as part of a complete 
Cyrus system. Don't overlook it on its 
own, though, as it is a musical and 
very attractive player. It may not do the 
ultra-detailed audiophile thing, nor the 
last half-semitone of bass extension, 
but then not everyone requires that. 
The Moon CD.5 is not wholly dissimilar, 
offering laid-back detail and a nicely 
even tonal balance. If you don't lust 
after extrovert sounds it may be just 
your thing.»

TRY WITH 
THESE...

AMPLIFIER: 
Arcam A-38 £1,450
A detailed and very 
musical amplifier 
that's at home with 
all music styles.

LOUDSPEAKERS: 
ATCSCM19£1,499
Needs a powerful 
amp, but rewards 
with detailed and 
revealing sound.

BOWERS AND 
WILKINS805S 
£1,400
Can sound under
whelming at first, 
but it's a real grower 
thanks to its 
musical character.

THE WINNER IS...

THE PLAYER that got the VChoice^
most favourable comments | ®ougtsr 
from our listening panel, 
and also gave us great pleasure 
in our sighted listening sessions, 
is the Roksan Kandy K2. In many 
ways it seems the epitome of 
unfussy sonic assurance, but its 
real trump card is its great sense 
of musical excitement. Without 
ever going over the top, it brings 
an extra frisson to any music and 
encourages protracted listening 
sessions. At an attractive price, 
how could we not recommend it?

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Make/model Audio Analogue 

Rossini VT 2.0
Cyrus
CD85E

Micromega
CD-10

Moon
CD.5

NAD
M5

Roksan
Kandy K2

Price £1,200 £1,300 £820 £999 £1,600 £899

Sound **** **** **** ***** : **** *****
Value *** **** : **** ****★ j **** *****
euiid ★★★★ ****★ T ★★★* ★ ★★★ I **** ****

Features *** **** , *** *** i ***** ****
Overall ★★★★ .. ... ... :.........★ ★★★ . LWL........ ***** ★ ★★★ *****

Conclusion Could use more drive Assured player: gives A smart player which will Avery fine choice for One of the most An excellent all-rounder
and energy. Suits good musical appeal to listeners those who like their attractive SACD players that's a pleasure to
mellifluous styles, but involvement and enamoured of the music straight from the around, with excellent listen to. This player
falls short of the mark reveals plenty about human voice and of source, uncoloured stereo results and multb really makes the most
with complex material a performance ; chamber music and unvarnished : channel output of any music style

Key features
Dig output elec/opt 1/0 1/1 1/0 1/0 2/1 2/1

CD text No No No No No No

CDR^W Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Balanced output No No No No Yes No

Other formats - SACD, MP3, WMA -

Lab conclusions E= Excellent I G = Good I A = average I P =poor

Output level l.96VrmsA 2.17Vrms G 2.14Vrrns G l.99VrmsA 2.00Vrms A 2.24Vrms G

THD+N 0.01%A
■

: „0.002% G • 0.002% G •
0.002% G 0.002% G •

0.002% G

Frequency response 0.13dBA
i '
' 0.04dB E

: . 0.11dBA .0.13dBA O.OSdBG O.lSdBA

Crosstalk •90.2dB A 
.................

"T..........“...........•93.4dB G -82.ldB A ^93.6dB G •92.9dB G -93.6dB G

Dynamic range 95.0dBA : 96.0dBG ; 96.0dBG
!

94.0dBA 96.0dBG
.
: 96.0dBG
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Wood you?

cairczous^ticz
BY VIVANCO

Wood is good
for some things at least
The greatest speakers and instruments in the world are crafted from wood; this is 
of course due to its renowned acoustic properties.

In striving to create perfection, we chose not to ignore this natural choice, 

^cou^ic wood is good



DCVIClAfC DENON DCD-1510AE AND PMA-1510AEREVIEWS CD/SACD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £900(EACH)

Real-world 
heroes
An integrated amplifier and SACD player for 
£1,800 is, as Jimmy Hughes discovers, a great 
combination of sound quality and value for money

ffordable. One of those 
deliciously nebulous 
words that can easily 
mean vastly different

things to different people. For the 
serious high-end audiophile, these 
Denon components definitely fall 
into the 'affordable' category. Indeed, 
at £900 each, they're something of a 
steal - at least in comparison to 
expensive audiophile esoterica.

Those with an ear for quality and an 
eye for value, will immediately 
appreciate that Denon is making a 
serious attempt to offer outstanding 
performance at a reasonable price. 
Both 1510 components borrow 
technology from Denon's 2010 
flagship models - but do so with a 
saving of about £1,500!

That said, for non-audiophiles, 
£900 for a CD player or amplifier is 

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT: Denon 
DCD-1510AEand 
PMA-1510AE
ORIGIN: Japan
TYPE: SACD player 
and integrated 
amplifier
WEIGHT: 
8kg(DCD-151OAE) 
15kg(PMA-1510AE)
DIMENSIONS: 
DCD-1510AE 
(WxHxD) 
434x134x331mm 
PMA-1510AE 
(WxHxD) 
434x134x410mm

^WRES:
• System remote 
control
• Gold-plated 
speaker terminals
• MP3/WMA support 
•USB port and iPod 
playback
□DISTRIBUTOR: 
Denon
TELEPHONE: 
02890279830
WEBSITE: 
denon.co.uk

still a huge amount of money. But 
quality never comes cheap. Of 
course, you could pay less and get 
something that looks similar. But, 
the link between performance and 
price is hard to break. A hi-fi system 
can easily look the part without 
actually sounding it.

Spees appeal
The PMA-1510AE is a fully featured 
integrated amplifier offering 
70 watts into eight ohms and 140 
watts into four ohms. It offers five 
line-level inputs, plus an MC/MM 
phono stage for vinyl users. Extra 
features include the provision of 
bass and treble tone controls, 
stereo balance control and a socket 
for headphones.

The tone controls and balance 
control can be bypassed using the 
Source Direct button. The bass and 
treble controls offer around 8dB lift 
or cut - sufficient to correct tonal 
imbalances in recordings - without 
being excessive. Denon claims great
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DENON DCD-1510AE AND PMA-1510AE DE1/IEIA/C
CD/SACD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £900(EACH) REVIEWS

VIRTUALLY ALL TRUE 
audiophile amplifiers 
are notable for their 
spartan simplicity 
-the absence of 
'superfluous' extras 
like headphone 
sockets, left/right 
stereo balance, and 
tone controls. While 
these things tend 
to be missing from 
many audiophile 
amplifiers, the PMA 
1510AE has them. 
The bass/treble 
tone controls offer 
SdB lift and cut -not 
massive, but still 
helpful for correcting 
recordings that need 
a little assistance. 
There's a bypass 
button for those 
wanting the cleanest 
shortest signal 
path. In this respect, 
Denon is catering for 
hi-fi purists along 
with more general 
users who want 
good sound.
The DCD 1510AE 
also has a Direct 
button, that switches 
off the illuminated 
display and cuts the 
digital output.

CONNECTIONS

O
 Phono stereo output - 
no unbalanced xLrs

O
 Power amp section ideal 
for passive preamps ©

Both coaxial and optical 
outputs for external DACs

A Two ‘tapeloops’can be used
w with digital recorders O

High-gradebinding post 
speaker terminals

O
 Phono preamp can be 
compatiblewithMC/MM

attention has been given to circuit 
layout to ensure signal paths are 
kept as short as possible.

Two sets of speaker outputs are 
provided - to enable bi-wiring and 
the speaker outputs are switched via 
the headphone socket - as soon as 
you plug the headphone jack in, the 
speakers fall silent. This is helpful, 
but it would've been nice to have 
had a set of direct speaker terminals 
that avoided this switch.

Usefully, the remote control 
operates the amplifier and the CD/ 
SACD player - plus the optional 
tuner - avoiding the inconvenience 
of separate handsets for each item. 
All inputs/outputs are unbalanced 
- balanced operation is not offered. 
A separate selector for tape output 
enables you to record from one 
source while listening to another.

"It's like fizzy orange 
compared to freshly 
squeezed orange;
SACD's flavours are 
more delicate."
For those wanting to use the 
PMA-1510AE as a power amp, 
there's a Power Amp Direct button 
that separates preamp from power 
amp. A set of preamp outputs allow 
an external power amp to be used 
and also enable you to connect a 
couple of sub-woofers. Transformer 
hum (physical buzz) is very low with 
both items, incidentally.

The DCD-1510AE is a two channel 
SACD/CD player. It will play SACDs, 
but only in stereo - there is no 5.1 
surround output. Like the matching 
Denon amplifier, the DCD-1510AE 
also offers a headphone socket with 
its own volume control. A USB port 
enables direct playback from 
enabled portable devices.

The player also supports MP3/ 
WWMA for CD-R/RW and USB (but 
not DVD-A). Switching between 
Red Book CD and SACD occurs 
automatically, but with SACD the 
user has the option to select 
twin-channel or surround SACD 
(reproduced in two-channel stereo), 
or the CD layer of hybrid discs.

The Advanced AL-32 DAC is 
taken straight from the DCD- 
2010AE. It's a 32-bit converter that 
up-samplesto l 92kHz and Denon 
claim their master clock offers very 
low levels of jitter.

Like all SACD players, the 
DCD-1510AE is very slow; 
operationally. Before playing a disc, ►
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REVIEWS DENON DCD-1510AE AND PMA-1510AECD/SACD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £900(EACH)

Q&A...WE SPOKE WITH ROGER BATCHELOR, UK PRODUCT AND MARKETING CONSULTANT

HFC: In terms of sound quality, 
how do these 1510 components 
compare to the flagship 2010 series?RB: The aim of the 1510 series is to emulate as closely as possible the sound of Denon's flagship models like the 2010 series ata more affordable price. The 2010 series remains the benchmark though!
What are the key benefits of UHC 
Mos-Fet output devices?Low noise, clean sound and power - the unusually high current of these field-effect transistors is essential for setting up the output stages in an extremely low-noise but powerful single Push-Pull arrangement.
Does your AL32 DACget close to 
maximising the full potential of CD?This latest Advanced AL32 Processing uses a unique data-interpolation algorithm to achieve high-bit, highsamplingoutput performance. The volume of information has been dramatically improved without any loss in the original data.
Any other key aspects of design 
you'd like to elaborate on?The amplifier has improved internal vibration and temperature control with a hybrid construction and newly designed radiator fins for the heat sinks. The CD Player has a new antb vibration mechanism with a dual layer steel base and is mounted as low as possible in the chassis to counter vibration even further. 

it first has to sit and figure-out what the format is. Track access and fast search are frustratingly sluggish - even Philips CD players from the early 1980s were faster! Also, you can't access a specific point with the player in play/pause.To be fair, these issues are not unique to the DCD-1510AE - SACD players as a breed tend to be somewhat sedate and clunky. Perhaps, more importantly, the transport used is very quiet. During use you can't hear any noise from the disc spinning. A single set of fixed analogue outputs are offered, plus a digital output - optical and co-axial.
Hey, good lookingBoth items are beautifully finished and look and feel solidly made, with a choice of silver or black. The top covers and chassis are made from steel, with brushed alloy front panels. Of the two, the amplifier feels the most substantial, weighing in at a surprisingly heavy 15kg. This is partly down to the use of two fairly large power transformers.Inevitably, much of this beauty is skin-deep; the finish flatters to deceive. The alloy front panels give the impression of being around lOmm thick, whereas in reality their thickness is about 2.Smm. But, once on the shelf, both items look pretty good. You can't reasonably expect true 'battleship' build quality at these prices.The amplifier is slightly bigger than the disc player and internally it's very well filled - there's not much spare room spare inside. Construction quality is good and both products look like they're built to last. The various controls feel smooth, even, and operate crisply.The volume control has a smooth well-damped feel, while the various selector knobs function firmly, with nice solid click stops. The disc player 

is less tactile. Sometimes you press a button, and nothing seems to happen - often because you gave a command too soon, while the player was still in the process of sorting itself out.
The music comes firstThe DCD-1510AE produces a very smooth refined sound - detailed and crisp, yet well-balanced and clean. Good CD players around this sort of price point can sound a bit samey. Via Red book CD, the DCD-1510AE performs extremely well, without doing anything totally extraordinary or life-changing.But, SACD is a different matter. Here one immediately notices an extra degree of openness and clarity. The sound seems smoother and more refined, with less of that bright/edgy forwardness you get with CD. SACD sounds more relaxed and a shade cleaner. Tonally there is less 'hardness' on massed violins - a smoother less grainy end result.While SACD does almost always sound superior to CD, the degree of improvement isn't uniform. CD often stands its ground surprisingly well, despite SACD's technical superiority. In part, that's a compliment to the DCD-1510AE's qualities as a CD player and the advances and improvements made to the mastering of CDs.Total heresy, but some listeners may actually prefer CD to SACD. CD has more bite and immediacy. If you like a sound that's bright, upfront, and (technical term coming up) ballsy, CD's aberrations are actually beneficial. It's a bit like fizzy orange squash compared to freshly squeezed orange; SACD's flavours are subtler and more delicate.The PMA-1510AE produces a solid, focused no-nonsense sound that immediately impresses with its cleanness and immediacy. It conveys an impression of power - even when

Do Denon see a long term future 
forSACD?Whilst the mainstream market seems happy with CD, we see SACD continuing as a specialist format, especially for classical music. The format is popular with Japanese enthusiasts and orchestras with their own record labels -like the London Symphony and Chicago Symphony- who are releasing most of their material on SACD. So farthere are over 6,000 SACD titles to choose from, with just over 50 per cent of them being classical titles.

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE: DCD-1510AEExcellentAbove average AverageBelow averagePoor
I^LEVB. The output levels of2.16Vrms(left) and 2.15Vrms (right) are healthy. No compatibility issues should arise here!

^^W:At0.002% (OdBFS)and 0.02%(-20dBFS), the 151OAE meets expectations. The 1.99%(-60dBFS) figure beats 'em.

With regularCDs, our 20Hz-20kHz sweep deviated by no more than 0.2dB. That's pretty average.

From left to right, we measured •92.8dB; from right to left we achieved ^90.2dB. Both are excellent figures.

The96dB dynamicrange we measured equates toCD's theoretical maximum.
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DENON DCD-1510AE AND PMA-1510AE DEWI El A IE
CD/SACD PLAYER AND INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £900(EACH) REVIEWS

HIDDEN TECH

O
Separatemains 
transformer for power 
standbycircuitry

©
Separate mains 
transformers for left 
and right channels

O
CentralCD/SACD 
mechanism

^0 MOSFET output stages ©
Analogue outputsdraw 
onAKM convertors

O
Phonostagecanbe 
used withMC and 
MM cartridge

O
 Headphoneoutput 
-quiteararityonCD 
players nowadays

©
Motorised volume 
control

played quietly. Its taut, firm, powerful bass is surprisingly deep and full. The presentation is refined but not delicate; the music has real presence and substance.Tonally, the amp!ifier gives a clear, open, yet slightly 'dark' sort of tonality. It's not an airy or spacious kind of sound, but solid, firm, and focused. Clarity is very good, and you can hear lots of fine detail. At the same time, you're not encouraged to listen to (and admire) the sound as something in itself - the music comes first.The bass-end is very good and rivals much more expensive amplifiers. The impression of weight is conveyed by a combination of genuine depth and a solid, full tonality. Going over to the PMA-1510AE from a real high-end amplifier costing 
El Ok plus, the Denon puts up a disgustingly good fight.

Although not strictly part of this review, the built-in MC phono stage turned out to be pretty good too. LPs sound crisp and immediate, with plenty of presence and attack. Okay - the extra subtlety and finesse of Linn's Uphorik (HFC 334) was missing, but - hey, this Denon 'phono stage' is half the price, and you get a free amplifier thrown in.Both Denon components seemed a good foil for one-another. The smooth refinement of the SACD/CD player goes well with the amplifier's immediacy and crisp focused clarity. The sound produced is natural and well-balanced - crisp, forward, and engaging, without being brash or aggressive.
Perfect partnersAs was said at the start; you can pay a lot more - you could pay a bit less. What matters is that these Denon

»
HOW IT 
COMPARES

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE: PMA-1510AE
Above

Excellent----------------------------------------------------------------------------

average 
Average 

Below 
average

Poor

More than 
acceptable 
for domestic 
listening. Very 
slight upwards 
taper above 3kHz

lOOwatts, 
both channels 
driven into 
eight ohms, 
before clipping 
occurs

^^-TO- 
^NOiSE ^W:
Although Denon 
claims a noise of 
-108dBwithshorb 
circuit input, our 
real world figure 
is acceptable

THD/liflOW:
0.01%isnotas 
lowassomeofthe 
miniscule figures 
frequently banded 
about. It's highly 
unlikelyyou'll 
hear distortion

0.1 ohm. We've 
come across lower 
figures, but doubt 
thattheampwill 
strugglewith mid- 
pricedspeakers

FORTHE1510 
series, Denon has 
drawn heavily 
on the advanced 
technology found 
in its expensive 
Flagship 2010 
components. This 
includes the AL32 32 
bit upsampling DAC, 
and U HC Mos-FET 
output devices. As 
a result, the 1510 
series is said to offer 
performance that 
stands comparison 
with the more 
expensive 2010 
line. but at a much 
more advantageous 
price. In terms of 
source quality, 
SACD is the icing on 
the cake, capable 
(given a good well- 
recorded disc) of 
producing a tangible 
improvement over 
normal CDs -and 
standard CD players. 
As a result, you 
get a smoother, 
more open, solidly 
focused sound. with 
cleaner climaxes 
and greater overall 
purity. Those who 
appreciate a natural 
unexaggerated 
tonal balance and 
wide dynamic range 
will find the best 
SACDs definitely 
sound superior

components offer high performance and outstanding value. If you want something significantly better, you'll need to spend quite a bit more. And even then, the sound might not be hugely superior. •
I Choice
DCD-1510AE SACDSOUND QUALITY
*****VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★★BUILD QUALITY
★★★★SPECIFICATIONS
★ ★★★★

OVERALL

LIKE:Sounds very 
impressive on the right disc 
-clean and dynamic
DISLIKE: Disc handling 
slow and clunky (applies to 
all SCAD players)
WE SAY: Ifthe SACD format 
appeals, then this player 
is capable of making some 
impressive sounds

*****
Hi-Fi Choice
PMA-1510AE AMPSOUND QUALITY
*****VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★★BUILD QUALITY
★ ★★★SPECIFICATIONS
★ ★★★★

LIKE:Great sound, good 
build, lotsoffeatures and 
excellent value
DISLIKE: No direct speaker 
output
WE SAY: Thosewantinga 
good reasonably powerful 
amp that offers a taste 
ofhigh end at an 
affordable price

OVERALL

★ ★★★★
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Altered 
• images
Jason Kennedy investigates an intriguing 
turntable from Dr Feickert which takes a new 
approach to the challenges of perfect vinyl replay

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT:
Dr Feickert Analogue 
Woodpecker
ORIGIN: Germany
TYPE: Turntable
WEIGHT:
20kg
DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD)
150x480x380mm
FEATURES:
• DCthree phase 
motor
• Mass loaded Delrin 
platter
• CLD plinth
• Inverted bearing

his stylish German 
turnable is the first we 
have encountered from 
the elusive Dr Feickert,

seen and heard at Munich's High 
End show in May (HFC 334). 

The Woodpecker is the least 
expensive turntable that he makes, 
yet it embodies the principles that 
you find in the top Twin and Triple 
designs whilst managing to look 

entirely contemporary.
It's distinguished by a large cut-out 

which means you can slide the 
armboard along and accommodate 
tonearms between nine and twelve 
inches in length. This makes it one 
of the most flexible, yet elegant 
turntables we've seen in a long time.

Dr Feickert's bag is analogue, the 
name says it and so does the fact 
that it has produced something 

• Electronic speed 
switching
DISTRIBUTOR:
Angelsound Audio
TELEPHONE:
01923352479
WEBSITE:
an^^undaudio.conk

called Adjust+, the first and only 
computer software that we've seen 
for setting up cartridge azimuth. Dr 
Feickert also makes a very precise 
alignment protractor called Pro 
Tractor NG and three other turntable 
models, including one that can 
accommodate three tonearms. 
Excessive, perhaps, but it looks 
damn cool.

Entry point
The Woodpecker is the entry level 
model and incorporates motor, 
bearing and armboard in a solid 
and fairly substantial slab of plinth, 
with aluminium facing top and 
bottom. Interior construction uses 
constrained layer damping, a 
technique of combining different 
materials to combat resonance.

It may not look it, but the 
turntable's plinth is made from 
laminates that consist of aluminium 
and tempered MDF; that is MDF that 
has been heat-treated prior to 
lamination. The whole sandwich is
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then machined and given a Delrin 
(acetal plastic) surround.

Atop the laminations mentioned 
there is an anti-resonance 'circuit' 
made of an unspecified, but 
apparently significant type of steel. 
This also supports the platter's 
bearing. The latter is a stainless steel 
inverted type that you lubricate with 
a grey grease that Feickert refers to 
as 'fat' and is considerably thicker 
than the oil used in most turntables. 
The platter and armbase are also 
made of Delrin. This is a softer 
material than acrylic and is, 
therefore, closer in character to vinyl 
than acrylic (we've seen it before on 
the Townshend Rock 7) and it seems 
to work extremely well as a platter 
material. The example on the 
Woodpecker is loaded with 
cylindrical brass weights to increase 
mass (to 6.2kg) and thus inertia.

This Inertia platter is usually a 
£595 optional extra, but UK 
distributor Angelsound is offering it 
for the standard price until the end 
of July 2010 (the turntable normally 
has a solid acetal platter). In both 
cases, a screw-on acetal clamp is 
supplied, which dishes rather than 
flattens the vinyl in order to improve 
resonance absorption.

The motor is a three-phase DC 
design that acts like a phase 
locked-loop (PLL) and has all 
its supply electronics internally 
which keeps things tidy from a 
manufacturing perspective.

TO

THE PRINCIPLE 
behindthe 
remarkable tolerance 
to resonance of 
this turntable is 
constrained layer 
dampingorCLD. 
This is a technique 
for killing vibration 
and can be used to 
kill resonance in 
almost any material. 

ln this instance 
it consists of 
constraining layers 
of baked MDF, 
which is pretty stiff, 
and aluminium, 
which is less stiff 
and has a different 
resonant character. 
By combining these 
materials in a multi
layer sandwich Dr 
Feickert has been 
able to build a plinth 
that is remarkably 
insensitive to 
external vibration.

The fact that you 
can rap the top with 
your knuckles whilst 
the record is playing 
and not cause the 
stylus to jump is very 
unusual. The type 
of resonance that 
gets through to a 
turntable in normal 
use is of a far higher 
frequency, so the 
knuckle test is not 
entirely relevant, 
but it's impressive 
nonetheless.

O Purelitzwiring

©
Highly modified Rega 
armtube casting O

High-precisionceramic 
bearings in adjustable 
mountings

O
Built-inVtAadjustment 
with optional micrometer 
calibration

O
 Constrained-layer 
damped counterweight 
controls vibration

O
 Secondary counterweight 

to fine-tune VTF

DR FEICKERT
ANALOGUE WOODPECKER TURNTABLE ONLY £2,99& REVIEWS

Placing the power inlet underneath 
the plinth keeps things aesthetically 
tidy, too, while power is derived 
from a wall-wart supply that has 
a power indicator. There are 
apparently two power supply 
upgrade options in the pipeline, due 
to be finalised this year.

Turning the motor on and off is 
done with the buttons marked 33 
and 45, each acting as a start/stop 
switch. The hole above each button 
allows fine speed adjustment, but 
ours ran true out of the box. A third 
button marked S is for an as yet 
undisclosed function, although there

"...live recordings 
have a presence that's 
extraordinary, while 
studio productions 
ooze with luxury."
is an S version of the Woodpecker 
which offers 78rpm and, in that 
instance, the central button controls 
speed, but in the standard issue it's 
purpose has yet to be declared.

Two analogue grooves
The Woodpecker's build quality is 
extremely high; the quality of fit and 
finish lives up to the standards of 
German engineering and is entirely 
commensurate with the asking price. 
The screen-printed figures on the 
armboard cut out are very well 
executed, but you really need the 
Feickert Pro Tractor to position an 
arm precisely and we found the 
armboard readings to be slightly at 
odds with the protractor.

The Delrin armboard itself has a 
protrusion underneath that slots into 
the cut-out and stops any unwanted 
twisting when setting up. You bolt 
the board down to captive threaded 
inserts which slide in the two 
grooves. It's a well thought-out 
design and one which makes set up 
remarkably easy, given the range of 
arm sizes it will accommodate.

There is plenty of competition at 
this price of course, albeit none 
which offers the scope to fit with 
different length arms without a deck 
upgrade. The key players are: the 
SME Model 10; Kuzma Stabi-S 
(which has a 12-inch option); and 
the Well Tempered Amadeus, with 
its golf-ball-in-silicone arm bearing. 
All offer a similar level of build 
quality to the Woodpecker, although 
the SME is the only one that we feel 
is clearly better, while the last option 
has its own tonearm. ..
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REVIEWS DR FEICKERTANALOGUE WOODPECKER TURNTABLE ONLY £2,996

O
Motorspindledriven 
by three-phase motor 
concealed within plinth

O
NinennchAudiomods 
Series Ill micrometer 
arm can be included for 
a total of£3,195Angelsound's answer has been to offer the Woodpecker with the standard (non-micrometer) version of the Audiomods Series III arm for 

£3,195 which is an exceptional deal.
More is moreAs we had the Audiomods arm to hand (see p71), this was a logical starting point for the review, the two aren't designed for one another, but they seem to work well.Using the Feickert protractor, you can precisely set arm position, overhang and alignment. The

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
ExcellentAbove average AverageBelow averagePoor

^SPETestingspeed was atrivialO.1 per cent out, but as it'smicro-adjustaable this hardly seems alarming

^l/tKNI ZAl.The motor, pulley and belt are precise and speed variations are around0.04 percent

There's a little motor noise detectable in the midband, becausethe motorruns at quite high power

B^^^^: The feet provide a little isolation, but the sheer mass of the deck prevents itreactingto external influences

DISC
D^W^:With the disc clamp, the platter couples well to a disc and gives rapid damping of impulses

O
Mainbearingshafton 
custom steel plate for 
minimisingvibration

O
Slotfor armboradallows 
pick-up arms of between 
9 and 12 inches

O
On/offswitches for33.3 and 
45rpm with hoholes a^w for 
speedadjustment

O
Delrin(acetal plastic) 
arm base

reward is a calm, precise presentation that has remarkable pace and bandwidth. It's the bass that hits home to begin with: it's in the same class as a Rock 7 despite the absence of a damping trough - which is a neat trick. Bass lines are delivered in remarkably coherent fashion and can always be picked out even in the densest mixes. In fact, everything can be picked out; there is a clarity to the sound, a lack of exaggeration that reveals oodles of detail, but doesn't get in the way of the music. All too often turntables

DR FEICKERT'S UK distributor 
Angelsound, 
recommends pairing 
the Woodpecker with 
eitherthe Feickert 
DFA-1o5 (£650), 
which is a 10.5-inch 
tonearm, or the nine^ 
inch Audio Mods 
Series Ill micrometer 
arm at £695. Its 
choice of cartridge is 
eitherthe m R-50 (£500) 
or the Dynavector 
DV-20X(£450).

For amplification, 
Angelsound likes 
the Almarro A205a 
Mkll (£1,250), a 
five-watt valve line 
integrated that also 
needs a phono stage. 
Angelsound reckons 
Sutherland's PH3d 
(£800) is a great 
example for 
the price.

For speakers, 
there is the high- 
sensitivity Cain and 
Cain Super Abby 
(£2,550), which you 
can run effectively 
with only five watts.

BUILD A 
SYSTEM

that are revealing and clean can also sound clinical and heartless, but this one allows the quality of the format to shine through.Switching over to an SME V tonearm leads to a more muscular sound, one that is bolder and a little more vibrant, not necessarily better in all respects but it does make for some awesome syncopation with a nice slab of ZZ Top. Playing more vinyl shows more facets of the turntable's potential, each disc giving up the characteristics of its recording. As a result the better stuff really shines, ECM live recordings, for instance, have a depth and presence that's extraordinary, whereas slick studio productions like Rickie Lee Jones' Flying Cowboys positively ooze luxury.The ability to expose differences in recording character reveals just how analytical and uncoloured this turntable is. There's very little to get in the way of the signal because it keeps its own resonances so tightly controlled. And yet this doesn't make it sound dead; rather the music takes centre stage so you can enjoy its subtlety, power and charm.
Inertia platterAs you can tell, we enjoyed this deck immensely. It's less characterful than most and has superb timing, imaging and tonal resolution. More importantly it does serious bass, something that you'd think would be a given at this price, but tastes clearly differ as many alternatives sound lightweight by comparison. Obviously the Inertia platter helps here and it will increase the price from August 2010 onward, but even then the value will be strong.These impressive sonic qualities combine with very high build and finish to make a highly desirable turntable that's ready for most tonearms you'd care to throw at it. •
Hi Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT

LIKE: Superb bass; excellent build quality, range of arm choice
DISLIKE: Need to buy Feickert protractor for best arm set up
WE SAY: This is a powerful and resolute turntable. Coupled with a good arm and cartridge it's addictive

SOUND QUALITY
*****
VALUE FOR MONEY
★ ★★★
BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★★
SPECIFICATIONS

★★★★★

OVERALL
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Part exchange possible

HI-FI WO©•••••“It's about enjoyment and emotionlro one, a rare combination at any price/ 
Adam Smith from Hi-Fi World

the magic of the studio recording in 
your listening room.
listen to vinyl playback as you’ve never heard it before...

Now introducing the brand new Apollo turntable. Same cutting edge British 
engineering, delivering outstanding sound at a price that will astound.

inspire Hi-Fi
Tel: 01246 Ô27272 / 01246 56Ô770 Mobile: 07932 367555 
www.inspirenifi.co.uk,' .

Buy the most talked about turntable 
direct from the UK manufacturer with 

no retail mark up!

"Highly effective acoustic 
analysis tool that's simple 
to use and understand."
- Hi-Fi World

If you want the best from your system, this is the affordable 
Room Analyzer that you should not be without... and it seems 
the reviewers agree too!

"For a lot less money than most loudspeaker upgrades, this 
brilliantly conceived product fills a real niche and is highly 
recommended."
- Hi-Fi Choice

HI-PI World

VERDICT •••••
BEST BUY

HHICHOICE

Jimmy Hughes uncovered one of hi-fi's best kept secrets - XTZ. 
Here are just some of the comments from the exceptional 
Hi-Fi Choice (Issue 333) system review:
"This system offers great sound and 
terrific value. And for those unable to 
listen, prior to purchase, we'd simply 
say this • order with confidence. Trust 
us, we are the reviewers after all and 
it's our job to know these things."
- Hi-Fi Choice

"An amplifier and CD 
player with this sort 
of finish and build 
quality for just £600 
and £365 respectively? 
Unbelievable!"
- Hi-Fi Choice

"Musically, the 
presentation is clear 
and unpretentious • 
a very nice system 
that's a pleasure to 
listen to."
- Hi-Fi Choice



Guildford
Astintrew
Audio Analogue 
Audio Research 
Audiophile Base 
Copland 
Crystal Cable 
Dream Vision 
EAT 
Gamut 
Grado 
Heed Audio 

lsotek 
jadis 
Koetsu 
Krell 
Lavardin
Martin Logan 
Micromega 
Mimetisrn
Music First Audio 
Nordost
Onyko

Plinius
Prima Luna
PS Audio
Resolution Audio
Roksan
Shading
Siltech
SME
Sonus Faber 
Stands Unique 
Stax

Sterling Broadcast 
Stratton Furniture 
Sugden
Sunfire 
Theta 
Transparent 
Velodyne 
>Wadia
Wilson Audio 
Yter
Z:Axis

LISTEN
The NEW 381 Player from Wadla delivers worlds 
class performance at a very atlractive price and 
comes in two different versions: 381 and 3811.

381: Wadia's first optical disc transport capable of 
playing Flac, MP3, and WMA audio data from your 
download collection.

381i: Adds digital input and output connectivity, 
creating a high performance digital nucleus for 
digital sources such as - music servers, computers, 
and digital satellite/cable boxes. Tum your iPod 
into a world-class music server by connecting the 
Wadla ¡Transport to your 3811 CD Player.

Open your ears, your digital music has never 
sounded this good. Dig deep into your music 
collection to hear for the first time what you have 
been missing.

Pl 
For all your Wadia needs and a very different 
approach to reproducing the finest music in your 
home. why not give Guildford Audio a call on: 
01483 537 sn.

t. 01483 537 577 I m. 07979 515577 or 07810 546103 I e.sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk I www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

HHIII

The Audio
Warehouse

About us:
The Audio Warehouse specialises in high 
quality audio components with on-site 
installations and customer support - whatever 
the product.

Based in Berkshire (also cover the 
surrounding counties! we meet customers 
needs with free advice, home demonstrations 
and great after-soles backup.

Specialising in:
Turntable repair and servicing, Sugden 
Mostercloss, AstinTrew, Audiophile Bose, 
Ouodrospire, Custom Design, ATC, 
Micromego, Project, Wodio, Sonus Faber, 
Siltech Cables, Rokson, Plinius, Heed, 
Audio Origami, Vienna Acoustics, Linn and 
many more specially selected audio brands 
(see web site for more details).

Telephone: 01483 537 577
Mobile 07810 546 103
e-mail: 

web:
johifheaudiowarehouse.co.uk 
^^w.theaudiowarehouse.co.uk

VINCENT VIENNA ACOUSTICS SUGDEN AUDIO LINN

mailto:e.sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
http://www.guildfordaudio.co.uk
johifheaudiowarehouse.co.uk
w.theaudiowarehouse.co.uk


I SOL-8 POWERLINE AXIS DEl/IEIAfC
MAINS FILTER £499 REVIEWS

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT: 
lsol-8 Powerline
Axis
ORIGIN:
UK
TYPE:
Mains filter
^GHT:
1.9kg

Current 
affairsMains filtration removes high-frequency noise, but as Richard Black discovers lsol-8's Powerline Axis goes the other way, removing direct current

ains treatment specialist Isol-8 has been around for quite a while, but has . WS not been over-keen to offer product for review. Evidently, the reason for this decision was due to the fact that advanced sales had outstripped supply,, apparently!Now that this problem has been addressed, we've finally been able to get our hands on a sample and a fascinating product it is, too.In its basic form, the PowerLine is just' a mains distribution board - though it's actually about as deluxe as such a thing can get, with silver-plated wiring, high-quality sockets, a solid metal chassis and so on. But the Axis variant adds something very unusual in mains filtering called DC blocking.
Zero heroWhen mains ‘noise' is discussed, the term is almost invariably used to mean high frequencies that shouldn't be there. The Axis, however, deals with the other extreme of the spectrum: DC, or ‘zero-Hz'.Theoretically, the signal on the mains is pure AC at SOHz, but for various reasons to do with nonlinearity of equipment connected to the mains, there is often a noticeable amount of DC present. It's nothing like the 240V of SOHz, more likely to be between a tenth of a volt and (at 

worst) one volt, but it's enough to give trouble.
Magnetic attractionThe problem is that most audio equipment is powered through a transformer, a device that turns electricity into magnetism and back again and in the process alters voltage and current levels. This works very well with AC, but because it relies intrinsically on a changing magnetic field, it doesn't work at all with DC. What's worse is that mains transformers have very low tolerance of DC, because they basically consist of a low-resistance coil of wire between live and neunral pins of the plug. A small voltage will cause quite a lot of current to flow.In turn, that upsets the magnetic properties of the transformer, making it less good at performing its official function. Often the directly perceptible result of this, is that the transformer will hum mechanically. Many transformers do this anyway, but a small amount of DC can make it a lot more noticeable.Simultaneously, the electrical performance of the transformer suffers due to the ‘magnetic saturation' and the end result of this is, in many ways, similar to the effects of high-frequency interference.In other words, DC is potentially just as important a problem as more 

m^m: 
(WxHxD) 
400x83x88mm
SWIRES:
• Five outlets, each 
with a hinged cover

• Transient and surge 
protection
•Peak capacity: SOOA 
fortOmSec

•Wiring in silver- 
plated copper, 
insulated with PTFE
•Solid aluminium 
top plate
DISTRIBUTOR: 
lsol-8Teknologies
^^otE: 
020 8856 8856
WEBSITE:
¡Misol-8.ro.uk

familiar forms of noise. Isol-S's solution to it is a surprisingly simple circuit which, however, does exactly what's claimed, re-establishing correct AC-only conditions so that transformers can work at their optimum.
Back to basicsKeen to try it out under the broadest range of conditions, we plugged just about every bit of equipment we could lay our hands on into the Axis, singly and in multiples, and were distinctly impressed with the results.Ironically, some of the transformers that show the most marked reduction in mechanical buzzing are in the cheapest fat. You'd hardly justify 
£500 worth of mains filter with a 
£200 component, though! Upmarket components benefit in the same way, to a slightly lesser extent, and also show some innriguing improvements in basic sound quality.
Less effortWith the Axis in use, there's no huge change in tonality, but detail becomes subtly clearer and better defined and one feels that less effort is required to hear ‘into' a recording. If this is typical - and the range of equipment we tried suggests it is - DC filtering could be the next big thing in audio tweakery! •
WfiChoice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

★★★★★
VALUE FOR MONEY 

★ ★★★
BUILD QUALITY

*****
FEATURES 

★ ★★

LIKE: Addresses a problem most mains filters don't recognise
DISLIKE: Hum reduction with budget kit, though not a fault ofthe Axis
WE SAY: Results vary a little, but good-quality audio electronics can benefit from its use

OVERALL

*****
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DEWitlAK BOWERS AND WILKINS CM5KtVIC LOUDSPEAKER £799
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BOWERS AND WILKINS CMS DEl/IElAJC
LOUDSPEAKER £799 REVIEWS

Amini 
adventure
Paul Messenger test runs Bowers and Wilkins' stylish CMS - a variation on a familiar and long established two-way luxury standmount theme

he request from the 
Bowers and Wilkins 
marketing team to 
the engineering

department responsible for the CMS 
loudspeaker, probably went along 
the lines of "make us something 
small, simple, beautiful and 
affordable". So it did!

At £800, it doesn't come cheap, 
but it is unquestionably delightfully 
designed and beautifully finished 
and a vast improvement over the 
68S model (HFC299), which 
incorporates many ostensibly 
similar core ingredients at around 
half the price, yet which is dressed 
in clothes that even its friends would 
call nondescript. And that's certainly 
not the description one would apply 
to the CMS. But its virU1es aren't 
entirely superficial. Compare the 
specifications of the CMS with those 
of the 68S and you'll notice that 
although the latter is somewhat 
larger, it's also significantly lighter in 
total weight, indicating that that the 
CMS benefits from rather more 
substantial build.

Impressive build
Indeed, one soon becomes aware 
that the CMS is significantly heavier 
than expected from the moment that 
you lift it from the carton. Clearly 
then, there's rather more to this 
speaker's engineering than is 
apparent on the surface.

A surface that is, mind you, very 
attractively decorated. Who knows 
whether our sample was finished in 
either Rosenut or Wenge real-wood 
veneer, as we've never encountered a 
Rosenut or Wenge tree, but in the 
world of faking-up an attractively 
stained and grained-looking surface 
from whatever wood happens to be 
available at a sharp price, this works 
very well indeed. It also comes in a 
silky satin finish or high-gloss black.

The sharp-edged enclosure looks 
chunky and compact, while the front 
panel is brightly decorated by a

^^.hifichoice.co.uk

thin silver trim around the bass/mid 
driver and a much wider faceplate 
around the tweeter - part of which is 
cut away in order to place the 
tweeter closer to the bass/mid unit.

Inquisitive fingers
The back panel accommodates twin 
terminal pairs - one of which proved 
rather too tight for one of our 
four-millimetre plugs. Above the 
terminal block and integrated into 
the same substantial moulding, is 
one of Bowers and Wilkins' 
proprietary Flowports, a generously 
dimensioned flared port with a 
stippled 'golf ball' surface to improve 
airflow and minimise turbulence. 
Another clever innovation concerns

The stippled 'golf ball' surface of the 
proprietary Flowport, above the twin 
terminal pairs, helps improve airflow and 
minimise turbulence

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT:
Bowers and Wilkins 
CMS
ORIGIN: UK/China
TYPE:
Two-way 
standmount 
loudspeaker
WEIGHT:
8.9kg
DIM^©^:
(WxHxD)
200x340x301mm
FEATURES:
• Tube-loaded 2Smm 
aluminium dome 
tweeter
• 16Smm woven 
Kevlar diaphragm 
bass/mid driver
• Port-tuning bungs
• Magnetic grille 
attachment
• Finished in Rosenut 
or Wenge real wood 
veneers, or gloss 
black
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Bowers and Wilkins
TELEPHONE:
01903221SOO

WEBSITE:
^^^wilkinsxom

BOWERS AND 
WILKINS is the 
market leader in hi-fi 
loudspeakers, so it's 
hardly surprising to 
find that its CMS is 
very competitive in 
its particular 'luxury 
standmount' slot. 
A medium-sized 

standmount looks a 
very likely prospect, 
but such models 
were outclassed 
by rather smaller 
speakers in our 
recent group test. 
Although some 
might consider 
it a little too laid 
back, the CMS has 
a rather better 
overall balance than 
the Roksan TR-S, 
MAD My Clapton or 
Triangle Trio.
A good proportion 

of the CMS's budget 
has gone towards the 
very solid build and 
luxury presentation. 
If those factors 
aren't considered 
priorities, check 
outthe Bowers and 
Wilkins 685 (£380) 
or the QAcoustics 
1020i (£127).

the supplied foam bungs, which 
come in two parts. The whole bung 
may be inserted into the port to 
convert the speaker into a sealed-box 
mode of operation, or the centre of 
the bung may be removed to re-tune 
the reflex loading to a different (and 
rather lower) frequency.

The idea here is to provide an 
option, should the naked, open port 
tuning coincide and reinforce a 
significant room mode. Since the 
'natural' port-tuning frequency at 
around 48Hz is very close to a major 
mode in our listening room, this 
option to lower the tuned frequency 
to around 40Hz proved very useful. 
The 'fully blocked' option would be 
particularly useful if circumstances 
dictate that the speaker has to be 
sited quite close to a rearward wall."As befits a market leader like Bowers and Wilkins, the CMS delivers a determinedly middle-of-the-road tonal balance."

The driver complement follows 
classic Bowers and Wilkins practice, 
by combining a 16Smm bass/mid 
driver equipped with a Kevlar cone 
and a 2Smm aluminium dome 
tweeter. The virtues of Kevlar 
lies in its smooth and controlled 
breakup and the way the sound 
source automatically becomes 
smaller as frequency rises.

One point of criticism regarding the 
Nautilus tube that loads the back of 
the tweeter diaphragm is that it's 
unquestionably vulnerable, especially 
to young children. While there's no 
denying the accurate pistonic action 
of a thin metal dome, unlike a doped- 
fabric tweeter it's easily damaged, 
especially by small inquisitive fingers. 
Protection is only provided during 
transit, as there's no mesh over the 
diaphragm here and the main grille 
is just a thin-framed fabric affair, held 
by hidden magnets.

Generous sensitivity
Do spend time experimenting with 
the positioning and port options. 
For example, placing the speakers on 
60cm stands and leaving the ports 
completely open and unobstructed 
did result in some bass 'thump' in our 
room, even with the speakers well 
clear of the nearest wall.

Under our listening room conditions, 
the CMS arguably works best of all 
when well clear of walls and with ►
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O
Bass/mid driver is a classic 
165mm unit equipped with 
a yellow woven Kevlar-in- 
polymercone

O
 Tweeter is an unprotected 
and rather vulnerable 
25mm aluminium dome

the foam sleeves in place. Under these conditions there is still some unevenness through the bass region, but it is less severe and the compromise seems rather better judged overall.However, blocking the ports completely and placing the speakers as close as practical to a wall also achieves a very decent overall bass alignment and many users will doubtless prefer the lack of intrusion into the living space afforded by such an arrangement. It's a dose call, as the speakers still sound pretty good under these conditions too, maintaining a similar overall character with fine bottom-end drive and purpose, although wall

TALKING 
POINT

©
Grille is attachedto magnets । A single substantial 
hidden beneath the veneer, moulding accommodates
preserving the front panel the twin terminal block and 
appearance if not required the flowport

O
 Silver trim is mounted nto Sharp-edged enclosure
the front panel and covers ^O comes in satin real wood
the drive unit fixing veneer or high-gloss black

proximity does interfere a little with the midband, adding a little 'cupped hands' coloration and somewhat inhibiting the image depth and transparency.Most of the listening was done with the port sleeved and the speakers sited in free space, using top-quality vinyl, CD and radio sources from Linn/Rega/Soundsmith, Nairn and Magnum Dynalab respectively; plus Nairn amplification.Helped by its generous sensitivity; good bass alignment and solid build, the CMS can be driven to impressively high levels, without creating any unpleasant drama. That substantial enclosure helps ensure minimal box coloration, while also delivering a 

FOR MANY YEARRS 
the sound radiation 
created by the 
back of a tweeter 
diaphragm was 
virtually ignored, 
just as long as the 
delicate diaphragm 
was protected from 
pressure changes 
created within the 
enclosure by other 
drive units.

However, 
instead of a small 
resonant sealed 
cavity, Bowers and 
Wilkins developed 
a long tapering 
and well-damped 
tube that avoided 
creating pressure or 
reflections behind 
the diaphragm, 
giving cleaner 
reproduction from 
the front of the 
diaphragm.

This tube-loading 
approach was 
originally introduced 
in the stylish 
Nautilus 'flagship' 
model and has since 
been adapted and 
fitted across most 
of the company's 
ranges, often, as 
here, fitted within 
a conventional 
enclosure.

wide dynamic range with low level resolution and crisp low frequencies.
Well judgedThe midband voicing of any loudspeaker is invariably a matter for taste and discussion, as human hearing doesn't behave in a linear fashion. The speaker that gives good voice articulation at whisper-quiet- levels will tend to sound rather fierce and astringent as the volume is steadily increased, to the point where it can sound rather uncomfortable when operating at high volume levels. By the same token, a speaker like this CMS that enjoys being driven hard and to high levels, is liable to make voices sound a little 'shut in'. It also compromises intelligibility when the volume is turned way down.

As befits a market leader like Bowers & Wilkins, the CMS delivers a determinedly middle-of-the-road tonal balance. Some might find its rather restrained presence band reproduction a little too cautious for personal taste, but others will welcome this character because of the way it avoids any unpleasantly aggressive tendencies, even when the speakers are driven hard with the modest quality type of source and electronic components that are appropriate to a speaker such as this.The CMS is a veiy well-judged, all-round performer that's well suited to its likely role at the end of a budget or mid-price hi-fi system. While some might find its laid back mien a tad frustrating when listening at late-night levels, others will welcome the ability to wind up the volume without causing irritation. 
An unusual combination of high sensitivity; alongside an easy load is a worthwhile plus, as is the fine cosmetic presentation that well deserves a 'luxury' label. •

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE HIF 'Choice
ExcellentAbove average AverageBelow averagePoor

^^^W: Careful motor design ensures that the CMS delivers a healthy sensitivityrating of91dBacrossthe broad midband
^^^^:Bass depends on how the port is used, though our'sleeved port' gives a -6dB point at30Hz

n/ ^a/The CMS combines itshigh sensitivitywith an easy-to-drive loadthatonlydips slightlybelow six ohms above9kHz
Well-balanced through midband and treble, but rather restrained in the presence zone

»^RESPONSE
^^W^^: Midbandand treble are smooth, but there's lack of presence and the bottom end could be smoother

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

★ ★★★
VALUE FOR MONEY
****
BUILD QUALITY

EASE OFDRIVE

★ ★★★★

LIKE: Solid build; fine midband evenness and unusual bass loading flexibilityDISLIKE: Presence restraint favours high •level listening over low-level articulationWE SAY: Large and powerful with good sensitivityand excellent bass
OVERALL
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UC r -argentum acoustics
• Sutherland
•wadia
• xlo electric

The Musical Design Company 

t. 01992 573 030 
www.mdc-hifi.co.uk
enquiries@mdc-hifi.co.uk

O Wadia O Argentum O Sutherland O XLO
Now past its tenth year, 
Wadia continues to 
re-define the limits of 
digital music playback 
in the pursuit of musical 
enlightenment.

They make some of the most 
advanced cable designs 
in the world to ensure the 
delicate flow of the music is 
preserved between the hi-fi 
components you love.

Specialising in battery 
powered phono stages, 
from any view point, the 
dove-tailed integration of 
aesthetics, performance, 
and technology will affirm 
your choice to include it in 
your music system.

Engineered to sound like 
nothing at all, XLO allows 
your carefully-chosen 
components to do what 
they do best!

for v^orc details please call 573 0^0 or visit www.n^dc-hil.co.vk
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lack Rhodium

........

Improve the performance of your 
music system with the best cables

Contact our top dealers below to hear and buy your Black Rhodium Cables
Zouch Audio

Ashby, Leicestershire
01530414128

www.zouchaudio.co.uk

Audio Excellence
Swansea

01792 474608
www.audio-t.co.uk

H.G. Rapkin
Northampton 

01604 637515 
www.hgrapkin.co.uk

Z Lensman
East Grinstead 

01342 305103 
www.zlensman.com

www.blackrhodium.co.uk Telephone: 01332 342233

http://www.mdc-hifi.co.ukenquiries@mdc-hifi.co.uk
http://www.zouchaudio.co.uk
http://www.audio-t.co.uk
http://www.hgrapkin.co.uk
http://www.zlensman.com
http://www.blackrhodium.co.uk


David Price Hi H World
" The Orbit ...a brilant soundingifil Cable ..over any other £100 + mmains cable"

Jeanine Elot HI FI News - The Missing Linkth Fanuly of Cables.... - 
" The most beau^hi looking and extremely musical cables money can buy"

HI FI World World Standards' Award June 2009 
The ^Link Cryo Reference Interconnect ....
"OOur favourite fordable high-end interconnect - 
out performing designs at three uriies its cost"

^Vired For Somid' - Ad^n Smith HI FI World - ^The ^Link hiterconnect .... 
"distinctly out of the ordinary offering a very detailed and crisp sonic picture - 
leading edges of notes were beauhfmiy precise and for^rlght with no sense of 
hesitancy or blur...the bass end of the spec^^n was lithe, tight and focused ....
The Missing Link are Specialists in High Quality British Hi Fi Cables at Affordable Prices 

Power Cables with Silver Plated Connectors from £48
Copper Interconnects from £40 - Sliver Plated Copper Interconnects from £59

The Finest Pure Silver Interconnects from £195
Speaker Cables from £130

We also have an excellent range of DIY Products and Cable Kits 
' Including our own Ultra-Pure Silver plated Plugs & Sockets

Upgrade your power cable with an Ultra-Pure Silver plated EPS500 mains plug for only £12

(Jhe ^^ssing ^mk*Designers Manufacturers & Suppliers ofCustom Built Hi End Hi Fi Audio Cables & Accessories
01623 844478 w <YCcfo7 859333
^^.the-missing-link.net 
info@the-missing-link.net

Q^eautiful rebalancing Act
studiopresentsthe glorious balance of style, performance and convenienceoffered by the new Focal Electra BEandLINN OS ranges.

^kurale *^0^

CMxjik ^00
<^Wa^^:S3@:, Now available for demonstration Discover New Music...
Show Room 
44 High Street 

Eton 
Berkshire 
SL4 6BL

Demo Suites 
102 Brocas House 

Eton 
Berkshire 
SL4 6AF

www.studioav.co.uk01753 631000

link.net
mailto:info@the-missing-link.net
http://www.studioav.co.uk


BEYERDYNAMIC A1 DCVICIA/C
HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER £977 REVIEWS

Follow 
theA1
Dominic Todd gets acquainted with legendary 
headphone manufacturer Beyerdynamic's 
high-performance Al headphone amp

□B ’..... ’' he mission for Beyer's Al 
is all about bringing 
wideband audio to the 
headphone enthusiast.

The entire circuit has been designed 
to transmit 96kHz signals, making it 
ideal for SACD, DVD-Audio or other 
high-resolution audio formats. 
Against its rivals, who often seek a 
mellifluous, valve-like sound, the 
Beyerdynamic Al has studio-like 
neutrality as its design concept. In a 
similar vein, the Al is styled for 
practicality rather than flamboyancy. 
When it comes to electronic 
engineering, though, the heap amp 
is meticulous.

Computer-friendly
In addition to offering a claimed 
frequency response of lHz - lOOkHz, 
the Al is similarly generous with 
headphone impedance. A 30 - 

600ohm range is enough to cover all 
but the most obscure partners. Unlike 
a few rivals, though, there's only a 
single headphone output. Neither is 
there a USB socket, which can be 
handy if using your computer as a 
music source. Countering these 
deficits are twin audio inputs. These 
are operated by a microprocessor- 
controlled relay to avoid switching 
noise when changing input. You 
might not think this is a big deal, but 
when you regularly use headphones, 

anything that avoids clicking and 
buzzing so close to your ears is to be 
welcomed. One of these inputs is 
looped with a passive output, 
allowing you to loop the sound 
through the amp without having to 
switch it on. All connection sockets 
are via gold-plated RCA phonos and 
not balanced XLR, which given its 
pro-leanings, is slightly unexpected. 
At least a very substantial phono lead 
is included in the box.

Reassuringly expensive
Whereas some rivals feature slabs of 
wood or glowing valves, the Al looks 
a little dour by comparison. Just a 
Nextel, grey or orange damping 
sleeve spices up the plain silver case. 
The styling may not be inspired, but 
the build quality is impressive.
A thick, aluminium fascia fronts a 
sturdy casing. Inside, the Noratel 
toroidal power transformer looks up 
to the job of providing a wide 
frequency response, as do the four 
transistors that are mounted on a 
solid aluminium heatsink. The 
good- quality ALPS volume pot with 
aluminium knob feels smooth and 
precise; an important aspect with 
headphone amps as a small 
adjustment to volume is more 
noticeable when the sound is 
millimetres from your head. In terms 
of value, the Beyerdynamic looks a 

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT: 
BeyerdynamicAl 
ORIGIN:
Germany
TYPE:
Headphone amplifier 
WEIGHT-:
2.3kg
DIME^IONS: 
WxHxD) 
250x50x225mm
FEATURES^:
•Wideband, 96kHz 
optimised circuit 
•ALPS volume 
potentiometer 
•Noratel toroidal 
power transformer 
•Case dampening 
sleeve in Nextel grey 
or orange
•Twin audio inputs 
with silent selection
DISTRIBUTOR: 
POLARaudio Limited
^^ONE: 
01444 258258
WEBSITE: 
^^^^micde/ 
inte^horal

expensive next to rivals such as the 
Chord Electronics' Chordette Toucan 
(£800) and Lehmann Audio's Black 
Cube Linear (£665).

Pops and clicks
It's not just the sound the Al makes 
that impresses; it's also the silence. 
Given a suitable recording, this 
headphone amp recreates inky 
depths of silence that's the preserve 
of the very best amplification. At all 
times it sounds immediate and 
transparent. Bass is taut, deep and 
well integrated. Musical detail such 
as subtle cymbal decay is finely 
etched. The downside of such 
openness is that static pops and clicks 
on the record appear amplified; as do 
poor recordings.

The Al certainly won't put a gloss on 
inferior recordings. That said, this is 
not a mechanical- or harsh- sounding 
amp. Vocals sound intimate, textured 
and flow with lucidity. In addition to 
great accuracy; the Beyer can claim 
broad sound staging to its credit. 
Whatever the price of headphone, the 
Al seems to extract the very best from 
it in terms of separation and ultimate 
width of sound.

Enthralled
Beyerdynamic has achieved its aim of 
accurate, wideband sound quality; 
That it has done this without making 
the Al sound clinical is to be 
commended. In addition to sounding 
dynamic, detailed and transparent, 
the Al also demonstrates fluidity, 
balance and the ability to keep the 
listener enthralled for many hours 
without fatigue. What the Al won't 
do is flatter poor recordings or source 
components. Neither is the sound as 
mellow as some valve-powered 
rivals. Whereas this is hardly a fault 
with the Beyer, the price is. Rivals 
costing several hundred pounds less 
run it very close indeed. With that in 
mind the mighty Al deserves a 
qualified recommendation. •

HiF (Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

*****
VALUE FOR MONEY

***
BUI LO QUALITY

★ ★★★★
FEATURES

★ ★★
OVERALL

UKf: Dynamic, detailed 
yet fluid and absorbing 
sound quality
DISLIKE: No USB, 
expensive against rivals
WE SAY: Hard to fault in 
terms of sound quality 
butthe lackofUSB and 
the price premium over 
riyals holds it back

★ ★★★
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AURA NOTE PREMIERONE-BOX SYSTEM £1,500

Premier
league
Richard Black discovers Aura's Note Premier 
all-in-one, a £1,500 complete system that's just 
become our favourite one-box solution

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT: 
Aura Note Premier
ORIGIN: Japan/ 
Korea
TYPE: One-box 
hi-fi system 
WEIGHTBkg 
DIMENSIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
278x96x278mm
I^WRK:
•Outputs: 
loudspeaker 
terminals; 
headphone socket 
(6.3mm); preamp

J
ust a couple of issues ago, we reviewed a group of one-box hi-fi systems, concludingthat the best of the breed can give performance worthy of the 'hi-fi' tag. And still they come: here's another such unit, the Note Premier, bearing the brand name Aura, but made in Korea by April Music.Aura may ring bells if you've a good memory: it was a UK brand some 15 or so years ago and the name has been bought-up by a

Japanese concern which passed manufacturing to April, but brought back British industrial designer Kenneth Grange to provide a certain look to the kit.
Smart and compactAnd the looks are certainly striking. The front panel is dominated by a mirror-finish stainless steel panel with a simple display and what looks like a black grille sitting beneath - it's actually the heatsink for the power amplifier stage. The top has 

more stainless steel and a thick sliding-glass door over the toploading transport. Top-loaders are rather deluxe, we reckon. Yes, there's the puck to put in place, but that becomes second nature after one's played a couple of discs, and frankly it's all a much nicer experience than trays or slot-loaders, and quicker, too.

• Rated power: 50 
watts
• USB playback: 
MP3; WMA; OGG
• USB recording: 
1218kbps MP3
• 4or8ohm 
matching
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Vivid Audio
TELEPHONE: 
01403 782221
WEBSITE: 
auraradesign.co.jp

Feature-packedAnd just as much to the point, this transport saves quite a lot of internal space. That's important because the Note Premier (there was once a plain Note, by the way; though it hardly made it into the UK) is small and includes a lot of features. CD, obviously; but also FM and AM radio, but no DAB (worldwide, rather few countries apart from the UK are going for that in a big way and internet radio may well prove more of an issue).There are also two line inputs, an optical digital input and two USB sockets, one each of A-type and B-type. The former is for USB memory sticks and iPods, while the latter connects to a computer,
66 llflCtorce AUGUST 2010 www.hifichoice.co.uk
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CONNECTIONS

allowing digital streaming of audio 
including the aforementioned 
internet radio.

Twin USB sockets like that is still a 
rarity, but it does mean the Note 
Premier is significantly more flexible 
than most of its breed, ready for 
pretty much any kind of computer 
music duty. It will even copy tracks 
from CD to a USB stick, as MP3 files 
(128kbps). Even better, it will record 
from radio. Result! Even though 
128k MP3 is not the highest of 
high-fidelity, it would be churlish not 
to herald this as the first ‘hi-fi’ FM 
tuner capable of recording. Why did 
it take so long? Video recorders 
included a tuner almost from the 
year dot, but we waited over half a 
century from the inception of FM to 
get a combined tuner/recorder. 
Thank you, Aura.

Oh, yes, there’s an amplifier, too. 
It’s a straightforward linear one with 
a MOSFET output (the original Aura 
amps used something similar) and 
it’s fed by a linear power supply, so 

stat awake al mglu 
fretting about switching circuits in 
their audio signal chain can sleep 
easy. It’s rated at 50 watts, though 
that’s into a low-impedance load and 
in normal 8-ohm terms it’s good for 
about 35 watts. A preamplifier 
output allows you to hook up a more 
powerful power amp if you really 
feel the need, or perhaps more likely,

AURA NOTE PREMIER DE\/IEIA/C 
)S YSTEM ' ' £1,500

ITO
IN WHAT MIGHT 
prove to be the 
medium’s twilight 
years, FM is not 
an area where we 
expect to find many 
new technological 
breakthroughs. The 
single-chip radio 
implementation in 
the Note Premier, 
however, defies that 
expectation.
‘Proper’ hi-fi 

tuners always 
needed fiddly bits 
- coils, resonators, 
adjustable 
components-as 
welt as integrated 
circuits for their 
operation, which 
is whytheFM/AM 
tuner section in other 
all-in-ones is a little 
metal box, smaller, 
maybe, than it was 
a few years ago, but 
still very much bigger 
than the single 
integrated circuit 
that does practically 
all the work in 
the Note Premier. 
Achieving complete, 
adjustment-free, FM 
and AM reception 
on a single chip is 
quite something.
Iran ically, the market 
driver forthis was 
in-car entertainment!

feed a slaved system in a second 
room. Connections are completed by 
a proper 6.3mm headphone socket.

Aura emphasises ease of use in its 
publicity for the Note Premier and 
we’ve no quibble with that. With so 
many features on offer, it’s still 
completely straightforward to 
operate the unit and the rather 
bland-looking display tells you all 
you need to know, simply and 
legibly. About the only time one 
might wish for something fancier is 
when playing MP3 or WMA files (not 
WAV incidentally) from a USB stick, 
as these tend to scroll across - but 
one can generally see enough at 
once to work out what it being played.“This is a positively inspiring product all round, showingjust what can be achieved on a budget.’’
Physical assembly of the Note 
I’remier iv win iby <>i me ntion w 
exceptionally ingenious. It’s not just 
the way the circuit boards are 
arranged inside - Nay.ra mastered 
that art in the 1960s - but the case 
assembly is unusually well thought 
out too. As for the electronic 
components, they’re good quality

O
 Speaker terminals 
connected inside with 
rather thin wire O

 Preamp Output 
enhances flexibility O

 Two line inputs (third on 
mini-jack at the side) O

FM antenna input is 
US-style connector ©

Optical input could serve M USBsocketforcomputer 
for DAB, Freeview etc connection (memory

stick on side)
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DE\/IEIA/C aura note premierREVIEWS ONE-BOX SYSTEM £1,600

0 FM/AM tuner ^0 Top-loadingCDtransport

O
 Texas Instruments PCM2704 USB 

DAC and Cirrus Logic 192kHz DAC

O Cirrus LogicCS3310volume control

and in some places quite novel, notably the radio stage. Almost all hi-fi tuners of recent vintage use a bought-in module to do most of the work, but this product takes integration to the next level and uses a single-chip radio circuit from NXP Semiconductors, putting the radio functions on the main circuit board and saving a couple of cubic inches in the process. USB functions are handled by the usual integrated circuit and a good-quality DAC chip sits at the heart of things for all digital sources.
2010's biggest bargainAs always, such technical and aesthetic prowess is worth little if the sound's uninspiring. Happily that proved not to be the case here. In fact, we'd go so far as to say that this is a positively inspiring product all round, showing just what can be

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
ExcellentAbove 
average 
Average Below averagePoor

D^^^Aura quotes 50 watts, but i nto8ohms the continuous delivery is about35W
1^^^^Via line inputs, response is within O.SdBofftatfrom 20Hzto 20kHz, which is more than adequate

I^^^W:I n the midbanda superb 0.001 per cent is achieved, though this rises a little in the bass and noticeably in the treble
f^RANGE:Noise is low from both line inputs and CD/digital in, ensuring a wide dynamic range

J^^:There is just a little evidence of jitter in the output ofthe CD player section, while the digital inputsseem very immune

O
USB input/outputfor iPod control 
and MP3 via memory stick 0

50WPC Hitachi J162/K1058 
MOSFET push-pull amp circuit

achieved in a small space on a budget which, yes, is bigger than that for most all-in-ones, but still modest compared with any decent combination of amp, CD player, tuner, DAC...What, perhaps, impressed us most of all was the sheer impact of the sound. It's not vastly powerful, though momentary peaks can exceed the continuous power output by a factor of nearly 2:1. Even so, it took a real grip on our Bowers and Wilkins' 803S speakers (and on the ATC and small JBL models we tried it with), producing the kind of visceral bass you simply don't expect from affordable audio.This is really not so much to do with extension as with precision, but it does, of course, make the bass feel deeper and at the same time brings out the quality of the low frequencies - whether they originate from

THE OBVIOUS 
COMPARISON for 
the Note Premier 
is the Arcam Solo 
Mini - similarly 
small, near-identical 
power output (in 
practice), pretty 
similar feature set, 
but half the price. 
And we liked the 
Solo Mini, so is the 
Note Premier an 
expensive folly? 
Well, for one thing 
it looks a lot more 
upmarket - the 
Arcam's appearance 
is a little dowdy by 
comparison.

Basically the 
Aura is just that 
bit more polished 
and assured in its 
handling of any 
recording, giving 
more detail, more 
low-frequency 
extension and 
precision and 
arguably a more 
exciting listen. 
There's also 
the business of 
features: the Arcam 
has more line inputs 
but the Aura's twin 
USB sockets are 
a big plus and the 
one-touch recording 
of broadcasts 
clinches it. Each 
is well worth its 
asking price.

HOW IT 
COMPARES

something tuned (double bass, piano, organ) or percussive, and how they propagate and decay.That finding was consistent across the various sources on offer and it's clear that the amplifier part of the Note Premier is also very assured in the high frequencies. There's a little more variation high up between sources, with CD sounding very open while the optical and USB inputs are just a little less revealing in the top octave or two. That's the USB computer connection we're talking about - the side-mounted socket for memo1y sticks and portable players is limited by the fact that it only accepts data-compressed formats, but it still makes the most of such hamstrung sources.The tuner naturally lacks a little of the CD player's sparkle, but we have to say we're very impressed with it. By the standards not only of all-in-one systems, but also of recent standalone tuners, it is very cleansounding even with less-than-perfect radio signals from an indoor aerial. Fed from a proper rooftop antenna, receiving a good broadcast on BBC Radio 3 or 4, it sounds unusually open and free of reception 'nasties', with good imaging and detail.
Gung-hoWe won't pretend that this is the be-all-and-end-all of audio. For a start, the lack of power does eventually make itself felt and if you like listening really loud on insensitive speakers, it's obviously going to fall short. We concede that imaging might be just a shade more extended and precise (Mozart string quintets showed this up) and that the presentation may be a little more gung-ho than one might wish for. Still, the opposite of that would be of far more concern and, in general, there's so much going for this unit that we can really only recommend it very highly. •

Hi Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

*****
VALUE FOR MONEY

*****
BUILD QUALITY

★ ★★★★
SPECIFICATIONS
★ ★★★★

LIKE: Superblyfeatured, with sound thattranscends both price and size
DISLIKE: Possibly a shade over- excitable at times and treble's not always pure
WE SAY: Overall, we adored this little gem. It's very capable and is a joy to use and hear

OVERALL
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There is very little we don’t know about turntables, 
but if you are interested in another type of product -

don’t worry because 
we also specialise in :
Atacama Aesthetics 
Amphion AstinTrew Jolida 
Anatek Audio Audiovalve 
Chord Company Graham 
Clearaudio Dynavector 
LFD Michell Engineering 
Nevada Cables Nordost 
Nottingham Analogue Neat 
Nitty Gritty ProAc Trigon 
Transfiguration SME Wadia

and many more...

UNIT^y AUDIO
www.unit4.co.uk

Specialist NEW dealer 
opening in East Sussex. 

Demonstrations by appointment only, 
please call.

LANDLINE•01323 486 671

MOBILE•07860 858 405

EMAIL • andrew@unit4.co.uk

HIFISOUND, Castlegate Mill, Quayside, Stockton on Tees 01642 267012

THE UK's PREMIER VINYL RELATED RESOURCE WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON ONLINE!
If you need us sooner, please call 0845 6019390 or email choice@turntableworld.co.uk

ANATEK RESEARCH 
APOLLO 

ATACAMA 
AV INTERNATIONAL 

CHORD COMPANY 
CHORD ELECTRONICS 

CLEARAUDIO 
DYNAVECTOR 

EAR YOSHINO 
GOLDRING 

GRAHAM ENGINEERING 
GRAHAM SLEE 
G F HADCOCK 

IS0TEK 
KOETSU 

KUDOS AUDIO
MARTIN LOGAN

LYRA 
MAGNEPLANAR 

MELODY 
MICHELL ENGINEERING 

MONITOR AUDIO

NAD 
NAIM AUDIO 
NORDOST 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 
OPERA 
0RT0F0N
PATHOS ACOUSTICS 
PROJECT
PS AUDIO 
PURESOUND 
REGA 
REVOLVER 
ROKSAN 
SME 
STAX
SUGDEN AUDIO 
TEAC ESOTERIC 
TRANSFIGURATION 
TRICHORD RESEARCH 
UNISON RESEARCH 
USHER AUDIO 
VAN DE HUL

WELCOME TO THE NORTH EAST

http://www.unit4.co.uk
mailto:andrew@unit4.co.uk
mailto:choice@turntableworld.co.uk


• Introducing the new one box Linn DS audio system!

• High performance integrated Linn OS player, pre-amplifier and power amplifier:
* Eleven inputs (6 digital and S analogue) up-sampling of additional sources.
9 Phone input configurable to moving magnet line leve: (MC upgrade also available).
• AUX input on front for easy connection of portable MP3 players etc
• Dynamik power supply and 2 channels of 100 W Chakra amplification.
• Plays FLAC,ALAC,WAV,AIFF,AAC and MP3 audio formats up to 24-bit /192 kHz sample rate:
• Gold plated 4mm binding posts for flexible loudspeaker connection options:

THE SOUND GALLERY
65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.
01494 531682
Stockists for Linn, Nairn, B&W,Arcam, Spender. Rega, Onkyo
Meridian, Fatman, Usher, Denon and Focal to name just a few...
wvww.soundgallery.co.uk

Recycle your magazine and seven days later 
it could come back as your newspaper.

www.recyclenow.com The possibilities are endless.

^^.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ••. what are you up for?

tel; 0845 6019390

SUMMER SALE NOW
ON - AT LEAST 1O°/o 

OFF ALL MARKED 
PRICES IN REDAnalogueAAa:Js LuLustre, excelleot, pacana t^^rn 149

Anston RM0 Supper', Miasioo 774, vgc 279
Basis 2200 Signature, Vector 4, Clamp, c £8k. nnew 4999
Benz Micro Glider, excellent, low hours 399Catdas Nearer Ref^erence Tonern Cable, wewe old 299
Cledraudio Master Solutioo, c/w Unrfy to^^i 229
Decent Audio Walked. used 149
Garrard 301, good cosmetics, ful woOOng oorder 799
Linn LP12, Basik LVX, boxed 499
Linn LP12, ttok, boxed 799
Linn LP12, Ekos 2, in Black Ash 1299
Linn LP12, ttok, Lingo, excellent 1199
Linn LP12, Clrkus, Lingo, Ekos, boxed 1499
Linn Ekos 2, explacel, boxed 899

Acópete Wafehelt, used 249
Micplal Hydraulic Refer^^, SME 3030, new lid 749
Michell Electrook: ReMlnoo (no an, SME cut) 699
Michell Tennoorm A, excellent. boxed 279
Monitor Au^o MA500 Direct Drive, excellent! 249
NAO 53 Turntable (^(Planar 2), RB250, GoWring Elelara t49 
Project RPM10, s^pebox, nr mint, boxed 29
Project X Pack, very low hours, nr mint, boxed 499
Rega P3, in GrGre 279
Rega Planar 2 c/w RB250 and Super Bias, excecel 149
Rega AB250 with stubmed 119
Ro^i TMS1 and DSU superb boxed, recrecen TM servra 1749 
Roksan Radius 5, Nima arm, acrylic finish, ex demo 799 
SME 3030, excellent 179
Systomemdet< IlX. cJw Systomemdet< am. vgc; 149
Tom Evans The Groove, excellent t099
Tom Evans Microgroove plus (upgraded ISO), as new 499 
Wilson Ben^h Act 1 Tonearm, nr mint, superb 799Radio/Recorders
AnAn:ami DT81 excelent, boxed 199
Arcam FMJ26 DAB Due n
Merplan 504, excellent 299
N^mcel ZXtOOL, just sewoed, vgc; CALL
Pior^r F93T, due in CALL
Quad FM3, vgc; 99
Quad FM4, excellent t79DigitalAn^\ C017, nr mint, boxed 499
Audio Aero Capitole Mk2, excellent Due in
Audiolab 8^00D, original version, Black 299
AVI lab Serte CO) player, as new, boxed 799
Conso^^^i CD2.2 24brt: excellent, boxed 599
Copland CDS22, excellent, boxed 64-9
Cr^CllasercCD,aack 499
Cyrus CD6SE, excellent, Sii.er, boxed 499
Cyrus DAD^^4, excellent, boxed 349
Esoteric OV60, mini boxed, SAVE £2000! 2499
Esoteric X03SE, excellent, boxed 3249
Mátente SA15, explacel, boxed 499
Miente C017Kt, excelent, boxed 399
Meridian 506 16 bo, excellent boxed, factory, senriced 425
Meedan GG98, explacel, boxed 99
Mu&cel Fiplaty Tu^balog, Rare as... 199
Nairn CD5, excellent, boxed 499
NAIM COO, excellent 349
NAIM CDS2/COPS, new laser in 2009, reduced to clear 1499 
NAIM COS2/COPS, nr mint, boxed 1749
Pathos D^ suçcel, boxed 1649
Pi^ione DV0747, excellent, boxed t99
PS Au^o Digilnk DAC. as new, ex demo CALL
Rega Apello, ex dedemo CAlL
Rotel RC002, excellent, wwrth redemote 199
Shanltng COTtOO, boxed, original mcmodel 29
Shanling CDTtOO, excellent, late mboel 649
Shanlng Omega Dnw, vgc, floght ^casadj, servoed 1749
Sugden CD21SE, as nnew, one owowner, boxed 29
Sugden CO Master 6ip.1 CO player, as new, boxed S99 
Tag McLaren CO20R, excellent, boxed 349
TEAC P700D700, ex^cel, boxed 11'2 sze per 749Unnison Res^Am Unl.kbo COP. excellent, boxed S99
Vincent CD-S6, excellent, boxed Due inAV/Accessories/Cables
Chord Epla Speaker cables, factory terminated. per CAlL
lsotek and LAT ext^on blocks CALL
Linn Claserk Move, excellent 899
Meedian GG68 P^P^^^r, explaent, boxed, wwrt MSR 199 
Onkyo 007 AV R^^f, as nnew, ex dedemo. boxed 299

AmplifiersAir Tght ATM-ls, excellent, boxed 229
Arcrecen A28. nr mini, boxed, in Black 4199
Audio Innovations, S500 499
Audioldb MCK^’ Grey v^^s, explaent, boxed 349
Audlenab 80t^, ex^celt, in Black 299Aedon Silver Night 330 SE. integrated, boxed 749
Audio Research SP11 mk2, 2009, AS service 2499
Audio RResearch LS15, excellent, boxed 1299
Au<Jo Zone Amp 2 Monoblooks 29
Bel Canto Pre 3/S300 Power, excellent. boxed 1499
Bryston BP26 two box, fireamp, mint 129
Bryston BP20 pre and 3BST poweramp, excellent, boxed 1899 
Bryston B00R integrated, nr mint, boxed 29
Conrad Joh^ed PV15L, pre^i, boxed 1399
Consource CCyber 10 Signeture. excellent, boxed 29
CR Develo^nte Cafyuad, excellent boxed 29
Cyrus 6V6VS2. explacel, boxed 399
Krell KAV^00. vgc. claBlack:, integrated. c/w r^nte 999
Krell Evot^oo 60 Monoblenks 17499
Lew^oo No27 Power amp, vgc 1499
l.Jnn Ma,ik I integrated, excellent, boxed 899Lm Majk 2100 poweramp, excellent, boxed 29
Lyrgdorf TDAJ2200 wrth Roompe<fect and DAC 229
Mendian 501 with MSR and phono boaids 299
Moon P7/WS Pre/Power combo, excellent, boxed 6499 
Musal Fidelity F15, excellent, boxed 749
NAIM NAIT XS, excellent, boxed 649
NAIM 250, boxed, recced to Olive and seraced in 2000 799
NAIM NAPV145. excellent 999
NAIM NAP250.2, excellent, boxed 1749
NAIM NAC82, excellent, boxed 899
Qued 606>, vgc;, boxed 399
Quad 34, excellent, boxed 199
Quad 99 St^i power amp, ex^cel 299
Qued 29. as new,, boxed. in BiBlack 69
Rega Cuc. 220 pra, excellent 249
Roksan C^leni M SeSenes CALL
Rote! RC06, and RB06 P&'pewer, mint, boxed 399
Rotel RB981,vgc; t79
Rotel RC972 preamp. cJw remote 149Suguad A2.1SE,, as nnew, boxed 1299
Teg Mc^ren 00rv, nr mint, boxed 399Loudspeakers
AVI hieran iv, excelent. ex ddemoo units, boxed 349
B&W SCMs, nr mint, boxed, in ChCher 899
Castle HarHarlech, vgc 349
Definie Techoology Mythos 2, per, barpen' 399
Dynaudo Contour 13 mk2, excellent. OOxed 749
Focal JMlab 10076& rn mint, boxed 1249
Foca, Sibo Cinema pack XXl fronts^. XL cenlre and rerears 749 Kef Reference 100.3, due in CALLKef TDM340S, excellent, tn Black 299K^udos C10, early bi-wre. pair. in Ros^fut CALL
Lien Komment 110 5 1 system excel ent, complete onily S99 
Magneplanar MG1.6, ex review 1499
Martin Logan Puory. ex demorno, for details 1999
Martin Logan Vista, excellent 1999
Momitor Audo GSW12 Gpld sesenes Subwoofer, excellent 699 
Monitor Audo MA1800 Gold, large floorstander', bargain 349 
Monitor Audio BRS in Walnut. excellent, boxed 349
Monitor Audo BR1 in Walnut, ex demo 119
Monitor Audio BBR2 in Black, vgc, boxed 1S9
PMC 0811 Centre, excellent 149
Proac Studio 140 in Ebony,, excellent, boxed 999
PSB Alpha 81 Steredpbile Pthoect of the year. BARGAIN'!, 99 
Quad 21L in Birds Eye Maple fin'sh, nr mint 349
Rega AS1, mint, boxed 279
Rega RRS3. ex dJsplay, n GlosBlack, nr mint CCAL.
Revel Performa F32, excellent, boxed, serious value, 1399
Sonus Faber Grand Piano, excellent, boxed, due in 999
TanTarinoy Mercury, explacel, boxed 79
Totem Amo with 'bebeaks 599
Theil CS7.2, arge floorstander, £13k new ...BARGAIN! 2999
Usher Mini Dancer 2, ex demo, nr mint CALL
^^er Be718 Staed^ooef, exoollent, boxed 29
Vetod^ 0018, " P>ano Back 1750
Wharledale ActJVe Diamond 7.1s - rare, boxed, 119SPECIAL SYSTEM DEALS
Esoteric AI10 Amp & SA10 &A.CO Player, save approx 50% CALL 
Monitor Audo Redius HO AV Speaker System CALL
Onkyo A733/C733 Amp and CD, ex d'splay 599
Rotel RC002, RCRC06, RB06 CD^^o^ - Superb 499
^Sugden A21SE ¥ld CD21SE, both as new. boxed 2199

Tel 01642 267012 
Tuesday to Saturday 10 'til 5 or 

email choice@2ndhandhifi.co.uk 
anytime

wvww.soundgallery.co.uk
http://www.recyclenow.com
2ndhandhifi.co.uk
mailto:choice@2ndhandhifi.co.uk


AUDIOMODS SERIES Ill MICROMETER Dd/IEIA/C
TONEARM £89& REVIEWS

Beautiful 
bolt-on
The most dramatic Rega arm rebuild yet 
encountered sounds as good as it looks 
according to Jason Kennedy

eople have been 
modifying Rega's classic 
RB series tonearms for 
some time now, but never

have we come across such a dramatic 
rransformation as the one achieved 
by Audiomods. It uses the arm tube, 
lift mechanism and rest clip from an 
RB250 and replaces everything else 
with machined aluminium parts that, 
like the tube, are polished for a 
perfect finish. If that weren't enough, 
Audiomods adds a micrometer to the 
system that allows precise VTA 
adjusrrnent on-the-fly.

The arm is also presented in. a 
padded wooden box and comes with 
alternative counterweights. In fact, 
how this can be done for the asking 
price is a bit of a mystery.

Double helix technology
The most striking thing about the 
arm are the holes drilled into it, these 
run down the arm in two spirals to 
form a double helix. The purpose is 
to reduce mass without undermining 
stiffness, as would be the case with a 
straight line of holes. Audiomods also 
inserts press-fit discs inside the arm 
to increase radial stiffness and reduce 
resonant peaks.

The biggest change to a standard 
RB250 is in the bearings, which are 
ceramic hybrid types in a machined 
yoke. Interestingly, the same type of 
bearing is also used for horizontal 

movement and both are decoupled 
from the base.

It comes in two wiring variants: 
one terminates the arm cables in a 
five-pin plug in the base (£625) and 
the option shown above, which has a 
continuous 900mm-long loom that 
ends in a pair of Nakamichi phono 
plugs. The wire used is silver litz 
and terminates in silver tags at the 
cartridge end.

Audiomods also supplys two sizes 
of counterweight, extensive set up 
instructions, alignment gauges for 
different null positions and annealed 
copper shims to mass load lighter 
types of cartridge.

Balanced performance 
We listened to this arm on a 
Townshend Rock 7 and the Dr 
Feickert Analogue Woodpecker 
reviewed on page 54 (in both 
instances it supported a van den Hui 
Grasshopper III cartridge).

The heavier of the two counterweights 
proved big enough to balance the 
heavy cartridge and the Townshend 
damping paddle, but only just. 
However, this didn't stop the 
Audiomods from delivering a far more 
fluid sound than the standard RB300 
it replaced. We also enjoyed the easy 
adjustment ofVTA while the record 
played, a feature which encourages 
positioning it where it can be easily 
accessed from the listening seat.

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT: 
Audiomods Series Ill 
Micrometer
ORIGIN: 
UK

TYPE:
Tonearm
WEIGHT: 
600g 
DIM^SIONS: 
(WxHxD) 
90x90x290mm
^WRES:
• Silver litz wiring
• VTA adjustment by 
micrometer
• Adjustable 
quadrant anti-skate

• Ceramic hybrid 
bearings
• Two 
counterweights
• Fine downforce 
adjustment 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Audiomods
^^HONE: 
01737769040

WEBSITE: 
audiom^^.uk

Beautiful tunes
Moving over to the Woodpecker, the 
difference between this and the Rega 
was even more pronounced, the 
finesse of the shiny arm making the 
latter seem crude by comparison. It 
plays beautiful tunes across the band, 
but this is most obvious in the bass 
where the abilities of various 
musicians is never less than obvious.

The degree to which you can hear 
what's going on in the mix is quite 
remarkable and the way it combines 
this analysis with musicality is 
extremely engaging.

Impressive build
This impressively built arm has a very 
calm and clean presentation that 
makes more expensive alternatives 
seem brash and up front. Cymbals 
could not sound more realistic, while 
kick drums have weight and power.

There have been many attempts at 
refining what is a very good arm 
design in the RB250, but this is by far 
the most comprehensively capable 
and revealing example we've 
encountered. The fact that it has 
been so well thought through and is 
supplied with every bit of hardware 
and information you need to get it to 
sing, shows just how much effort 
Audiomods has put into the job. It 
seems under priced for what you get, 
but we're not complaining! •

Hi -Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY
★ ★★★★
VALUE FOR MONEY
★★★★★
BUILD QUALITY
★★★★★
FEATURES
★ ★★★★
OVERALL

LIKE: Fluid-sounding 
arm with superb 
VTAadjustmentand 
remarkable value

DISLIKE: What's not to 
li ke atthis price?

WE SAY: It sounds clean 
and revealing and offers 
setup facilities thatfew 
can match

*****
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Luxman

phono stages. The latter is an interesting product line for Luxman to make as every single integrated it produces, be it valve or solid-state is

phono MC

uxman has begun to rebuild a worldwide reputation as one of the premier Japanese audio

Fully loadedNot that there is a great deal of 'entry level' thinking about the facilities, the LSSOA-II entirely rejects the trend towards minimalism in amplifier design. It features four line inputs, the phono input, two tape loops and a pair of balanced inputsImpressively, the XLR inputs have the facility to be adjusted to suit both 
XLR wiring types at the push of a button, which allows the Luxman to

feature sheet and that they represent a genuine challenge to some of the best external phono stages in the thousand pound range. Naturally we had to have a listen for ourselves. The LSSOA-II tested here is the entry-level Class A design.

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT:
Luxman LSSOA-11
ORIGIN: Japan
TYPE: Class A 
integrated amplifier 
WEIGHT:
21.95kg
DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD) 
464x178x434mm
FEATURES^:
• High-quality 
integrated phono 
stage
• Extensive 
connectivity
• Unique proprietary 
feedback system
• Mains phase sensor 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
Select Audio
TELEPHONE:

luxury
For sheer musicality and agility, the Luxman 
LSSOA-11 has the potential to delight vinyl lovers 
everywhere. Ed Selley cues up

LUXMAN L55OA-IIINTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £3,000

brands. The current product range is considerable and expanding and features a bewildering variety of solid-state and valve amplifiers, SACD and universal disc players and
already equipped with an internal phono stage. Word had begun to filter through to the Hi-Fi Choice office, that these phono stages are far more than a tick in the box of a

01900813064
WEBSITE: 
luxman.co.jp

work well with any balanced source.The front panel features bass, treble and balance controls, a recording selector and a stereo/mono selector. All of these can be switched out of
72 llfi^ce AUGUST 2010 w^w.hifichoice.co.uk
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the circuit, but the scope they have for fine-tuning the output to suit your room and speakers mean that you may end up not doing so.Dominating the front panel is a brace of W meters, one per channel. Whilst probably not accurate enough for studio work, they give a reasonable idea of the output and they are somewhat hypnotic in practice.In terms of its dimensions, the Luxman has more in common with a high-end AV receiver than a stereo amp. Such is the width and depth of the chassis, there is a reasonable chance it will require the top shelf of any normal-sized equipment rack. In view of this considerable bulk, it is something of a surprise to learn that the output from this vast chassis is 20 watts into eight ohms, rising to 30 watts into four ohms.Even by the standards of Class A amplification, this is a surprisingly small amount, although enough to

"few will match the sheer musicality and the sense of timing from the speed and agility it possesses"
drive a variety of reasonably sensitive speakers without too much troubleLuxman has also gone to great effort to reduce distortion on its output stage and has developed its own proprietary system called Only Distortion Negative Feedback (ODNF). This works by isolating noise and distortion at the output from the music signal and applying limited amounts of negative feedback to suppress them. This means the amp does not need to run constant negative feedback and means no DC servo circuit is present, which should further improve sonic performance.

TALKING 
POINT
C^^SAamps 
are recognised as 
offering a natural 
and unforced sound 
with accurate 
measurements. 
The naturalness 
and clarity that 
theluxman 
demonstrates are 
classic attributes of 
the breed, although 
the pace and timing 
of the LSSOA-11 is a 
welcome addition 
to them. Luxman 
have also made 
strenuous efforts 
to negate the other 
characteristic of 
Class A amplification, 
namely hot running. 
But the chassis 
has excellent heat 
dispersal and no 
part of the unit ever 
overheats.

Equally distinctive is the line phase sensor on the rear panel. This is a device that can check the phase of the electricity that the Luxman is receiving is correct (having the live and neutral wired incorrectly can be severely detrimental to sound quality).The internal phono stage supports both moving magnet and moving coil cartridges and has a switchable subsonic filter on the front panel. Interestingly, it is optimised to work with moving coil outputs as low as 0.3mV which means it should have no problem with all but the lowest output designs on the market. It is joined by a headphone amp that makes full use of the speaker circuitry and is designed to be more than up to the task of late-night listening on good-quality headphones.This considerable specification is topped off with a bespoke all-metal remote control, which is beautifully ►
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DEVICIA/C LUXMAN L550A-IIREVIEWS INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £3,000

Q&A...WE SPOKE WITH STEPHEN RIDDICK OF SELECT AUDIO WHO IMPORT THE LUXMAN RANGE INTO THE UK

HFC: What was the thinking behind bringing the Luxman brand back into the UK?SR: Luxman historically did very well 
in the UK, from the 60's through to 
the 80's, and developed a reputation 
for excellent sounding and extremely 
well-built equipment that I felt the 
current product could only build on. 
When we started distribution up, 
we were immediately contacted by 
people who had bought Luxman 
equipment years before and were 
only interested in upgrading 
because they could buy more of it! 
This return has also coincided with 
fresh interest in Japanese high end, 
which has undoubtedly helped the 
brand and brought more interested 
people to it.The design philopeahyo{L^uxman is significantlydifrentta current European proctice -has this been a problem forthe UKmarket?
It hasn't really been an issue. The amps 
have also evolved overtime and they 
have always looked this way sothere 
is a sense that this is what a Luxman 
should look like. The technology 
is very advanced with features like 
ODNFbeingstateoftheart. However, 
when it comes to valve amplifiers you 
can't reinvent the wheel and Luxman, 
like most other amplifier designers, 
acknowledges a debt in some of their 
products to original circuit layouts that 
go back to the days when Mullard was 
a hugelyinfluential name in specialist 
audio electronics.The 550 is capable of excellent results iwith a IMeattention given ta 
speakermatdring. Do you have any recommendations?
The actual output of the LSSOA-ll is 
higherthan Luxman state and the 
ability of the amp to supply current is 
higher still. As such, the choice is going 
to come down heavily to personal 
preference, but we've had some 
excellent results with the WLM range 
and the Luxman can easily handle 
designs that are considerably more 
expensive than it is.

O
 Mains inputwith line ^0 Large custom-made ^0 Oneoftwowidely

....p... ^0 g separated amplificationphase sensor transformerp channels

O
Extensiveheatsinksfor 
cooling O

ALPS motorised volume 
Pot

retro in appearance, but also the model of simplicity in use. Luxman has clearly recognised that the remote is the most common point of contact between user and amplifier and the results are excellent.
Rock-solidLuxman is a founding member of Japanese high end and the fit and finish of the LSSOA-II shows all the hallmarks of the breed. Every control operates with a precision and solidity that is hugely confidence-inspiring (given the sheer number of them on the front panel it's just as well).The chassis has had great attention given to its isolation and layout, and the components used internally are of a high standard, finishing in some of the most solid speaker terminals we've seen in a while.In value terms, the Luxman has to be considered a strong proposition. Whilst it is far from cheap, the extensive connectivity and the presence of a good-quality phono stage and headphone amplifier negates the need to buy external examples of each.It is not the easiest amp to directly compare to the competition, but few other models at this price point offer such a broad range of facilities and features. Other Class A designs especially are generally far more minimalist than the Luxman.

©
Shielded enclosure for 
VU meters

Perhaps the closest comparison can be made to rival Japanese brand Accuphase, who also produces high- specification Class A integrated amps but at substantially higher cost than the L55OA-II.
The great all-rounderIn use, the Luxman is instantly likeable. Even from cold, there is a sense of exceptional space and realism which only improves as the unit warms up. The 20-watt output must also be taken as something of an understatement as the L55OA-II is capable of taking all but the most insensitive designs and driving them to levels that should prove sufficient for all.The overall presentation is calm and unforced. Lively and upbeat recordings are reproduced with their force and drive intact, but at the same time there is no sense of calmer recordings being overdriven. The results are fantastic and it is possible to listen to the Luxman for extremely long periods with no sense of fatigue, staring at those hypnotic VU meters while you do so. Pushed very hard indeed into insensitive speakers, the Luxman will harden up slightly, but avoids any real sonic nasties.One of the more impressive areas of sonic performance is the bass. This is both remarkably tuneful and agile, whilst going substantially lower than
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LUXMAN LSSOA-11 DCWICtAfC
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £3,000 REVIEWS

O
l nputs1and2canbe 
switched between 
balanced and unbalanced ©

Removable bars to 
convert to pre- or power 
amplifier

^0 Line phase indicator LED

O
 Switch to adjust 
between XLR wiring 
types O

I solated and damped 
feet

might be expected of an amplifier with only 20 watts to its name. There are more powerful amps at the same price that will dig deeper still, but few will match the sheer musicality of the Luxman and the sense of timing that comes from the speed and agility it possesses. This timing is not perhaps as assured as some of the acknowledged specialists but it is no slouch.And what of the phono stage?Put simply it sounds like an extension of the amp. If this sounds a little anticlimactic, that is not the intention. It's possessed of the same remarkable even-handedness of the LSSOA-II and the same excellent space and tonality. If you like the sonic attributes of the Luxman then the phono stage should prove equally desirable.As the phono stage was developed as an integral part of the amp, it
[ TECH LABS 1

RESULTS AT A GLANCE ExcellentAbove average AverageBelow averagePoor
Not as flat as somesolid^state amps, but a more than acceptable result for domestic listening

An excellent figure, considering thatthe L55OA-II is rated at 20 watts per ClassAchannel

^^^-TO- 
^NOISE^RRIO: Not quite upto the spec, but noise was conspicuous byits absence as far as music is concerned

lHDIS.TlOW:Thisshows as an impressively low figure.ClassA operation undoubtedly helps here
Thel55OA-ll shouldn't have much trouble driving most types of speakers

SOUND QUALITY
*****
VALUE FOR MONEY
*****
BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★★

SPECIFICATIONS
*****

shares the same behaviour and adds an extremely low noise floor and genuinely useful subsonic filter to improve matters further. It is only the increasing need to use external phono stages with their own sonic characteristics that has lead us to believe that the ideal should be any variance in the way that the line inputs and the phono inputs sound. The LSSOA-II does exactly that and will allow you to hear and enjoy your turntable, arm and cartridge choice with no intervening layer.
Vinyl loversThis ability to produce the same excellent sonic performance, regardless of input is a huge bonus to multiple-source systems and goes some way to nullifying the very large size of the LSSOA-II. As a final ribbon

THESHEER 
QUANTITY of inputs 
thatthe L550A-ll 
possesses means 
that the Luxman can 
handle virtually any 
collection of source 
equipment a system 
might possess.
The phono stage 

has unusual 
sensitivity for an 
internal design, 
which means that 
it can achieve more 
than acceptable 
levels from virtually 
any moving coil 
cartridge.

The Dynavector 
DV20X, is a challenge 
to some phono 
stages, but a very 
happy match with 
the L550a-ll. The 
20-watt output of 
the Luxman proves 
far less restrictive to 
speaker choices than 
might be imagine.

Review work 
was done with the 
extremely sensitive 
Audio Note AN-K's, 
but any design with 
a sensitivity of 90dBs 
or higher should 
prove an excellent 
match. Make some 
small allowances 
for the Luxman and 
it will reward you 
hugely.

to an already very large bow, the headphone amp is more than up to the task of running some of our favourite headphones up to the 
£500 price point.We secured the Luxman to test whether the phono stage makes it a strong proposition for vinyl users. The answer to this question must undoubtedly be ''yes." The internal phono stage is a truly excellent device and is capable of putting up stiff competition to the best standalone devices under £1,000.This excellent device is inclusive to the price of a very talented amp. To simply call this an amp for vinyl lovers is to do it a disservice. The LSSOA-II is capable of equally stunning results in systems with no turntable and should be auditioned as such. There's no doubt about it, the Luxman is a genuine superstar. •
Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT

LIKE: Extensive features include an excellent phono stage; lively and natural sound
DISLIKE: Huge size, some limitations with insensitive speakers
WE SAY: An accomplished all-rounderthat'sableto handle vi rtually any system

OVERALL

*****
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Q ACOUSTICS 2050 DE\/IElAiC
LOUDSPEAKER £460 REVIEWS

Boxing 
clever
Dominic Todd looks at the latest offering from 
QAcoustics, the relative newcomer that's 
defining the high-value loudspeaker concept

□ DETAILS

PRODUCT:
QAcoustics 2050
ORIGIN: 
China
lYPE:
Floorstanding 
loudspeaker
WEIGHT: 
21kg
DIM^IO^: 
(WxHxD) 
270x1006X321mm
F^^RES:
• 25mm soft dome 
tweeter
• 2 x 165mm pulp 
fibre cone woofers

Q
Acoustics loudspeakers 
have a great reputation 
for their accuracy of 
timing, imaging and,

given their size, dynamic prowess. 
An attribute we recognised here in 
the pages of Hi-Fi Choice with a Best 
Buy badge (HFC 318) and an Awards 
Finalist citation (HFC 326) for its 
previous model, the 1020i.

Cue the 2050. With its twin woofers
and cabinets that stand over one 
metre high, the 2050s appear 
to have what it takes to add even 
more muscle to the Q Acoustic 
family Whilst their price pits them 
against plenty of rivals, few offer 
so many cubic centimetres per 
pounds sterling. Those that do are, 
inevitably, sonically compromised. 
The 2050's mission, therefore, is to 
maintain the enthusiastic sound of 
their little brothers, but with an 
added dose of wallop.

New breed
The 2050 is typical of its breed with a 
few additional design flourishes. The 
paper pulp woofers and soft dome 
tweeter are the very model of 
convention. Double magnets on the 
woofers make them magnetically 
shielded and thus safe to use around 
magnetically stored data.

Given the price, the cabinet is also 
extremely well constructed. No fewer 
than four braces, including individual 
woofer braces make for low cabinet 
resonance. The cmved cabinet edges 
not only look smart, but are designed 
to reduce cabinet diffraction for 
improved stereo imaging. It's also 
good to see extensive damping. Both 
faceplate-to-cabinet and woofer to 
brace interfaces are damped by 
copious amounts of black plastic 
padding. The conventional crossover 
features bi-wirable and gold-plated 
binding posts. These are hidden at 
the base of the speaker and do much 
to enhance the clean lines, especially 
when pulled away from a rear wall.

Should you be forced to place the 
speakers close to a wall, however, 
then foam port-dampers are supplied 
to control the bass.

Our glossy white samples looked 
great but do, along with gloss black, 
set you back an additional £80 
(black/walnut are £370 per pair).

Skin-deep beauty
Look beyond the glossy finish and 
the 2050 is well made, if hardly 
sensational. Some of the (hidden) 
machining around the woofers is 
roughly finished and, at around 
23mm, the MDF cabinet is not the 
thickest. The thin, pressed steel 
woofer baskets don't exactly exude 
quality and the internal speaker cable 

• Integral steel plinth
• Individual woofer 
bracing
• Optional piano 
gloss black or gloss 
white finish
DISTRIBUTOR:
Armour Home
^MNE:
01279 501111
WEBSITE:
qacoustics.co.uk

is nothing to write home about, 
either. The grilles are also rather 
flimsy. Having said all that, against its 
class competitors, the 2050s are solid 
and do have elements of fine finish. 
The gloss paint on our test speakers 
was flawless and, thanks to the 
bracing, the cabinet is very rigid. The 
curved cabinet edges and smoothly 
designed plinth help further, but we 
can't help but feel that it's only 
skin-deep beauty.

Benefit of scale
If the finish is excellent in places and 
average in others, much the same 
can be said of the sound quality. 
Immediately apparent is the 
impressive sound stage. As good as 
many speakers costing twice the 
price, the 2050 locks vocals dead
centre and gives the band or 
orchestra room to stretch out. Better 
still, the staging has three dimensions 
with both depth and projection. 
Other positives include fine dynamic 
scale and a taut bass that doesn't 
sacrifice too much agility for weight 
and extension.

Less impressive is the tweeter's 
performance. An indistinct percussion 
and Jack of treble precision lets the 
side down. Also, the timing isn't as 
enthusiastic as the smaller Q models 
and certainly not a patch on the best 
standmounts at this price.

The great and the good
The 2050 has the scale and weight of 
sound that's missing from Q 
Acoustics smaller models. There can 
also be no doubting the exceptional 
sound-staging and separation. Sadly, 
it's the detail aspects of sound quality 
that hold the 2050 back from excellence.

The treble performance is too rough 
around the edges, with average 
definition. Similarly, while they look 
the part, the big Q Acoustics aren't as 
well finished beneath the surface as 
they could be. A good speaker, then, 
but not a great one. •

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICT

LIKE: Excellent sound 
staging, fne scale and 
smart looks

DISLIKE: Slightly 
imprecise and 
coarse treble

WE SAY: Rough edges 
to both build and sound 
qualityhold the 2050 
back from greatness

SOUND QUALITY
****
VALUE FOR MONEY
★★★★
BUILD QUALITY

***
EASE OF DRIVE 
★ ★★★

OVERALL

****
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TEUFEL ULTIMA 800 DEWIEIA/C
LOUDSPEAKER £2,498 REVIEWS

New way 
to play
Direct-sellerTeufel's ambitious Ultima 800 
loudspeaker is not only innovative, it's 
redefining value for money, says Alvin Gold

eufel is set up quite differently from most of its rivals, with a range of loudspeakers that mustbe ordered off the page, rather than through traditional hi-fi dealers. This does mean making a purchase without the usual safety net, but then part of the deal is that you do get the opportunity of an extended trial period before committing yourself irrevocably. You also get an extended guarantee period - twelve years - and full phone/web-based technical support. Above all, the simplified retail structure means that more of the manufacturer's resources can be invested in R&D, so factor in unusually strong value for moneyIn fact, Teufel has not been afraid to break many of the mores of mainstream loudspeaker design. The Ultima 800, by far the most ambitious model that Teufel produces, is a three-way speaker, albeit one that uses no less than eight drive units: a tweeter a midrange unit, two parallel connected bass drivers and four (count 'em!) passive bass units - three taking up the whole available baffle area on the back panel, as well as one pointing forward and mounted just below the two active drivers on the main front panel.

Multiple passive drivers are included by Teufel as an alternative to reflex port loading_ 
The result is a sound with less distortion over a broader volume range

□ DETAILS
PRODUCT:
Teufel Ultima 800
ORIGIN: Germany
TYPE:
Three-way, six 
driver floor
standing
WEIGHT:
31.2kg
DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD)
220X980X374mm
FEATURES:
• All crossovers 
slopes second order 
(12dB/octave)
• lOOmm titanium 
dome midrange unit, 
rare earth magnet
• Large diameter 
doth dome tweeter, 
rare earth magnet
• Available in high- 
gloss black or walnut
• Three bass
alignment settings 
via crossover
DISTRIBUTOR:
TeufelGmbH
TELEPHONE:
00800 200 300 40

WEBSITE:
t^^iudio.com

»
HOW IT 
COMPARES

IT IS NOT 
to find a direct 
equivalent to the 
Ultima 800 outside 
the Teufel range.

Althoughquite 
different technically 
and physically, 
the Magneplan 
Magneplanar MGl.6 
certainly deserves 
to be considered 
as an alternative, 
thanks to its superb 
all-round sound 
quality, especially 
with medium scale 
acoustic material.

It is interesting 
to note that the 
Mordaunt-Short 
Performance 2 
(HfC333), which has 
a superficially similar 
balance, costs 
almost exactly the 
same as the Ultima 
800, yet is a much 
smaller speaker, with 
a correspondingly 
more limited LF.

In addition, the 
Ultima 800 is a much 
easier electrical load, 
which is explicitly 
designed to work 
happily with a 
range of amplifiers, 
including medium 
power (50-watt 
+) valve powered 
designs.

There are a number of unusual and even unique elements to the design. The soft-dome tweeter has a larger diameter than usual, which suggests a more directional and a slightly less extended treble output, though this is addressed in part by being mounted alongside the midrange titanium dome unit on a sub baffle that is angled back and upwards by 30 degrees.
Flapping bafflesThe use of multiple passive LF drivers (aka ABRs - Auxiliary Bass Radiators) is an alternative to the more popular and much cheaper to implement, reflex port loading. With ABRs, there are no delayed reflections from inside the enclosure, and there is no air rushing through the port as the bass drivers pump. All this means less distortion and more consistent behaviour over a broader volume range. Passive 'flapping baffles' also add more variables to the enclosure tuning equation, namely the mass of the passive cones and the compliance of their suspensions.Other design highlights include a titanium-dome midrange unit plugging the gap between the bass array and the surprisingly low-tech soft-dome tweeter and the crossover

which provides three additional bass alignment options, that are accessed by connecting a jumper between one or other of the three pairs of terminals in a row above the input. They provide settings with progressively leaner bass, the final one approximating to a sealed box alignment.In some acoustic settings, and depending also on personal preference, you may find one of these alternatives a better bet.
It's a knockoutIn the flesh, the Ultima 800 is an absolute, unqualified knockout. Relatively compact and not excessively tall, given its flagship status and price, it is nevertheless
"It goes loud, does 
dynamics and 
stereo imagery in 
a convincing and 
meaningful way with 
subtlety and poise." 
heavy and solidly built as the rap knuckle test quickly confirms.The internal structure includes a separate sub-enclosure for the midrange dome and the main cabinet has an internal shelf brace about half-way up. Finally, the external presentation of the enclosure (walnut veneer on all visible surfaces, other than the front-facing baffles which are black), is first-rate, not least thanks to the high-grade, deep-gloss finish.The only real criticisms concern the midrange/tweeter cover, which does have a subtle audible influence on the sound, though it is readily removable and the wide footprint supporting superstructure, consisting of steel bars which are designed to be screwed to the underneath of the enclosure, and which are fitted with overhanging feet.This arrangement, which is similar to that used, for example, by some Sonus faber models, is perfectly functional, but it is not the optimum choice visually. The more common alternative of a wider overhanging wooden plinth could have provided similar levels of stability and a better visual fit in many surroundings.
Sound solutionTeamed up with a Denon DCD-SAl SACD player and PMA-SAl amplifier, the Ultima 800 quickly establishes itself as a rock solid, stable and ►
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DEVIEIA/C TEUFEL ULTI MA 800REVIEWS LOUDSPEAKER £2,498

O
Oversizedsoft-dome 
tweeter on angled baffle

O
 Midrange is a singe-piece 

titanium cone without 
adustcap

O
The two main, driven bass 
units operate in tandem 
with the ABRs (see below)

O
 There are three Auxiliary 

Bass Radiators on the rear 
baffle, and one on the front

informative loudspeaker. You'll need to run it in for a few hours and choose the appropriate bass alignment from the four available, though we preferred the standard input (using just the normal input, with no shorting links). This native alignment is already verging on the dry sounding side of neutral, and on test in a large, well-furnished listening room, there is no perceived advantage in using any of the alternative settings.One recording that quickly demonstrated the Teufel's class was of Schoenberg's Gurrelieder

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE

O
 Heavily-braced cabinet with 

real walnut veneer

O
 User-adjustable crossover 

with four different bass 
alignments

(reviewed in HFC334), specifically the final movement Seht, die Sonne (see the sun), which is the massively powerful concluding section at the end of the oratorio, where density and passion is a hard job for many speakers to cope with at the elevated volume levels it demands.In a quite different recording, this time of Nikki Yanofsky Ella - of Thee I Swing (a young, purevoiced jazz singer), the Ultima 800 impresses for its purity and projection. With both recordings, the speakers are consistent in sound and retain a similar balance at even very 

WE ASKED 
TEUFEL’S PRINCIPAL 
DESIGNER, 
ANDREASGUHDE 
ABOUTTHE 
ULTIMA800.
HFC: Please describe the crossover 
topology.
AG: The crossover 
was designed 
to be as simple, 
and therefore, as 
transparent, as 
possible. Using 
low order slopes, 
there are relatively 
few corn ponents, 
and those that 
are used include 
air core inductors 
whose windings 
are impregnated 
with resin to 
minimise distortion 
and kill vibration. 
Polypropylene 
foil caps provide 
stability and won’t 
dry out over time.
HFC: What is the purpose ofthe 
additional terminals on the connector block on the rear panel?
AG: They offer a 
range of acoustic 
damping qualities, 
which offer more 
bass and mimics 
the bandpass 
characteristics of 
an infinite baffle 
loudspeaker. 
HFC: Describe the 
construction ofthe 
bass units?
AG: They’re all 
sandwich cone 
drivers using 
layers of carbon 
fibre, which results 
in a thick, but 
very lightweight 
structure.

high volume levels, while still offering a sense of projection at much lower volume settings, particularly during the Yanofsky recording.But, in both cases imagery is expansive, stable and airy.In conversation during the course of this review, Teufel made it clear that IT had paid particular attention to the issue of dynamic compression - one reason for the choice of a large diameter tweeter.Nevertheless, it is impossible to ignore that fact that the tonal balance of the speaker is inherently veering on the dry and light side of neutral. This is not uncommon with German speakers, but in any case it is quite subtle: the treble-led balance is in no way excessive and in our view should not be a deal-breaker. In many cases it can be addressed in the set-up, for example by choosing an alternative bass alignment as described earlier, or by adjusting the distance from the listener to the speaker so that the tweeter's main axis is not directly in line with the listener's ears.
Safety netWhether or not you like the distinctive balance of the Ultima 800 is nothing more than a matter of taste, which for the most part is readily addressed with an appropriate choice of inputs and room positioning. Also be sure to remove the detachable cover over the midrange and tweeter - the covers over the bass units made no audible difference that we could detect.What is not in doubt is the Ultima 800's musical integrity It goes loud, does dynamics and stereo imagery in a convincing and meaningful way and yet at low volume levels it still sings with considerable subtlety and poise. And being able to return them within the first eight weeks for a full refund is a real confidence booster, as well as helping negate the disadvantage of not being able to audition them at your local hi-fi store. •

Hi-Fi Choice
OUR VERDICTSOUND QUALITY
****VALUEFOR MONEY 
★ ★★★★BUILD QUALITY 
★ ★★★★EASE OF DRIVE 
★ ★★★★OVERALL

Excellent------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aboveaverage
AverageBelow averagePoor

Although the average midband i s 88-8908, the bass(45-220Hz) i s always stronger under in-room conditions
Depends on the chosen bass alignment and is obtained on the minimum setting, whichgives 30Hz

OF 1^^ Although pretty well damped, the i mpedancestays between four and six ohms through most of the bass andmidband
On minimum bass alignment, there’s a decent overall frequency balance within +/-5dB acrossthe band

1^^^Well-judged above 500Hz, output is strong and uneven below that frequency, witha200Hzpeak

LIKE: Transparent sound quality and gorgeous looks
DISLIKE: Agricultural looking supports; midtweetercover and lean tonal balance may not please all 
WESAY: Exceptional value formoneyduelodirectsales and easytoaccommodate systemmatching

*****
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Cl.O and standH
C3.0

Cl.O was Hi-fi

by Raidho

Product of the year 2008 I

Great trade in deal on offer if you 
wish to upgrade to the Ayra range.

The superb range of Ayra Speakers 
now on demonstration.

C2.0
Designed from the bottom up, all drivers and ribbon tweeters 
are built in house. Ayra use ceramics drivers, superb cross
overs, unique magnet technology and Nordost Valhalla inter
nal wiring. Offering frequency extension to 50khz these 
speakers are among the best in the World.

Please visit the High End Cable website for call for more information.

http://www.highendcable.co.uk
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HI-FI SEPARATES

CDX t SE+ DACX- 8XPd
CD8 SE DAC XP+ PRE XP 
CD6SE 6XP I 8XP XPOWER

PROJECT I MICHEL^_M
Cyrus'award-winning CD Xt SE and DAC X have been upgraded with a + suffix. ! n a recent review, this combination when used with 2 x PSX-R power supplies, received the prestigious 'Editor's Choice' award by Hi-Fi Choice magazine.
The XP amplifiers are based on the circuitry of the top of the range DAC XP+. The entry-level 6XP includes 6 line level inputs along with a

zone 2 feature while the BXP d combines the XP series pre-amplifier with a newly revised power amp, and contains an onboard OAC for digital sources.

ESSENTIALFollowing the success of it's Genie MKIU, Project has introduced a new entry-level turntable - the Essential. This 2 speed model comes complete with Ortofon OMB 3E cartridge, dust cover, is easy to set-up and sounds great

GYRO SE

Based entirely on the GyroDec, but without the costly acrylic plinth and dustcover, the Gyro SE brings the same qualities in a more affordable and compact package. A Gyro SE can always be converted into a GyroDec by purchasing a plinth and dustcover.

ROTELARCAM

Combining sleek design, fexible connectivity and a level of reproduction far beyond that of budget separates
CD17 A28
CD37 A38
A18 P38

FMJ Roksan replaces its hugely successful Kandy series with the Kandy IQ amplifier and matching CD player.
CASPIAN M SERIES

K2 SPEAKERS

ROKSAN
KANDY K2

Rotel's 06 Series includes four new components and updated versions of the classic CO player and [hree stereo amplifiers.
RCD-06SE
RA-04SE
RA-06SE

06 SE SERIES

ANTILA II TUCANAll

With stunning sound quality the new Antila It CD player features unique MD2 active differential multi-OAC converter technology to provide breathtaking realism.The dual mono designed Tucana II amplfer uses three heavy-duty toroidal transformers and is capable of swinging over forty five amps of current. ensuring a vice like grip and precise control of the speakers.
STREAM Ill PULSE Ill

CD6003

The PM6003 amplifier and CD6003 CD player, come housed in Marantz's stylish 'M 1'casing. The CD player features a front mounted USB socket allowing improved performace from devices
SA-Kl PEARL

PM6003

such as an iPod or MP3 player while the amplifier has five line-level inputs along with a MM phono stage and two sets of speaker terminals for ease of bi-wiring

PM-Kl PEARL

MARANTZ

HI-FI SPEAKERS

MONITOR AUDIO
PLATINUM

VIENNA ACOUSTICSCONCERT GRANO KEFREFERENCE B&W
CM SERIES SPENDOR

A-LINE
MONITOR AUDIOSILVER RX

This series has been expertly crafted to draw a rich natural radiance from the most demanding music, reproducing the power and scale of dramatic passages with

As with all models in the Grand™ range, the composer name is selected based on the scale complexity and ofperformance for which they are test known. Featured tew are the impressive Beethoven

STORES

The first Reference speaker was launched in 1973 to worldwide acclaim. Several generations later the range remains for many the benchmark for high-end audio and is legendary for rts clarity and precision.

The CM Series from Bowers & Wilkins has long been a favourite among its discerning customer . Offering a combination of high performance and exquisite styling at a very affordable price.

Introducing the A5 and A6 speakers. These compaa, high performance, floor standing speakers utilize drive units, tweeters and other design innovations developed for Spendor's fiagship ST & SA I speakers.

Available in a choice of real wood veneers and high-gloss piano finishes, Silver RX uses techniques and materials from the Platinum and Gold ranges for outstanding performance This 1 Oth generation version

B&W
685

PRICE POLICY BUY ONLINE CUSTOM INSTALLATION

A click-and-collect option is also available.For latest prices please visit www.SSAV.com

Can't get to a store? Then visit the new 
online shop at www.SSAV.com You'll find a 

range of great products along with great prices.

Stores with Cedia qualified staff also provide a 
bespoke design and installation service.They 
have unrivalled expertise in all areas of home 

automation and can demonstrate a wide 
range of installation options.

Because ofthe competitive nature of 
consumer electronics our offers are reviewed 

on a weekly basis.

Due to exciting plans for expansion, we are 
now recruiting for three new stores in London 

and the Home Counties.
To download an application form visit

www.SSAV.com

PLEASE NOTE: SOME BRANDS/PRODUCTS ARE NOT AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. SPECIAL/ADDED VALUE OFFERS ARE NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER (NICWAOO)

http://www.SSAV.com
http://www.SSAV.com
http://www.SSAV.com


FOR LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT 
fix

WWW.SSAV.COM
■ ■

SEVENOa<S
SOUND & VISION

THE EXPERTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT

ARCAM SOLO NEO B&W ZEPPELIN XIVA MU51Cm8

This advanced. dedicated entertainment B&oor is aArcam's new Solo Neo combines 
superb music performance and 

network audio capabilities allowing

B&Ws Zeppelin and Zeppelin Mini 
docking systems combine beautiful 

looks with amazing sound.
great way to store your precious music collection, 
photo memories. movie dips and more. Use 
musicm8 with your favourite music streaming
product to play music wherever and whenever
you want iL then browse your photo and video
collection effortlessly 
via your web browser.

It's all so easySONOS BU250 BUNDLE OLIVE

PURCHASE ANY A/V OR HI-FI 
AMPLIFIER/RECEIVER AT RRP 
AND CLAIM UP TO 

Of) % OFF M THE RRP OF THE
SPEAKERS OF YOUR ^■^F W^F CHOICE*

•MAX RRP OF SPEAKERS £1000
MOST. BUT NOT ALL, BRANDS INCLUDED. NICWAOO. E&OE. 

ASK IN-STORE FOR DETAILS

This multi-room digital 
music system lets you 
play your favourite runes 
all aver the house and 
control them from the 
palm of your hand. You 
can even play different 
songs in different rooms

55 
BRlOO

Access all your digitized music from one centralized library. 
Everything from 24-bit HD files to 16-bit converted CDs will be 
at your fingertips. Convenient storage, easy touchscreen access
and the ability to play it 
all in any room of your 
home. Now you'll enjoy 
your music collection 
more than ever.

SONY DENON PIONEER
Get the most out of your movie experience with 

Pioneers new BDP-330 and BDP-LX53.
Sony's new range includes the 2D BDP-S370 and 

3D ready BDP-S470 and BDP-S570.
Denon's new range of 30 ready, universal disc 

players. deliver high-end picture and sound quality.

BDP-5370 BDP-5570 DBP-1611UD DBP-2011UD BDP-330 BDP-LX53

HOME CINEMA AMPLIFIERS AND RECEIVERSDENON ONKYO YAMAHA
Denon's range of AN receivers bring out the full 

performance of HO audio and HO video.

AVR-1911 AVR-3311
AVR-2311 AVR-4311

Featuring the latest HOM1^ 1.4 inputs for simple 
hook-up of all your high-def sources. These 

receivers also bring compatibility with the new 
30 video format

TX-5R608
TX-NR708

B&W

Experience the full potential of HO audio and 
video with Yamaha's AN amplifiers and receivers . 

Includes the new 3D compatible RX-V567.

RX-V567 RX-V1065
RX-V765 D5P-Z7

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGESQACOUSTICS KEF
MINI THEATRE

These award-winning packages combine style 
with excellent sound

2000 CINEMA PACK
Smart styling complements the Q Acoustics' 

award-winning performance.

KHT30055E

MT-25 MT-30

Award-winning 5.1 speaker package 
available in high gloss black finish.

KHT1005.2 KHT2005.3

” SPECIAL...OFFERS,

K AMPLIFIERS ■
ARCAM FMJA18 £SSAV.COM

CYRUS PRE XP / 8 POWER (lnt<oductoB&Off<‘) £1,500
LEEMA PULSE £849

MARANTZ PM6003 £SSAV.COM

NAD C3268EE £295

ROKSAN CASPIAN Ml Pre/Stereo Powe £1,499

ROKSAN CASPIAN Ml Pre/Mono Power B&oolQ £2,3-49

CD PLAYERS
ARCAM FMJCD17 £SSAV.COM

LEEMA STREAM II £849

MARANTZ CD6003 £SSAV.COM

NAO C5458EE £315

Il II 1 1111
DALi LEKTOR 1 £229

DALi LEKTOR 2 £249

LEEMA XERO (Light Oak/Walnut Only £499

MONITOR AUDIO BRONZE BRl £139

MONITOR AUDIO BRONZE BRS £349

SPENDOR AS CB& HMVV^ereWoB&£1oo £1,495
SCREENS

PANASONIC TX-L32G20 £SSAV.COM

PANASONIC TX-L37D25 £SSAV.COM

PANASONIC TX-P42G20 £SSAV.COM

PANASONIC TX-PSOSlO £ SSAV.COI-

PANASONIC TX-PSOVT20 £SSAV.COM

PHILIPS 46PFL8605 £SSAV.COM

PHILIPS 52PFL8605 £SSAV.COM

SAMSUNG UE40C7000 £SSAV.COM

SAMSUNG UE46C8000 £SSAV.COM

SAMSUNG UE46C9000 £SSAV.COM

BLU-RAY & DVD
DENON DBP-1611UD £399

DENON DBP-201lUD £599

PANASONIC DMP-BD65 £159

PANASONIC DMP-BD85 £269

PANASONIC DMP-BDT300 £SSAV.COM

PIONEER BDP-320 £199

PIONEER BDP-LX52 £379

SAMSUNG BD-C6900 £55AV.COM

AV RECEIVERS
ARCAM FMJAVRSOO £SSAV.COM

DENON AVR-1911 £SSAV.COM

DENON AVR-2311 £SSAV.COM

ONKYO TX-SR608 £449

PIONEER VSX-920 £499

PIONEER SC-LX82 £SSAV.COM

YAMAHA RX-V567 £399

■ AV SPEAKERS ■
KEF KHT200S.3 £ SSAV.COM

QACOUSTICS 2000 CINEMA PACK (Grnphite) £499

YAMAHA YSP-4100 £ SSAV.COM

YAMAHA YHT-5400 £ SSAV.COM

AV & HI-FI SYSTEMS
ARCAM SOLO MINI CB&IM£2MA/I/SpeakeO\lRRP £749
ARCAM SOLO MUSIC FM (FM Only-No DAB) £699
DENON D-M38DAB £ SSAV.COM

MARANTZ M-CRS02 £349

MARANTZ CD6003/PM6003 CB&IM£2M VQUSpeakeO\lRRP £598 

MARANTZ BD5004/NR1501 CUIM£3MA/I/SpteRRP £SSAV.COM
SONOS BU250 BUNDLE £SSAV.COM

TEAC CR-H2581 DAB £199

TEAC REFERENCE 600 CLAIM £200 Off Speakers RRP £999

STORES NATIONWIDE CHELSEA
020 7352 9466

ABERDEEN
01224 252797

BRISTOL
0117 974 3727

CHELTENHAM
01242 241171

BEDFORD
01234 272779

BROMLEY
020 82901988

EPSOM
01372 720720

BRIGHTON HOVE 
01273 733338

CAMBRIDGE
01223 304770

EXETER
01392 218895

GLASGOW LEEDS WETHERBY NORWICH
0141 332 9655 01937 586886 01603 767605
GUILDFORD LINCOLN NOTTINGHAM
01483 536666 01522 527397 0115911 2121
HOLBORN LOUGHTON OXFORD
020 7837 7540 020 8532 0770 01865 241773
KINGSTON MAIDSTONE PLYMOUTH
020 85470717 01622 686366 01752 226011

POOLE
01202 671677
READING
0118 959 7768

SOUTHAMPTON
023 8033 7770
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 531543

YEOVIL
01935 700078
IRELAND DUBLIN 
01 275 1100

SEVENOAKS WATFORD
01732 459555 01923 213533 3 NEW STORES
SHEFFIELD WITHAM ESSEX COMING SOON
0114 255 5861 01376 501733 —

PLEASE NOTE: PRICING IN IRELAND MAY VARY FROM THE UK ADVERTVALID UNTIL 27/07/2010, E&OE
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BEHIND THE SOUNDS: VINYL MASTERING

PART 
TWO

victorious
With vinyl recordings changing hands for large sums of money, Mark Prendergast meets 
the guys responsible for keeping the format alive and well in the 21st century"--- 
w

b___________ à

hen you pick up a nice chunk of 
remastered vinyl like the recent 
Sony Jimi Hendrix Experience 
series you will note the quality -

extra-thick vinyl, a smooth raised rim and 
the perfect sheen of well-cut grooves. Labels 
like Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab and Classic 
Records in the USA make it their business to 
produce the best vinyl money can buy 
There's a reason why Pink Floyd's Meddle 
(MFSL 1-190) cut sells for up to £500 at 
auction. It's because it's a perfectly mastered 
vinyl record that will last forever.

The view from the studio
The art of the vinyl cutter and masterer is 
like that of a producer, something that is 
technically out of the ordinary and 
somewhere in the lap of the Gods. Simon 
Heyworth from Super-Audio mastering talks 
about the strong relationship between the 
original master tape and the early vinyl 
pressings from these tapes. "The early vinyl 
pressings are astoundingly useful when you 
are mastering. A recent case in point is Nick 
Cave & The Bad Seeds' Your Funeral My 
Pyre, which was a double album pressed at 
45rpm (two tracks per side) which sounds 
great. That record has this lovely top end, 
which is a symptom of the cutter, this 
high-frequency limiting and the signal path 
of getting the stuff onto vinyl. What you end 
up with is this lovely silkiness, the vinyl feel, 
the stylus-to-vinyl contact. I did three 
transfers - one from the original master 
tape, one from an EQ'd Production master 
and one from the original vinyl. I sent the 
band three discs and guess which one they 
screamed for? The vinyl transfer, of course. 
And that's what's on the CD."

Heyworth's proudest moment was the 
discovery of the original master tapes for 

2009's 40th Anniversary classic remaster of 
In The Court Of The Crimson King. "We put 
out a de-clicked version of Robert Fripp's 
first copy of that album. There was always a 
funny difference between the CD and the 
vinyl for the 1999 version and that's because 
the original master tapes weren't around. 
Then one day they turned up in a box of 
stuff that came from Virgin. I picked this 
tape out and it said King Crimson Side One 
in big red letters. And I said that looks to me 
like the original master tape and I put it on 
the Ampex ATR and four bars in we we are 
both looking at each other, eyes wide open, 
and saying "that's the original master tape!"

Frank ^^right - remastering vinyl 
Frank Arkwright is considered to be 
England's greatest mastering and 
remastering engineer for contemporary rock 
music. Beginning work at Pink Floyd's 
famous Britannia Row studio in 1986 as 
tape operator, he soon developed an interest 
in mastering and digital editing. After a 
farther three years at Chop 'Em Out, he then 
moved to the Townhouse where he began 
cutting vinyl as well as CD mastering.

After a year at the legendary Whitfield 
Studios (Hendrix/The Clash/Iggy Pop/The 
Who) he moved to Metropolis in Chiswick 
in 2005. He has built a reputation mastering 
the likes of Snow Patrol, The Stereophonics 
and Coldplay, plus trendy groups like The 
Coral and Arcade Fire, but his biggest coup 
was the 2009, 180 gram Vinyl Plus album 
releases of The Smiths records including the 
all-time Indie classics Meat Is Murder and 
The Queen Is Dead.

“Yes I do a lot of what's termed Indie
Rock and I have some sort of reputation. 
I remastered the entire Smiths catalogue for 
vinyl, both singles and albums. I've also 

worked with New Order and the Joy 
Division catalogue. With the latter, after a 
long discussion it was decided to go way 
back to the original half-inch analogue tapes 
and remaster them from scratch!"

"Stephen Morris actually came down 
from Manchester to supervise the mixes 
and was tremendously helpful with input 
and recollections. Some of these singles like 
Love Wil Tear Us Apart had been very 
dramatically EQ'd, when they were released 
in the 1980s. They were quite loud, quite 
punky, quite aggressive and quite harsh. 
Yet they were culturally important and a 
significant body of work musically, not to 
mention the historical importance."

Arkwright enthuses about some of the 
new advances in technology, like being 
able to master to high resolution at 
24-bit/96khz to 'capture the sound' from 
those half-inch reels with more detail and 
more depth.

"I use an Ampex ATR with a re-built head 
by Mike Spitz. First of all I am going to do it 
for vinyl, which means more dynamic range 
and less distortion. It'll have far more depth 
and detail, as Martin Hannett was such a 
production genius. And that's why it's 
mastered with great care and without any 
excessive limiting."

Arkwright looks back at the days he began 
vinyl mastering and cutting as the pivotal 
point in his career. "I started cutting vinyl in

“The art of the vinyl cutter 
and masterer is like that 
of a producer, out of the 
ordinary and somewhere in 
the lap of the Gods."
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BEHIND THE SOUNDS: VINYL MASTERING

The Metropolis vinyl mastering suite. It’s through this 
equipment that masterpieces like Amy Winehouse’s 
Back to Black found their way to vinyl
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BEHIND THE SOUNDS: VINYL MASTERING

Stuart Hawkes at the Metropolis cutting lathe 
with an SME tonearm and Shure VI5 cartridge

"Mastering is basically a stage 
between recording and mixing 

and before manufacture."

1993 at the Townhouse which was then 
owned by Virgin/EM!. As a mastering 
department, it had a very, very good 
reputation. I learned from the best guys 
in the country and the English engineers 
were always very good at vinyl.

"Nowadays, I believe there's a lot of 
potential for bands reissuing vinyl to take 
the trouble over it. With The Smiths, the 
band weren't at all happy with the original 
sound, but when we went back to the those 
half-inch tapes, along with some of the 
finest Neumann VS80 lathes and some of 
the best half-inch machines in the country, 
we gave them a warmer, less bright, 
analogue sound and a fantastic result."

Stuart Hawkes - on vinyl cutting 
and mastering
Walking into the mastering studio at 
Metropolis studios your eye immediately 
notices a copy of Amy Winehouse's 2006 
smash Back To Black. It is, according to 
Hawkes, one of the most enjoyable and 
satisfying albums he's ever worked on. 
As he cuts to lacquer on an acoustic set 
by the band I Am Kloot, he graciously 
guides us through the process.

"Mastering is basically a stage between 
recording and mixing and before 
manufacture. We nearly always go 
analogue, do whatever EQ and 
compression etc we need. Then we 

convert it back into digits and record it in 
SADiE, which is our digital workstation 
that captures all our mastered vinyl. And 
that is what we are cutting off now. I will 
make the master lacquers, which will then 
go off to the factory where the record 
stampers will be made."

"Each lacquer is single-sided and is 
actually fourteen inches wide. The extra two 
inches of outer rim is used for test tones, 
writing the catalogue number on and 
eventually for handling the lacquer as it is 
forced into the stamping machine!"

Hawkes does find contemporary 
arguments about digital versus analogue 
hilarious. 'Tm not talking about old records, 
but present day recordings, which almost 
all come from a digital source, going 
through a digital delay line. So it does seem 
strange when people talk about preferring 
the sound of, say the new Sade album on 
vinyl when comparing it to the CD version, 
seeing as both record and disc have been 
accessed from the same source!"

Near the cutting lathe we noticed a 
Technics record deck. What this is doing 
in a state-of-the-art mastering studio is 
anyone's guess. But there's actually a very 
good reason for its presence, as Hawkes 
makes clear, "Well on the cutting lathe 
turntable I've got an SME arm with a 
Shure Vl5 cartridge, which is very good. 
And that's the problem, it'll play back 
anything. So anything will sound good 
with no distortion and that's no good for 
me. I need to play a test cut back on 
more standard equipment, so I can take 
more of a lower common denominator. 
In general, people's record decks will be 
something like a Technics, which is not 
too good at reproducing what you cut. 
The Technics also has a Stanton 500, 
which is a pretty basic cartridge, 
but it will show up any problems rather 
than glossing over them."

Hawkes says he has been doing this 
job for 25 years and he confesses the 
biggest problem with records is sibilance, 
the vocal distortion on Ts, Ss and Fs. 
"You get that nasty broken syllabic sound 
or a spike and you know you've got to stop, 
because it will distort. The other thing is 
that you cannot always cut a record the 
way a client wants, as he or she is not 
always au faitwith the laws of physics 
which go into cutting a record. So there 
can be conflicts between what the producer 
wants, what the artist wants and what the 
science actually allows us to do. But, at the 
end of the day there really is no definitive 
right or wrong way to cutting vinyl; just 
variations on a theme."

And as for vinyl itself, Hawkes is obviously 
delighted by its popularity. "It pleases me 
when 16 and 17 year old clients come in, 
some of them still at school, and talk 
enthusiastically about vinyl. I think they find 
downloads dull and boring by comparison, 
which is why I tell my clients that I also 
believe that vinyl will even outlast CD, it just 
has no rival." •
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MACTAVISH

28th ANNUAL
GOLDEN 

JOYSTICK 
AWARDS

Longlist votes have flooded in but now that the shortlist is open, it's time to get serious. 

The fight for gaming glory in the Golden Joystick Awards
has begun. Only you can decide who wins!

VOTE AT
- 4'"GamesAid

1

GOLDENJOYSTICK.COM
Uljl Search for 'Golden Joystick Awards' Twitter.corn/ SoldenJoysti t ks
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90 Patsy Cline
Sweet Dreams: 
The Complete 
Decca Studio 
Masters 1960-63

90 Carnvan
The World is 
Yours: The 
Anthology 
1968-1976

91 TajMahal
The Natch'I 
Blues

M usi crevi
Hi-Fi Choice's pick of the latest high-quality music releases

E L U X E| 
Edition

Mike Oldfield
Hergest Ridge and Ommadawn
mercuryrecords.co.uk

MercuryHergest Ridge ★★★★★ Ommadawn ★★★★★

CD

FOR MOST SERIOUS AARTISTS, 
the debut composition is the first 
step on a steep learning curve.An 
exercise in the exploration of still 
only half-formed ideas, which will 
be refined and developed in later, 
more mature works.

Mike Oldfield's problem was 
that Tubular Bells, the album that 
introduced his musical vision to 
the world in 1973, so capturedthe 
imagination of the record-buying 
public - not to mention that of hi-fi 
demonstration salesmen - that it 
became a shibboleth of such heft 
that it effectively closed many ears 
to what came next.

Hergest Ridge, released a 
year after Bells, is a similarly 
constructed multi-tracked suite 
in two parts, but found Oldfield 
already leaving behind some of the 
clunkier moments of his multi
platinum debut.

Conceived as a celebration of the 
English pastoral landscape, in 
parts the work exudes a wonderful 
melodic serenity. In others it is 
genuinely avant-garde in a way 
that today we would probably 
call 'New Age'. There are obvious 
parallels with Tubular Bells in the 
structure and the manner in which 
Oldfield clusters his guitar notes, 
but the rockier movements are 
more assured and the growth in 
his compositional skills and self
confidence is palpable.

That ongoing development 
and growing confidence are 
even more in evidence on 1975's 
Ommadawn. On one level, it was 
the third part in a trilogy, in that it 
retained the structure of a lengthy 
suite, divided into two 20^minute 
parts to suit the medium of vinyl. 
Yet, Oldfield's ambition here 
is both far greater and better 

realised. Beautifully paced and 
genuinely affecting, Ommadawn 
unfurls slowly - even majestically 
-to display a panoply of different 
and contrasting moods, enhanced 
by the influence of folk styles from 
eastern Europe and the Celtic world 
and the infiltration of west-African 
rhythms. His guitar-playing, on both 
electric and acoustic instruments, 
has advanced, too, creating both 
sharp glissandos of notes and a 
shimmering, textural haze.

All these years on, you can hear 
traces of the origins of ethno
fusion, new age, ambient and 
trance music in a work that may 
well stand as Oldfield's finest hour

"Tubular Bells 
became a shibboleth 
of such heft that it 
effectively closed 
many ears to what 
came next."
and which, thanks to the cash
ringing clamour of those ruddy 
Bells, has never quite been given 
the recognition it deserves.

Each album comes as a double 
CD, one disc containing the 
original 1970's mix, and the other 
showcasing Oldfield's 2010 
digital stereo retooling, while a 
third disc in DVD format features 
the composer's new 5.1 surround 
sound mixes.

This makes for a fascinating 
contrast with the 5.1 versions, 
in particular adding hugely to 
the clarity of each individual 
instrument. On Hergest Ridge, for 
example, the work's main vocal 
melody emerges to the fore of the 
mix to reveal a tune of haunting 
beauty that sounds like the 
Cranberries drew on it heavily 20 
years later for Linger, which gave 
them an international Number One.

On Ommadawn, the panoramic 
surround is even more impressive 
in the 5.1 channel mix, with the 

contributions of the Chieftains' 
Paddy Moloney and theAfrican 
drummers of Jabula splendidly 
enhanced. The fact that Oldfield 
was responsible for both the 
original production more than 
30 years ago and the sharp new 
digital mixes, have given him 
an intuitive understanding and 
empathy for the original work 
that is so very rare in such 
remastering exercises. MP 
Standout tracks:
The new 5:1 mixes of both 
Ommadawn and Hergest Ridge.
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Oasis
Time Flies: 1994-2010 
oasisinet.com
**** Big Brother Recordings

2 -CD deluxe edition with DVD

Patsy Cline
Sweet Dreams: 
The Complete 
Decca Studio Masters 
1960-63
www.interscope.com 
***** Geffen Records

CD

Tragically killed in a plane crash at the young age of 30, these recordings made with producer Owen Bradley over the last three years of Clines life, not only represent the crown jewels in her repertoire, but epitomise all that was best about 'the Nashville sound', which at the time was dragging country music out of its hillbilly roots and into the mainstream of popular music.I nstead of getting in the way of Clines emotionally expressive voice, Bradleys smooth arrangements on some wonderfully swaying country-pop melodies highlight her torch-singing power in exemplary fashion, adding a silky touch of sophistication without ever losing her earthy, honky-tonk angel appeal I ts all magnificent stuff, for sureEverybody, whether fan of Patsy Cline or not, will recognise at least half a dozen of these 51 songs. But you've never heard them sound so warm and engrossing, as the remastering emphasises not only Clines vocal power, but the class of Nashville's A-team sessioners and the astonishing refinement of Bradleys skillful and measured arrangements. NW 
Standout tracks:
Crazy; I Fall To Pieces; Sweet Dreams

THE CHRONOLOGICAL 
sequence across two discs of 
all 26 Oasis singles emphasises 
how irrepressible the band 
sounded 15 years ago on Live 
Foreverand Wonderwa/1- and it 
also exposes how by the time of 
I'm Outta Time and Falling 
Down, Noel Gallagher's 
Beatles fixation had fallen 
foul of the law of diminishing 
returns. The DVD with the deluxe 
edition features videos for every 
single and a film of the group's 
final live show last year.

You have to hand it to' band 
ambassador' Noel Gallagher 
- few have ever used digital 
techniques so cleverly to evoke 
the simple, four-track analogue 
sounds Sir George Martin used 
to conjure with the The Beatles 
at Abbey Road. NW 
Standout tracks: 
Wonderwall; Don't Look Back 
In Anger

AUDIOPHILE VINYL

*****

180gvinyl

Columbia

Taj Mahal The Natch I Blues purepleasurerecords.com

RECORDED IN 1968, Mahal's 
second album continued his 
revitalisation of the delta 
blues, with the help of funky 
bassist Gary Gilmore and the

Isaac Hayes
Shaft
umusic.com
***** Stax/Universal

CD

LIKE MOST 'B^PLOITATION' 
films, the Shaftmovie has not 
aged well -but the soundtrack 
still stands as one of the 
supreme monuments in 1970s 
soul. The combination of funk 
rhythms, wah-wah guitar and 
Hayes' brilliant string and horn 
arrangements are hugely 
influential. Without Hayes and 
Shaft, the likes of Marvin Gaye 
and Curtis Mayfield might never 
have been inspired to record 
their best work.

This is how 24-bit remastering 
should sound. From those first 
famous hi-hat cymbal notes at 
the opening of the main theme 
to the romantic horns on the 
sensual Shaft Strikes Again, 
every semi-tone quivers with 
pin-dropping clarity, enhancing 
Hayes' original genius. ^NW 
Standout tracks:
Theme From Shaft; Early Sunday 
Morning; Do Your Thing

incisive guitar of JE Davis 
(among others). It sounds like 
an authentic version of what 
UK bands were doing earlier 
in the decade, with the added 
bonus ofTM doing his best Otis 
Redding on two numbers.

To understand the importance 
of this ground-breaking album, 
one must first know something 
about the artiste himself. 
Brought up in Harlem, New 
York, Mahal (real name Henry 
Fredericks) was surrounded 
by music. His mother sang in a 
gospel choir, while his father 
was a West Indian jazz arranger 
and piano player. As a result 
of this parental influence,

Caravan
The World Is Yours: 
The Anthology 
1968-1976
caravan-info.co.uk
***** Linn

4-CDboxset

THE CARAVAN catalogue 
boasts around forty albums, 
their entire career pivoting on 
the prog/jazz/pop genius of If/ 
Could Do It AH Over Again and In 
The Land OfGreyAnd Pink, both 
represented here on this new 
digitally remastered set.

Alongside the classic album 
excerpts, are a feast of 
unreleased studio recordings, 
album tracks, single mixes, 
out-takes, unreleased live 
material and BBC cuts.

The Canterbury quintet 
favoured long jazzy 
improvisations with keyboards, 
woodwinds and percussion 
to the fore. Mark Powell has 
updated the sound especially 
on For Richard and Nine 
Feet Underground. MP

Standout tracks: Magic Man; For 
Richard; In The Land Of Grey & Pink

Mahal soon recognised the 
all-important differences 
between popular music of 
the day and the music that 
was played at home.

As a result, his own sound 
(as this album so effectively 
demonstrates), is warm 
and slightly soft. It also 
reflects its era, but there's 
plenty of detail on offer 
and those fabulous bass 
lines stand out loud and 
proud. The recording is also 
pretty clean, which is more 
than you can say of many 
sixties albums. JK 
Standout track:
The Cuckoo
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MUSIC

iMS SYMPHONY NO 4
ard Haitink
Symphony Orchestra

HIGH-RESOLUTIONDOWNLOADS
Speed Caravan
The Kiss Of Electric Sand
bowers-wilkins.co.uk***** B&W
24-bit/96kHz stereo

Stravinsky
Tender Prey 
marinskylable.com **** Marinsky
SACD/CD 5.1/2-channel hybrid

FROM THE SPIKEY end of 
the Stravinsky oeuvre, Les 
Noces has a highly original 
dance cantata score, which 
calls for four pianos, four 
vocalists and a strong 
percussion section.

Oedipus Rex dates from a 
few years later, from when 
Stravinsky had just moved 
to France. It is a neo-classical 
composition, which includes 
a French narrator, in this 
case actor Gerard Depardieu.

The programme was 
recorded live in the 
magnificent concert hall of 
the Marinsky (ex-Kirov) Theatre 
in St Petersburg, in common 
with other recordings on this 
label. What the sound lacks 
in warmth, it more than 
makes up for in idiomatic 
drive and passion.AG
Standout track:
Scene, The Brides Chamber

Brahms
Symphony No 4
lso.co.uk**** LSOLive
SACD/CD PCM/DSD hybrid disc

ALTHOUGH A conventionally 
structured work (three are 
sonata-type movements 
and one a set of variations 
for the last movement) and 
with a running time of just 
41 minutes, Brahms' final 
symphonic opus is the most 
profound and deeply satisfying 
of the four Brahms symphonies.

LSO is probably London's 
finest orchestra and Bernard 
Haitink is always a pleasure 
to listen to, not least for 
his measured and intelligent 
direction. But we didn't 
respond as deeply to this 
account as we expected to, 
thanks to an orchestral 
sound that was a little 
grainy and wiry at times, 
particularly noticeable 
in a work that is so warm 
and lyrical.AG
Standout track:
Allegro energico e passionato

Deutsche 
Elektronische 
Musik
souljazzrecords.co.uk**** Soul Jazz Records
2-CD set

KRAUTR^KISfar too limited 
an expression to encompass 
the range of these 24 tracks 
from 1972-83.Aswellas 
the metronomic rhythmic 
propulsions of Can, NEU!, 
Tangerine Dream and Harmonia, 
we get the mystical floating 
ambiences of Cluster and Popul 
Vuh and, above all, the flute, 
sitar and bongo-laden jams true 
hippie collectives like Amon 
DUUI, I bliss, Deuter and Between.

This is also the first time 
most of this has seen a proper 
mastering console, let alone 
a CD. The sound sometimes 
dips when sources were mono, 
but the whole is larger than its 
parts and Popol Vuh's Moog-led 
Aguirre 1, in particular, sounds 
glorious. MP 
Standout tracks: 
Between:Devotion; Harmonia:Dino; 
Papal Vuh: Aguirre 1

Speed Caravan
The Kiss of Electric Sand

*4 $ s >

SPEED 
CARAVAN'S 
music 
references 
classic English 
rock, alongside

Arabic traditions to create a heady - 
and occasionally delightfully heavy 
- mix, with absolutely no element 
of predictability. The band is 'an 
ethnic fusion collaboration', that is 
completely free of the pretentious 
ennui and navel-gazing that usually 
accompanies the word fusion. 
Instead, the music inspires, excites 
and rocks.

The recording and production are 
crisp and ideally suited to the loud 
and percussion-led instrumentation. 
The production does not attempt to 
sweeten the sound, nor mollify it for 
radio play. The layering in the mix 
is well-defined and every element 
maintains its position consistently 
throughout. This 'album' is a gem. MS 
Standout track:
AissaWah

BLU-RAY AUDIO

Trondheim Solistene Divertimenti 21musiconline.no

Martyn Taylor
Stepping Stones
linnrecords.com***** Linn Records
16-bit/44.1kHz stereo

**** 2L
Disc 1: Linear PCM/DSD audio 
only CD/SACD compatible 
2/5.1 channel. Disc 2: Blu-ray 
linear PCM 2, 5.1 channel, 
24-bit/ 192kHz

BRITTEN'S SIMPLE 
SYMPHONY and Bartok's 
Divertimento For Strings

are standard fare of the type, 
namely the light, fresh
sounding and basically simple 
genre known as 'divertimenti 
for string orchestra'. The two 
central pieces by Grazyna 
Bacewicz and Torje Bjorklund 
are in keeping with the much 
more familiar flanking works, 
providing an unfamiliar range 
and variety to what would 
otherwise have been a routine, 
if enjoyable coupling.

There are no complaints 
here_ This is an immaculately 
engineered recording, which 
has a very lively and tactile 
sound in an open, fresh

acoustic space. In fact, the 
performances are excellent 
throughout the sel- 

The problem is that the 
plethora of replay options 
availble on this offering seem 
rather like work in progress. 
The DTS-HD Master Audio 
format is redundant in our 
opinion when Dolby True HD is 
available, for example. But at 
least you can play this disc on 
almost anything that accepts 
round bits of plastic with 
holes in the middle. AG 
Standout tracks:
Playful Pizzicato (from Britten's 
Simple Symphony)

THIS 
COMPILATION 
is well worth 
seeking out 
if you enjoy 
the sound of 
gypsy jazz

guitar. Even the master of the genre, 
violinist Stephane Grappelli makes 
an appearance.

This 16-bit/44.lkHz recording 
does not suffer unduly because 
it isn't a higher resolution. It still 
displays splendid clarity, especially 
on the leader's instrument and on 
Grappelli's violin, revealing the 
subtle characteristics that give the 
playing its distinctive personality.MS 
Standout tracks:
Johnny & Mary; Sweet Sue
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GILLIAN WELCH
TIME (THE REVELATOR) ‘D

KEITH JARRETT
PARIS/LONDON TESTAMENT CD 
LONDON PA^VIt

Hidden refinement
The Gryphon Scorpio CD player 
doesn't look like a disc-spinner, but 
its superb build hides some pretty 
refined engineering. The specs barely 
hint at the work involved, but the use 
of an Asahi Kasei Microsystems 
(^AKM) multi-bit DAC and 32-bit/l92kHzz 
upsampling give you some flavour of 
Gryphon's highly informed approach. 
The remote control is a remarkable 
bit of ergonomic design in itself, 
rather than being a slab it's a pod 
that's easy to hold and only has a few 
key buttons to navigate.

The handset and casework of the 
partnering Atilla amplifier are near

As the Music Room is also the 
UK distributor for Gryphon, it 
was not surprising to see two 

Gryphon systems set up in the main 
demonstration room. The first 
consisted of range-topping 
components, including the beautiful 
Mikado Signature CD player and 
Colosseum Solo class A monoblocks, 
each of the latter standing like finely 
engineered radiators behind a ProAc 
Carbon Pro 8 loudspeaker. The 
system sounds spectacular, but at 
over a hundred grand, it seemed a 
little excessive for this feature, it also 
screwed up our sense of perspective 
when it came to auditioning the 
Gryphon 'starter' system which isn't 
exactly inexpensive itself.

Gryphon is a Danish company that 
does not believe in compromise, its 
products are designed to look and 
feel incredible, as well as offer the 
best sound quality that can be 
achieved, usually with no holds 
barred when it comes to cost. 
Hence the complicated way that the 
electronics in this system are put 
together with acrylic blended into 
machined aluminium to produce a 
stunning visual result. The Mojo 
standmount is likewise built to 
extraordinarily high standards.

Its driver complement consists of 
an Air Motion Transformer tweeter, 
a variation on the ribbon theme that 
has a bandwidth which extends 'well 
beyond' 38kHz and has very high 
power handling. The two mid/bass 
units are heavily modified six-inch 
(lSOmm)units with pulp cones in 
cast chassis and driven by a crossover 
that includes handmade capacitors 
and Duelund graphite resistors. The 
latter are on the back of each speaker 
and can be changed in order to tune 
the bass.

THE MUSIC ROOM 
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND 
0141 333 9700
MUSIC-ROOM.COM 
AYRE.COM 
TRIANGLE-FR.COM 
GRYPHON-AUDIO.COM, 
MARKLEVINSON.COM 
REVELSPEAKERS.COM

MUSIC USED 
CORNELIUS
SENSUOUS CD 
FITSONG

THE MUSIC ROOM, GLASGOW

SYSTEM 1 - MAXIMUM EXPOSURE

of high end

DEALERS

Choice AUGUST

Glasgow's 
first house
In the coming months, Jason Kennedy will be 
travelling across the UK to find the best dealer 
systems imaginable. First stop, Glasgow

11 too often, the part A that dealers play in 
establishing which 
components combine to 

make systems that really sing is taken 
for granted. Yet no one is in a better 
position to mix and match separates 
until they find combinations that gel 
than the men and women at the 
sharp-end of the business.

Over the next few months, we’ll be 
visiting key dealers around the 
country to see what they have and, 
more importantly, hear what they can 
do. Our first port of call was Glasgow 
and a visit to the Music Room, which 
is situated in a beautiful Victorian 
townhouse and a convenient fifteen 
minutes from the airport.

The Music Room was started by 
proprietor Jack Lawson back in 1979, 
when he discovered that retailers 
appeared to do rather better out of 
the business than reviewers! Now he 
has five demonstration rooms and a 
treasure trove of largely high-end kit, 
that includes: Esoteric; Brinkmann; 
Simon Yorke turntables; ProAc; 
Grand Prix Audio and Ayre, among 
other audiophile delights.

He also distributes Zingali speakers, 
VAC amps and JPS Labs cables, the 
latter were in most of the systems 
reviewed here. Jack is more than 
ably assisted by Bill Armstrong, who 
comes from a pro-audio background 
and enjoys playing at serious levels 
as guys from studios often do. When 
we visited, they didn’t have much in 
the way of entry-level gear, but Audio 
Analogue’s most affordable electronics 
are on order - which will bring 
starting prices at The Music Room 
down considerably.

ROOM.COM
AYRE.COM
FR.COM
AUDIO.COM
MARKLEVINSON.COM
REVELSPEAKERS.COM


DEALER SYSTEMS
■■

Triangle Quartets set up to fire across the room with Tannoy 
Kensington's keeping guard over the Ayre electronics

high-end supports combine 
carbon fibre, acrylic and stainless 
steel to elegant and sonically 
thrilling effect.

No prisoners
This system has an uncompromising, 
take-no-prisoners presentation, so 
Steely Dan sounds more like a 
seventies' creation than ever and 
Cornelius revels in the pristine 
luxury of contemporary digital 
technology. It delivers gratifyingly 
low and superbly articulated bass 
even in a large room and has the 
sort of speed and precision that 
most systems can only dream of. 
"What makes the Mojo a great 
system" opines Jack Lawson, "is 
the sheer presence and tactile, 
3D soundstage. Only standmount 
speakers can do this, but the Mojos 
don't lose out on bass and high 
volume." We would have to agree.

Getting Jack to suggest a logical 
upgrade was not easy, but 
Gryphon's Mikado Signature CD 
player, the very stylish player we 
heard in the bigger Gryphon 
system, got the nod.

o GRYPHON SCORPIO 
CD PLAYER
£6,950
gryphon-audio.com

O GRYPHON ATILLA 
INTEGRATED AMP

identical to the Scorpio, but in this 
case contains a dual mono, 200- watt 
power house, whose output doubles 
into half the impedance. Both units 
also have two damped feet at the 
front and a single spike at the back to 
sink resonance. The Music Room 
sited this, as with its other systems, 
on a Grand Prix Audio stand. These

£6,950
gryphon-audio.com

O GRYPHON MOJO (SPKR) 
£11,950
gryphon-audio.com

TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE: 
£25,850
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THE MUSIC ROOM, GLASGOW

SYSTEM 2 - THE POWER AND THE GLORY

In one of the more grand reception rooms in the house Jack keeps is one of his favourite systems, a pairing that he considers to be so complementary that he harbours suspicions that Revel's chief designer Kevin Voecks might have been involved with the tuning of the recently revived Mark Levinson electronics. Mark Levinson has been in a state of limbo for several years now because the operation was moved across the US to be part of the Harman Speciality Group's operations. It's good to see it back again, few companies offer the engineering and technological depth that you find in Levinson products and few offer the same effortless, yet powerful sound.
No noiseFor this system, Jack was using the top stereo amplification in the current range - a Reference preamplifier is on the way - and the first and only source component to bear the Mark Levinson name.The No.512 is an SACD/CD player that uses a buffer to minimise jitter, it's called DDS for direct digital synthesis which refers to the way data is reclocked as it leaves the buffer on its way to the DACs.Levinson's No.326S preamp is a revitalisation of a classic design that we have recently had the pleasure of using in our reference system. It's a seven-input, fully balanced unit with independent input gain control and huge amounts of effort put into keeping out noise, what's more it can operate in mono.The No.532 is a dual-mono power amplifier with an output of 400 watts and more mass than your average gorilla can heft. Great effort is put into isolating the signal from noise in the mains and to keep the signal path as short as it can be to minimise propagation delay and phase shift.
IntoxicatingRevel's Salon2 is the smaller of two floorstanders in the Ultima2 range, but it still stands 135cm-high, the superbly finished cabinet with its sculpted baffle houses six aluminium drivers (three eight-inch bass drivers, a six and a half-inch midbass and a four-inch midrange alongside the tweeter). As ever with Revel designs, build is state of the art and finish as deep and lustrous as you will find.But it's the sound that counts and in a large room it really flies. Jack describes it as "intoxicating and

beguiling" which it is, but this is not immediately apparent, rather it becomes clear after a little while. You do not want to stop listening, it pulls you in, even a track as well worn as Gillian Welch's Time the Revefator is refreshed and made thrilling again.It is particularly good at giving you large amounts of detail in a musically coherent fashion - the bells on the Cornelius disc reveal so much harmonic structure that they take on a whole new depth and realism.Asked why he put these components together Jack says that it is "clearly a system", it just gels so well that you don't want to change it. When pressed about how he would improve the system Jack plumped for the Mark Levinson No.53 monoblocks.

Q MARK LEVINSON 532 
POWER AMP 
£17,000marklevinson.com

f) MARK LEVINSON 512 
SACD/CD PLAYER 
£12,000marklevinson.com

O MARK LEVINSON 326S 
PREAMP 
£8,000marklevinson.com

() REVEL SALON 2 (SPKR) 
£17,000revelspeakers.com
TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE: 
£54000
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DEALER SYSTEMS

SYSTEM 3 - PRESENCE AND REFINEMENT

-il At the time of our visit this was just about the most affordable system that Jack had in stock, he normally keeps the Ayre CX-7e CD player and AX-7e integrated, which would drop the electronics price by more than half, but these were out of stock. Ayre electronics are superbly built examples of the art with sculpted fascias and buttons that have strange, but stylish planetary symbols for the various inputs - thus you have to remember that your CD player is on the comet button and your tuner on the half moon - it certainly makes a change.
Apodized AyreThe C-Sxe is Ayre's latest MP (or minimum phase) version, which incorporates an apodizing filter in the same vein as that co-developed by Meridian to eliminate pre-ringing. The Ayre plays CD, SACD and DVD-NV (audio-only on DVD-V) via a DC-coupled, balanced circuit. The K-Sxe and V-Sxe are likewise fully balanced, the preamplifier has four line inputs plus a tape loop and the power amp offers 150 watts into eight ohms, a figure that doubles into four ohms - the sign of a very substantial power supply.The speaker here is the smaller of two floorstanders in Triangle's Genese range (a Best Buy product in HFC 302. The Quartet is clearly a lot of speaker for the money, with a pair of 6.5-inch (160mm) bass drivers, similarly scaled midrange and a horn tweeter on top. The plinth is a pretty ornate cast alloy affair with a big central spike that's designed to channel energy into the floor plus a further four feet for stability. The Quartet has a usefully high sensitivity of 92dB, so you don't need quite such a large amp as the V-Sxe but Jack feels that the sonic match is what really counts.
Step forwardTriangle speakers can be on the forward or bright side for some tastes, but this tendency is perfectly 

The Music Room is an impressive dealership that's well suited to the quality of systems it has on offer. Both Jack and Bill are highly knowledgeable and can save you a lot of time and money if you are looking for outstanding audio.The systems we heard were all pretty ambitious, but that was a timing thing as much as anything else, usually they can put together systems for considerably less. Of the systems we heard, each
^^w.hifichoice.co.uk

balanced by the silky refinement of the Ayre electronics. The system was set up firing across a room that can't have been more than three-metres wide, but despite the proximity the sound was not in your face or aggressive but had tremendous immediacy. It put plucked guitar on the Cornelius disc right in the room thanks to a strong sense of presence. This was also apparent on the Gillian Welch disc, where the singing and playing completely escape the speakers to form a solid image in the room.Jack accredits this quality to the speaker, which he tried with electronics from Gryphon and Pathos, before realising that the Ayre was the best match. He thinks that this is because the power transfer of the amplifier is a perfect match for the load of the speaker, but the only way to find this match is by trial and error. The common method of matching power with sensitivity is far too crude in his opinion.Asked what he would replace to upgrade the system Jack struggled for a while, but eventually plumped for a speaker change to Triangle's Magellan Cello SW2 (£6,999). A speaker that would presumably deliver more of the musical magic on offer from the source, as well as from the amplifiers.
O AYRE C-5XE (UNIVERSAL) 

£4,495www.ayre.com
o AYRE K-5XE (PREAMP) 

£2,495

O
www.ayre.com
V-5XE (POWER AMP) 
£3,895www.ayre.com

o TRIANGLE QUARTS 
£2,495www.triangle-fr.com
TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE: 
03,380

had its strengths, the Ayre/Triangle combination worked supremely well in terms of immediacy and this will suit those who enjoy music's visceral qualities. The Gryphon system will appeal to those who appreciate speed 
and raw power. The Levinson/Revel 
should have universal appeal but there 
will be those who want a bit more edge in the mix, everyone else will be hoo ked 
by its ability to get under your skin.^
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SALENOWON
CHECK ONLINE OR IN STORE 
FOR LATEST PRICES Sale starts 24th June Subject to stock availability Some offers will expire sooner than others.

Not in conjunction with any other offer, sale price or promotion. E&OE. This ad expires 30th July 2010

Acoustic Energy, Alphason, ApoIto, Apple, 
Arcam, Atacama, Audtolab,B&W,Chord, 
Creek, Denon, Epos, Grado, Harman Kardon, 
Humax, JBL, KEF, Linn, Marantz, Mission, 
MJ Acoustics, NAD, Onkyo, Panasonic, Pioneer, 
Pro-Ject, Pure, O Acoustics, QED, Quad, Roksan,

Rotel, Samsung, Sennheiser, Sonos, 
Sony, Soundstyle, Tanney, Teac, Technisat, 
ThemeScene, Topfield, Wharfedale, Yamaha 
and many more top brands. Notall products 
are available from all outlets: please call, 
or check online at www.superfi.co.uk

A FAMILY BUSINESS
SINCE 1929
HI-FI AND HOME 
CINEMA SPECIALISTS

HI-R SEPARATES rately^^w
SIZZUNC SEPARATES SYSTEM

C^ratelyAND
PM^œAND W^FEDrately dmmd ro.r

3D READY LED TV HD ™ 
SAMSUNG
UE46C8OOO re^dy IULŸ2010

CI^M3
■ £249.95 *****

(RRP £299.95, ratelyWHAR £50) ^1^20«

Available æparatety
wWHARFEDALED^^Dio.i
■ Choice offfinishes *****
■ £199.95

PMrately3
■ £249.95 *****

(RRP £299.95, ratelyWHAR £50)

SPEAKERS

BARGAIN HI-FI SPEAKERS
W^FEDrately I^^D 9.1

■ Brilliant for budget separates 
and mini-system upgrades

■ Also work well inextensions 
and 2nd rooms

■ Multiple award-winner
■ Black or walnut

DKEMMR2OO7

• Experienceamazing 
^30-on 
demonstration in 
storefrom first release!

• Gorgeous brushed 
titanium frame, less 
than 3cm thin

• HO Ready (72Dp) 
• Including SO” 

pull-up screen 
(worth £199.95)

“HUGE SPEC, INCLUDING 3D, LOVELY 
STYLING. DETAILED, PUNCHY AND 

DYNAMIC PICTURES"
WWHATHI-FI’^SOJND&i^W

PROJECTOR
PANASONIC ratelyAEr^M

PROJECTOR SOLUTION
THEMESCENE HD67

ratelyOJECTWHAR SYSALE
m^WHARALEEHDDIAMON

HD

HDÍTT3
SAMSUNG UEWHARB7020 asm»

SIJPERFI ARE HI-FI AND 
HHOMECIN^W^SPECANS1S
We've specialised in quality home entertainment since 
1929. All eight of our Stores offer comfortable demonstration 
facilities and professional installation. From budget hi-fi 
separates and smtr to top-flight home cinema set-ups 
and mmprjii -.custom install solutions, we set out to 
provide high standards of service and support, without 
cheap gimmicks or stuffy pretensions.

^^.SUPERFl.CO.UK
Since January 2000 we've worked to develop the most 
detailed website service available. Online you'll benefit 
from extensive product specifications and photography 
plus comprehensive order-tracking, enablingyou to track 
your consignment right to your door. There's a huge range 
available, enabling you to research before visiting your local 
Superii, or to buy n . 11 ■ > pmu./ is securely, online, without 
having to battle with K;ff-r and parking wardens.

FIVE CREA TREASONS TO SHOPATSUPERFI...

Fre Parking
Spend £100 or more in any Superfi 
branch and we'll pay for up to two 
hours parking (see w\^.superfi. 
co.uk/freeparking for details)

0% credit available
Pay no deposit and 
then up to twelve, equal monthly 
payments (0% APR). Ask in-store 
for details and a quotation

^cial UK mmodels
We are authorised specialists for 
each product that we sell. We 
will only offer fully-guaranteed, 
gen nine UK products with 
foil aftersales support

Latest technology
Sophisticated hard disk
Blu-Ray, Freesat, MP3, DAB, PVR 
and multi-room produtts- 
all available to demonstrate

RealHiFi
Quality turntables, CD players, 
tuners, hi-ii amplifiers and 
speakers always in stock and 
available to demonstrate

http://www.superfi.co.uk
SUPERFl.CO.UK
co.uk/freeparking


FREEVIEW HD

HDmiMWSET TOPBOXHUi^HSETOP
RRP:Í179.95 
ÍAVE:Í3O

£1499S

HD^^ ^SET *****
JULY 2010

HDMI INTERCONNECT 
QED QUNEX HDMl-P

1 m£19.95(RRP: £49.95, SAVE, £30l 
■ 2 m £24.95 (RRP, £57.95, SAVE: £33 
■ 3 m £29.95 (RRP, £6495, SA% £35)

I....
***** 
ttf^RSET

QED SET EVOLUTION

£4.50/metre (RRP, £6.50, SAVE £2)

TOME CIN^U MULTIROOM & MULTIMEDIA HI-FI

S.1 S^SPEAKESET L-Jlíkíll

OACSETOP^BOCIN^ ™
FEBRUARY 2010

MULTIROOM SYSTEM 
SONOS BU25O

• Choice of black, walnut or beautiful. 
premium high-gloss black or white finishes

Also available
Q 2010
• From £99.95
Q^w^ 2020
• From£124.95

PIONEER 
SCSET82

RRP: í 1999.95

L. i ■ U ■ f J tacisi lisi 
*****

SET YOUR 
MUSICFREE

CZIZEZD

_ FREE 
WHARFEDALE 

DIAMOND 
9.1 SPEAKERS 

WORTH £99.95

MULTIMEDIA SPEAKERS 
HARMAN KARDON 
SOUNDSTICKS II

MICRO HI-FI
ARCAM SOLO MINI 
WITH WHARFEDALE 
DIAMOND 10.1 SPEAKERS’

■ atiXT.lZSl 
***** SPEAKERS

ESET OPBONS 
ESET^i

SAVE: £199.95o ARCAM SOLO MINI 
JULY 2009

RRP: £139.95 
SAVE: £20

•n stSETeexclus^

*****
MAY 2010

S^ESET 
B&W685°

£14999‘

TXSR608
• HDMI1.4 with 30 supSETrt
• DAB upgrade available • Real red-cherry wwo veneer

5SET SPOPKER SYSBOM IWIM 
B&WM640 *****

DENON DM38
■ Denon have improved their 

Award-Winning DM37
Choiceoffourfinishes
Full range on demonstration

AWARD "SENSATIONAL ALL
WINNING SOUND ROUNDJJONAL"

DIRFCT DIGITAL 
FROM IPOD

Also aSETUabe

EOP BO 64st
• £199.95

(RRP £489.95
Save£290)

SETATHI-A?BOND64stst

CANTON MOVIE 60CX

JI

Í37995

■4995

RRP: £1174.95
SAVE: £575

RRP: £109.95
SAVE: £60

RRP: £249.95
SAVE: £50

■ Quality design 
from the budget
amp experts■In-store 

exclusive

RSETU49.OP 
BO64E92

• Cherryfinish

14995

BLU-RAYPLAYER HD 
SONYBDPS370 ^*****

JUNE 2010
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Help&advice
We've got the answers to everything you've ever wanted to know about hi-fi 
and weren't afraid to ask. Email us now at h/fichoice@futurenetcom or write to:
Hi-Fi Choice Q&A, Future Publishing Ltd, 2 Balcombe Street London NW1 6NW

YOUR EXPERTS
PAUL MESSENGER
EXPERTISE: LOUDSPEAKERS
HAVING WORKED on both sides of the 
audio industry for over 30 years, as 
loudspeaker designer amd reviewer, Paul is 
ideally placed to offer thorough, in-depth 
analysis of every speaker reviewed, as well 
as cutting-edge developments in the field.

JIMMY HUGHES
EXPERTISE: SYSTEM OPTIMISATION
AS EVERY audiophile knows, there's so 
much more to getting a system to sing than 
merely throwing components together.
Jimmy Hughes has spent 40 years tweaking 
and optimising systems, as well as 
voraciously collecting records.

RICHARD BLACK
EXPERTISE: TECHNOLOGY
WRITING EXCWSIVELY for HFC, Richard 
brings his experience as a successful 
musician and recording engineer to bear in 
our rigorous Blind-Listening Group Test. As 
our technical consultant, Richard is the 
authority on HFC's test and measurement.

JON MARKS
EXPERTISE: DIY AND VINTAGE KIT
FORMER EDITOR of Hi-Fi World magazine, 
Jon has a wealth of reviewing experience, as 
well as a passion for high-end vintage audio 
gear. Handy with a soldering iron, Jon also 
enjoys bringing classics back to life and 
pitting them against modern gear.

ALVIN GOLD
EXPERTISE: SEASONED REVIEWER
HAVING WRITTEN for a huge range of 
magazines, both internationally and in 
Britain, Alvin has a very full 30 years of 
reviewing under his belt. A guru of all 
component types, he's now extending his 
expertise by building PCs for audio too.

JASON KENNEDY
EXPERTISE: TURNTABLES
ANOTHER EDITOR, Jason opted to become a 
freelance contributor when he relinquished 
the helm of HFC after 17 years on the 
magazine. A hi-fi addict since his twenties, 
Jason fell for the beauty of vinyl and has 
never looked back.

ASK US A QUESTION TODAY!
Our experts are on hand to answer your questions. 
Whether you’re looking for future-proof upgrades, 
advice or help with your current set-up, our two- 
channel Einsteins have all the necessary expertise 
and several hundred years of combined audio 
knowledge to slake your thirst and support your 
passion for perfect sound. Email your questions now: 
hifichoice@futurenet.com

QUESTION OF THE MONTH|

Q
lown theCambridgeAudio840A 
integrated and840CCD player. 
I would love to purchase a set of 
speakers which will be suitable for 

this system. I play mainly jazz and R&B. 
What set of speakers would you recommend 
under these circumstances?
Phillip Dlamini, via email

You don't 
mention 
a budget, 
but we're 

assuming you will 
spend about the same 
amount as your amp 
and CD player cost you. 
In that case, ribbon 
tweeters are within 
your reach, whether

it's those fitted to XTZ's 
99.36 floorstanders, 
orRoksan's Kandy K2 
TR-5 standmounters. 
Throw dome tweeters 
into the mix and you 
can extend your list 
to floorstanders like 
Bower and Wilkins' 683 
or 684, and Monitor 
Audio's Silver RX6.

Best investment for my 
budget: digital or analogue?

I have just bought the Olive 
4HD, so I was interested to 

WBB; read your review (HFC333). 
OveraiL I am very pleased with it and 
am now looking at the next upgrades 
for my system, hence a request for 
your advice.

I have partnered the Olive with 
an Arcam ASS amp and Bowers and 
Wilkins COM 7NT speakers. Budget
wise I am pretty flexible, but was 
wondering where to spend my money 
to achieve the best results. Should I 
go for a separate DAC (Nairn or Cyrus, 
for example), or change the amp and 
speakers? I'm happy to spend up to 
£5,000.
Andrew Prophet, via email

Malcolm Steward very 
much enjoyed his time with 
the Olive, particularly as it 

cracked the nut on which many ripper/ 
servers break their teeth - musical 
communication. It will happily dig out the musical essence of any genre 
stored on its hard drive and we 
therefore think that you'd be best off 
sinking your cash into improving your 
amplification and speakers.

The Arcam A85 was a solid amplifier 
when first released, but it would 
be very easily bettered by either an 
integrated or pre/power combo at 
£2,000 to £3,000. Depending on 
which speakers you buy, when it 
comes to integrateds you might want 
to shortlist brands such as Unison 
Research (fora more valve-like 
character), Moon (with its i5.3RS), 
Bryston (though they may over
stretch your budget if bought new) 
and ATC. The latter's CA-2 preamp 
and P1 power amp are very good, 
too. On a tighter budget, Cambridge 
Audio's 840E/840W are worthy of 
consideration, as are Naim's NAC 152 
XS and NAP 155XS.

In addition to the above, don't rule 
out Primare's Pre30 and Roksan's 
Caspian M Series-1 preamp/ifier, either 
of them matched with an appropriate 
power amp. The benefit with a two-box 
approach is, of course, bi-amping at a
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later stage in the upgrade process. 
As you're already a fan of Bowers and 
Wilkins, its CM9 is likely to please 
and would certainly provide a step up 
from your current CDM7. /{you could 
wring every last penny out of your bank 
manager, you might want to consider 
the 805 Diamond standmounter with 
its Diamond tweeter Whether trading 
a f/oorstander's bass for superb 
midrange and treble clarity is a price 
you'd be prepared ta pay, only you can 
answer. If the answer is yes, Monitor 
Audio's less expensive PL100 would 
also be a fine choice. If it’s no, GamuT's 
Phi5 will impress, as will the Response 
D18 from ProAc, and A6 from Spendor.
Which phono stage for 
maximum flexibility?

QI have a very large collection 
of records of various types, 
and I'm having a hard time 
narrowing down which phono stage 

to use for playing and archiving 
them all. My collection includes 
lots of 78s, some 16rpm discs and 
other assorted oddities and has so 
far only been playable through an 
assortment of dedicated, individual 
phono stages.

I'm at the stage now where I'd really 
like to just cut down on all the boxes 
and wiring and have, ideally, a single 
phono stage to rule them all. What 
would your recommendations be, 
given that I'm very flexible on budget 
if it will get me what I want?
Edwwin, via email

All curves: AMR's flexible PH-77 phono stage

It’s going to be virtually 
impossible to whittle the 
choices down to a single 

box in what is already a ratified field, 
but one contender which springs 
immediately to mind is AMR's PH-77. 
At£8,000, it’s not what you might 
coll cheap, but it boasts 22 different 
EQ curves (Decca, Columbia and of 
course RM amongst them) as well as 
a 24-bit/96kHz analogue-to-digital 
converter for archival purposes, 
assuming your transfers will be made 
into the digital domain for hard-drive 
or CD storage.

www.hifichoice.co.uk

Lyngdorfs Millenium ADC is another 
24/96 converter, which can be bought 
with an optional phono stage. While its 
equalisation options are more limited 
(seven aside from RIM), it's rather 
cheaperat£5,000. For discs which 
were cut to curves well off the beaten 
track, you might still need to rely on 
very specialist equipment, but the 
sound quality provided by either the 
AMR or Lyngdorfwill certainly be very 
good indeed.
Out with the old: which new 
CD player?

QI have an all-Linn system 
which I've built up over the 
years, and generally have 
been very happy with. The problem 

is, my old lkemi has finally kicked the 
bucket - it experienced a completely 
terminal liaison with a plant stand 
during a hasty house move. Linn 
obviously no longer makes CD 
players and I have to say my interest 
in anything computer-related or 
server-based is, frankly, nil: if it ain't 
a disc, I'm not interested (yet).

I always felt my system lacked the 
last degree of speed and impact, 
and that it could have benefited from 
a larger soundstage. With roughly 
£2,000 clenched in my sweaty 
paws, which players do you think 
would help get me a faster, more 
transparent sound? 
evilbobgalaaxylard, via email

The lkemi was a fine player 
in its day, but Creek's 
£1400 Destiny CD player will 

certainly give you an improvement in 
transparency and dynamics. Whether it 
manages as enthusiastic and involving 
a rendition as your late, lamented Linn, 
only your ears can judge.

Progressively higher up the 
spending scale are Naim's CDSXS, 
Cyrus's CD85E 201O (with optional 
PSX-R power supply) and a couple 
of consummate Italian performers: 
Unison Research’s Unico COE and 
Pathos’ Digit. Like the Naim, the last 
two are very musical, but would take 
you above the £2,000 mark and the 
latter's idiosynchratic footprint will 
make it impossible to house in some 
racks which lack sufficient depth.

The Italian job from 
Pathos

PICKING A LOUDSPEAKER to 
achieve a perfect fit in your system 
and room isn't a trivial task : perhaps 
more than any other components, 
loudspeakers require auditioning in 
your own system and room
When it comes to problem rooms, 

we've always found a handy axiom 
is not to get over-ambitious with 
loudspeaker upgrades - bigger is 
not necessarily better. For example, 
standmounters not only offer 
better imaging than the bulk of 
floorstanders, but can be allied to a 
subwoofer (or two) to give the best 
overall sound whilst avoiding major 
room interactions
Different listeners tend to have 

different priorities: for example, 
single full-range drivers offer 
unparalleled phase and tonal 
integrity, as well as holographic 
soundstaging, albeit at the expense 
of frequency extension. Panels like 
Magneplanar's 16 are blissfully free 
of cabinet coloration, but can be 
power-hungry and fussy about 
positioning: Bass-freaks and those 
with bat-like hearing will need a 
multi-way speaker, with potential 
shortcomings in phase linearity, 
tonal consistency and ease of drive. 
However long and winding your 
path to nirvana, don't lose heart - 
your perfect transducer is out there I.

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk


Firestone Audio 
Korora
PRICE: £295 CONTACT: 0845 345 1550
WEBSITE. FIRESTONE-AUDIO.COM

M initest
We examine four of the best phono stages to 
make your vinyl experience the best it can be

FIRESTONE'S RANGE of tiny boxes covers most audio functions 
and though this is the only phono model, it seems to have plenty 
of options that make it quite the all-rounder. Some of these require 
access to the inside to flick board-mounted switches, which makes 
something of a nonsense of the rear-panel warning about the risk of 
electric shock. Mind you, even with the supply disconnected, there 
is still the theoretical possibility of an electric tickle from the internal 
batteries - yes, this is a battery-powered product. That has some 
clear advantages when one is dealing with such tiny and vulnerable 
signals produced by cartridges. You can, however, use the supplied 
wall-wart while listening.

Gain is applied by op-amps, and not particularly fast ones, which 
limit output level at high frequencies, though this is probably 
academic with any real-world LP. What does slightly concern us is 
the rather high minimum gain, which may cause overload with MM 
cartridges when playing very 'hot' LPs.

Indeed, we did see signs of that with a couple of discs and on 
the whole, we'd consider this phono stage as best suited to MC 
cartridges, including 'high output' ones which will suit the lowest 
gain setting well. The sound is a shade on the bright side, but it's 
very lively and engaging and we particularly enjoyed the sound 
with well-recorded dance music-the epitome of foot-tapping! 
Bass is well controlled, perhaps just a shade lean, but rhythmic and 
powerful and detail is good.

Lehmann Audio
Black Cube Statement
PRICE: £335 CONTACT: 01235 511166
WEBSITE: LEHMANNAUDIO.DE

****wp DniCT BEST SUITED to MC cartridges, this unit offers forthright and 
VERDICT direct sound that's energetic and i^edng, with excellent

rhythm: a tittle bright tonally.

Korora
MC/MM Phono Amphfier

THERE SEEMS TO BE a double misnomer here - for a start the 
shape is a low-profile square, not a cube, and 'Statement' seems 
odd for the bottom of the range. But no matter, for the aim is 
clear enough: this is a no-nonsense budget audiophile product, 
unusually but practically designed with inputs at one end and 
outputs on the opposite one, with gain suitable for moving magnet 
or moving coil cartridges selectable via bottom-mounted switches 
which also give some choice of loading resistance.

With the use of an internal jumper, gain is selectable in lOdB 
steps, which should cater for practically any cartridge, while the 
maximum output of six volts ensures adequate headroom as long 
as the gain is set sensibly. Gain is provided by op-amps, with good
quality passive components of the through-hole variety, including 
fast rectifier diodes (the inevitable wall-wart supplies AC to the 
main module).

We found this unit something of a winner with good-quality MM 
cartridges. It's good with MCs too, but less obviously so and its 
noise performance isn't quite the best. With MM types, though, it 
is very clear sounding and beautifully detailed. It is tonally neutral 
with any cartridge type, its treble notably sweet with no sense of 
constriction or rolloff, while the bass is solid but never overblown. 
High-end MM cartridges can be very fine devices and this would 
appear to be the ideal device to partner them.

WE D RI CT ALTHOUGH PERFORMANCE with MC cartridges is merely 
good, this phono amp isa very distinguished performer with***** an MM source, offering excellent detail and tonality.

i -
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MAD] Digital Phono/USB Preamp PP 3

HELP& 
ADVICE

mains transformers is good news and 
the near-invariable use of a wall-wart 
supply with no mains earth achieves 
that and avoids ground loops, too. 
However, for lowest hum the phono

stage should be kept clear of other 
equipment. It's also important to ensure 
it is set correctly if there are options for 
gain and loading, to minimise noise but 
also to avoid overload.

@

NAD
PP3 Digital
PRICE: £100 CONTACT: 01279 501111
WEBSITE: NADELECTRONICS.COM

Now that so few amps include a phono 
input, the standalone phono stage is a 
common sight and indeed it has many 
advantages over the built-in variety. 
For one thing, keeping it remote from

NAD'S PP2 is a long-established leader among super-budget phono 
stages, but this one is something a little different, offering as it does 
a digital output. At what is still a very affordable price, it actually has 
a very attractive feature set, with both MM and MC inputs and even 
a line input (for digitising and feeding to your computer). The MM 
and MC stages are separate circuits. Digitising is carried out at the 
usual USB maximum of 16-bit/48kHz and if you don't have suitable 
software already installed on your computer, you can use the 
supplied 'VinylStudio Lite' for the basics. Options don't stretch to 
adjustable loading, but the standard value of 47k applies to the MM 
input, with about 70 ohms at the MC input. Gain is relatively low at 
35dB (MM) and SSdB (MC), which may require your volume control 
to be wound up a bit but will certainly avoid overload. Components 
are all surface-mounted, a necessity given the number of them in 
the small space.

Despite the low price, this unit turned out to have the lowest noise 
of all four in this group when fed with an MC cartridge. That may 
well account for its particularly detailed sound with an MC source, 
which makes it very informative. It presents the detail in a rather 
understated way, which may be something of a question of taste: 
we took to it at once but some listeners may find it a bit deadpan 
and undemonstrative beside, for instance, the Firestone.

MM cartridges give a slightly less detailed sound, but the basically 
laid back character remains. Tonally the unit is even, with very 
slightly dry treble, but well-extended bass. The digital output works 
well, but beware hum loops with desktop computers.

WC D OI CT ADECENTPHONOStAGEat£lMwould be recornmendable,but***** thisismorethandecentandtheadditionofadigitaloutputmakes 
11 a very attractive proposition.

POWER

MINI TEST
PHONO STAGES

Pro-Ject
Tube Box SE II
PRICE: £435 CONTACT: 01235 511166
WEBSITE: PROJECT-AUDIO.COM

© 
Project 
Tut« Box sE 11

mSGREATthat valve audio equipment continues to be produced 
and at attractive prices, too. Pro-Ject is to be commended on 
managing to squeeze a couple of small-signal valves (12AX7, 
since you ask) into its delightful 'Box Series' and on keeping things 
affordable at the same time. This isn't a pure valve amplifier, 
though, as op-amps assist along the way and, in fact, most of 
the non-valve parts are modern surface-mounted types. Gain is 
sensibly set at 40 and 60dB for MM and MC respectively, while the 
maximum output is higher than most at ten volts, giving a very good 
degree of headroom. Gain is selected by a push switch at the rear, 
while another one switches a rumble filter in or out. Loading (both 
resistance and capacitance) is adjustable by using the provided 
jumpers on terminals at the rear.

This seemed to be the most consistent of the group between the 
two cartridge types, with a discernible character - and a likeable 
one at that. The sound is detailed, extended at both frequency 
extremes and well controlled and imaged. But above all that it 
is very much 'of a piece', in a way that not all audio equipment 
seems to manage. Everything is kept in utterly plausible relation to 
everything else in the mix (always assuming a good LP, of course) 
and the result is some very solid and 'present' musicians right in 
front of you. We felt as strongly with vintage recordings of classical 
symphonies, as with more recent audiophile jazz cuts, so overall 
this is a very convincing and persuasive bit of kit. •

VERDICT THE BIG PICTURE is the most evident thing here, but the finer details are there too, admirably scaled and presented in their
***** proper time and place. AdeUghtfulUsten!

ww.hifichoice.co.uk
NADELECTRONICS.COM
AUDIO.COM


It's a breeze to buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Clearaudio Innovation Woodturntable, £6250
With mag bearing, speed control. "A superb way 
of playing vinyl that never draws attention to 
itself." (Hi-Fi World) ON OEM

Transfiguration Orpheus L cartridge, £3400
New 1 Ohm internal impedance version. "Totally 
natural rendition of music." (Hi-Fi News) ON OEM

Graham Phantom II tonearm, £3550
Interchangeable armtubes. "A masterpiece of 
craftsmanship and design savvy." (The Absolute 
Sound) ON OEM

Scheu Laufwerk 2 turntable, £4350
Massive 80 mm platter, Papst motor.
"Reference quality ... reference quality looks."
(TNTAudio.com) ON OEM

Zyx R-100 Fuji cartridge, £1450
High-purity crystal copper coils. Supremely 
lucid, precise, transparent.

SME V tonearm, £2180
The all-time classic. "Perhaps the last great 
flowering of the tonearm designer's art." 
(Hi-Fi News) ON OEM

Michell Gyro SE turntable, £1135
The classic John Michell design. "Should 
appeal to anyone looking for a high-end deck." 
(Hi-Fi News)

Lyra Delos cartridge, £895
Replaces Argo i. A new standard for mid-range 
low-output moving coils. ON OEM Clearaudio Unify tonearm, £1360

Phenomenal unipivot, available in carbon-fibre 
and wood versions, 9, 10, 12, and 14 inch 
lengths.

Pro-Ject Xpression Ill turntable, £435
Gloss black base, acrylic platter. "Better 
imaging, better ambience and dynamics." 
(Hi-Fi News)

Sumiko Blue Point Special EVO Ill cartridge, £239
A favourite high-output moving coil. "A big 
helping of moving-coil goodness."
(The Absolute Sound)

Thomas Schick tonearm, £995
"The question is no longer Will this stand 
alongside my other, more expensive tonearms? 
but, rather, Do I really need more than this?" 
(Stereophile) ON OEM

Plus other turntables from
Acoustic Solid 
Clearaudio 
Michell 
Pro-Ject 
Roksan 
Scheu 
SME 
VPI

Plus other cartridges from 
Audio-Technica 
Brinkmann
Cartridge Man
Clearaudio
Denon
Goldring
Grado
Lyra
Ortofon
Sumiko
Transfiguration
Zyx

Plus other tonearms from
Clearaudio 
Hadcock 
Michell 
Ortofon 
Pro-Ject 
Roksan 
Scheu 
SME 
VPI

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy. Give us a click. Give us a call.

http://www.coolgales.com
TNTAudio.com


Keith Monks Omni Mk VII record cleaning machine, £3295
Cleans all size records. "If you're looking for 
the best, well, here it is." (Stereophile)

= COOL GALES

Aesthetix Rhea phono stage, £3900
Ten valve design. "A sense of palpability and 
immediacy that recalls the magic of live music."
(The Absolute Sound) ON OEM

speakers, £5295
Now available in piano black. "More life-like 
and cohesive than just about anything you 
can buy." (What Hi-Fi?) ON OEM

Loricraft PRC3 record cleaning machine, £1395
The standard for serious vinylphiles. Even 
brand new, sealed records benefit." 
(PositiveFeedback.com)

Leema Acoustics Agena phono stage, E2995
Reference unit with two inputs, fully adjustable.
Integral DAC with USB port. ON OEM

Esoteric X-05 SACD/CD player, £4495
Awesome one-box unit. "There aren't 
enough superlatives to describe this 
machine." (The Absolute Sound) ON OEM

VPI 16.5 record cleaning machine, £575
Our most popular budget unit. "An essential 
component." (Hi-Fi+)

Record Research Lab record cleaning fluids, £19.95
The gold standard for use with record 
cleaning machines. Always in stock.

Plus other analogue care products from
L'Art du Son
Clearaudio
Goldring
Keith Monks
Last
Loricraft
Lyra
Milly
Moth
Onzow Zerodust
Ortofon
Roksan
Scheu
Sumiko
VPI

Whest PS.30RDT phono stage, £2799
Dual transformer, dual mono. "A brilliant 
all round design." (Hi-Fi World) ON OEM

Pro-Ject Tube Box II phono stage, £310
Great valve unit. Budget version of acclaimed 
Pro-Ject Tube Box SE.

Plus other phono stages from 
Aesthetix 
Clearaudio 
Esoteric 
Graham Slee 
Leema Acoustics 
Lehmann 
Lyra 
Pro-Ject 
Thomas Mayer 
Whest

Stax SR-007 II SE Omega System headphones and amp, £3195 
Hand-selected valves. "If I have to go 
through life with only one of the Stax amps, 
give me the tubed SRM-007!." (Stereophile) ON OEM - -u. . ....

Nordost Red Dawn cabling, from £275
Superb price/performance. "Cleanest, quickest 
and most natural wires I've yet to hear." 

(SoundStage.com)
Plus great audio gear from a huge, and ever 
growing range of manufacturers. Visit our 
website for reviews, brochure downloads, 
and details of our 30-day money-back guarantee.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710

The Victoria School House if" Bath

PositiveFeedback.com
SoundStage.com
http://www.coolgales.com
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Hi•Fi Choice
Reader
C I assified
Welcome to Hi-Fi Choice Reader Classified, the UK's 
first and best free private ads service for buying and 
selling second-hand hi-fi componemnts.
These pages are a must-read if you're 
thinking about buying used kit, and if 
you want to sell something it's definitely 
the place to be. It's free to place an 
advertisement - simply submit your ad of 
up to 30words, remembering to include 
your email, phone number and county.

The simplest way to send your ad is via 
email to: hifichoice@futurenet.com. Or 
mail to: Reader Classified, Hi-Fi Choice, 
Future PubUshing, 2 Balcombe Street, 
London NWl 6NW.
Please note that this service is open to 
private advertisers only.
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Above: Cambridge Audio Azur 840A amplifier

FOR SALE
RESOLUTION AUDIO 
OPUS 21 with legendary 
GNSC Reference Level Mods. 
Awesome two^box CD/DAC/ 
preamp in black. Perfect 
condition, £1900. 07930 
401351 (London).

DJNLOPSYSTZMDECK
2, £179 ovno. Audiolab 
8000AMC/MM, £190 ovno.
Nakamichi CR-3E, £209 ovno. 
07513 039966 (Dorset).

ARUM DIVACD73, 
24-bit DAC, CD^TEXT, silver 
finish, remote handset and 
instruction manual. £180. 
07951 070920 (Surrey).

RUSS ANDREWS
Silencers, £30 each or£80 
for3. Kimber D-60 Digital 
Cable, Im, never used, £300 
ono. Prices include postage. 
Other items also available. 
Call Mike: 01902 884694 
(Dudley).

SUGDENA21SE, titanium 
finish, 10 months old, 
as-new condition, £1,650 
boxed. Focal1007S stand 
mount, classic finish, Al 
condition, £995 boxed.
07891 925974 (Heathrow).

CARVVER TFM22 power 
amp. Great sound from 
classic American amp, 
excellent condition, 
£180. 02380 224003 
(Southampton).

AUDIORESEARCH LS-1 
preamp, mint condition, 
£420. 02380 224003 
(Southampton).
CYRUSCD8SE CD player, 
silver, in immaculate 
condition, including all 
packaging, guaranteed 
until December 2010, £650. 
01892 864563 (Sussex).

CHORD CRIMSON 
interconnect,0.5m, boxed 
as new, £20. 01384 412234 
or leet2009@hotmail.co.uk 
(West Midlands).
MARANTZ CM002
CD player, award-winner, 
boxed, in as-new condition 
in silver. Lee, 01384 412234 
or leet2009@hotmail.co.uk 
(West Midlands).

CREEKT40FM stereo tuner, 
mint condition, £75. Tim 
01922 453931 (Walsall).

AYRE KXRPRWMP, 
as-new condition, £7,950

(£12,000). AyreM-XR 
monobloc amplifiers, as-new 
condition, £7,950 (£12,000). 
Boxes and manuals supplied. 
Approx three years' warranty 
remaining. 01797 253073 
or email: majba13@yahoo. 
co.uk (East Sussex).

MMBRII^EAUDIO
Azur 840A integrated 
amplifier and 840C V2 
CD player. Silver, perfect 
condition, XLR interconnect 
and iPod dock included. Two 
years old, happy to demo, 
£975. 07989 469609 (Ilkley, 
West Yorkshire).
BOLZANOVILLLLETRI
BV 3003 Piazzetta 
floorstandingequipolar 
speakers and BV subwoofer. 
Excellent condition, 
360-degree soundstaging, 
robust flight cases included. 
($10,000) £2,000. 07724 
746984 or email: oliver. 
duprez@hotmail.co.uk 
(Watford, Herts).

50 NEW/SEALLEDVINYL 
LPs of various genres at 50% 
of new cost. 25 s/h albums 
available cheaply. Will 
separate. No timewasters 

please.01453 544354 
(Gloucestershire).

AYcam 7SE CD player and 
7R amp. Excellent condition, 
manuals, remotes. £125 
each or both for £200.
Includes free Chord Crimson 
interconnect. Lee, 01384 
412234oremail: leet2009@ 
hotmail.co.uk (West Mids)

ANATZKA5ORclassA 
integrated amplifier. Very 
musical, fast and fluid sound, 
still under warranty.Can 
demonstrate if required. 
(£1,600) £550. 07790 
441862 (London).

VOODOO SILVER MAINS 
power cables, Germany.
Unleash your system! 1x 1m, 
1x 80cm, with silver-plated 
Marinco and mains plug. 
(£250) £85. 07981 025698 
(Bristol).
MARTIN LOGANVatage 
hybrid electrostatic 
loudspeakers, dark cherry 
finish, two years old, Al 
condition. Cost new £5,000, 
yours for£2,500. Email: 
Jackcrawley@btinternet.com 
(West Yorkshire).

REGASATURNCD
player, boxed. Musically it 
outperformed two players I 
auditioned atthree times the 
price. (£1,250) £500. 07899 
721899 (North London).
KIMBER D-60 digital 
interconnect 0.5 metre, 
hyper-pure silver, Ultraplate 
phonos. A superb cable that 
ensures a clean and clear, 
sweet and natural sound. 
Boxed as new in hardcase, 
(£240) £120 ono, Musical 
Fidelity KW DM-25 DAC, 

mint, boxed (bought new 
last year, little use, fantastic 
soundingDAC). Valve and 
solid state Class A outputs 
(£2,000) £600 ono. ATC 
SCM50 ASL. active towers in 
walnut (only six months old, 
absolutely mint, barely run 
in). Class A amps (amazing 
sound, superlative build), 
boxes etc. (£9,500) £5,500. 
07876705266 
(Huddersfield).
MARANTZ MA5OO 
mono blocks x 4, 380 
watts (superb sound) mint 
condition, boxed with 
manuals £380. Kingsound 
Queens Electro Static 
Speakers (six months old). 
(£2,000) £950. 02380 
224003 (Southampton).
KEFRDM2 speakers (cherry, 
excellent, original boxes) 
£395. MFX10Dtube buffer 
£85, Ixos Gamma XHA806 
RCA0.5 metre pair £20, QED 
Qorum Reference speaker 
cable (terminated) 2x 4 
metresf35.
01684290581 
(West Midlands).
LMNG VOICE OBX-R 
speakers (premium Yew 
finish). Outboard crossovers. 
Includes Townshend Audio 
Isolda DCT 4x 1 metre cable 
and original packaging.
Immaculate condition. 
£2,200. 01737 246968 or 
deakin04@btinternet.com 
(Surrey).

BUYING SECOND-HAND can be a great way to pick up a bargain.A formerly expensive second-hand component might well prove a better long-term bet than a brands
new product ifthe price is right. DO SOME RESEARCH on which brands have a good service back-up, so if something does go wrong, you can get it fixed. Unless you purchase from a
dealer, you're unlikely to get any warranty, so it's up to you to ensure the fitness of any gear that you buy. USUALLY, speakers should be less prone to breakdown than amps, and amps
should be more reliable than CD players. But any abused component could be trouble -have a proper demo and judge the seller as well as the goods!
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www.hifichoice.co.uk Reader Classified ads Choice
QUAD 21VALVE preamp, 
2xQuad 1140-valve 
monoblocs. Superb condition, 
boxed with instruction books. 
£2,500.01202481386 
(Dorset).
ROOTIL CD player
(£350) £175, boxed and 
mint in black(See pies at hifi- 
forsale.co.uk). 01284412234 
or 07984 576531 
(West Midlends).
QED QONDUIT MDH2 
two-way mains conditioner 
(£150) £75,QEDQunex 3 
interconnect one-metre(£50) 
£25, QED Performance digital 
cable, one-metre(£30) £15. 
Free postage! All boxed as 
new. 01284412234 
(West Midlands).
KIMBER TOUR pair speaker 
cables, 2x3 metresf25, 
Atacama speaker stands 
16-inch high (black) £30, 
Apollo speaker stands 
24-inch high, bronze £25. 
024 76711668 (^ntky).
RUARK CL20 floorstanders, 
in very good condition, five- 
star re viewed.Approx seven 
years old. Six-ohms/87 
decibel sensitivity. (£1,650) 
£525.0789206056 
(Su^tol).

ntE CHORD COMPANY 
Chameleon Silver Plus, 
one-metre £60, Nordost 
Super Ratline Gold Mk 2, 
two metres, bi-amp/bi-wire 
£90, Kimber Silver Streak0.5- 
metref90.
All boxed, 01/4828989 
(EastYort<shire).
SONY MDR-CO1700 
headphone. Musical sound 
is outstanding. Excellent 
condition.(£200) £120. 
01707 657081(Herts).

RORSTAN DIN G 
loudspeakers in cherry. 
Includes standard and 
custom-made granite plinths. 
Still under warranty. Excellent 
condition.(£1,695)£795. 
07725 072878or 
jason-watson@Slky.com 
(Leicestershire).
PURE EVOKE 1XTin cherry 
wood,DAB radio, boxed, 
£40. Marantz CD63 Mk11 Kl 
Signature CD player, boxed, 
£150. Both perfect working 
order. MonitorAudio Monitor 
3 speakers, £80 (slight 
damage). Ecosse MS2.3 
speaker cable, £60.07939 
58977(EastYoort<shhire).

I^NAKAMICHI CR-7E cassette 
deck. Stored from new, 
never used and in original 

box. £995, IsoTekntan 
power conditioner(silver) 
with six-wayntan Multilink, 
professionally hardwired with 
1.25-metreAcrolink 6N power 
cord, £1,500, IsoTek Orion 
four-way mains filter(silver), 
as new, £250.(Day) 01252 
62064. or(eve) 01962 
711180 (Hampshire).
AUDIOLABORIGINAL British 
Q & R F&D Serials. No remote. 
Local drop of or collection 
offered. £625.0790 603525

MONOOR AUDIO RS6 
speakers, (cherry), £350. 
0790 659384., (East 
Su^tol).
W^^TCD: Top quality hi-fi 
separates and complete 
systems: Nairn, Linn, Cyrus, 
Meridian,Arcam, etc. Fast, 
friendly response and willing 
to travel/pay cash.
07815892458^(Es.
^CASnECONWAY3 
loudspeakers in mahogany. 
Excellent condition, £275. 
01253891520 (Lancashire).
REREGA 3 turntable,
RB300 arm and Elys cartridge. 
Pale blue deck, excellent 
condition, 14yearsold.
Can send photos.
£300.0115854897 
(NotWngham).
RUSS ANDREWS Silencer, 
three for £100, Super purifier 
with Hubble port attachment, 
£220.01902^6684 
(Dudley).
AVID VOLVEREE turntable 
(black), fitted with SME IV arm 
and Dynavector DV20 MC cart 
and EAR 834p phono stage. 
All boxed, as new, £3,200. 
07850979375^0^^).

AND WILKINS 
loudspeakers in black ash: 
2x 600 floorstanders, lxCC6 
centre channel, 2x DS6 dipole 
surrounds, 1xASW 1000 
subwoofer. £300.
01255 553774 ^(Es.

^CYRUS6VS2 amplifier, 
Cyrus CD6S CD players. Both 
oneyearold. Boxed, in perfect 
condition, (£1,350) £700.
01384412234 or 
let289@hotmailco.uk 
(West Midlands).
NAIM CDX, VGC, light use. 
Includes remote, manuals 
and packaging. £750.01276 
503984orandyuk777
^^hoo.co.uk(Surrey).
ttC DAIN state-of-the-art 
15-kilogram high-end DAC, 
separate word, bit, master 

clock and audio data 
input andToslinkinputs. 
Balanced and unbalanced 
outs ( 'www.cec-intemational. 
de). Seven months old, 
boxed, as new, (£2,800) 
£1,749. 07777628426 
(Bristol).
MICHELLGYRODEC,
AC motor, clear lid, black 
acrylic base. Rega arm 
plate including de-coupling 
upgrade. Great condition, 
£650.01217041108 
or bobaUen@Slky.com 
(Solihull).

SUGDENA21AL ClassA 
series two-line amplifier 
and series 2 CD21, plus 
audio controls,hand built, 
titanium finished, matched 
pair. Boxed, excellent, as 
new.£1,9)0 01527876514 
or b2tbc@btintemet.com 
(Worcestershire).
AUDIOLAB^SOAudiolab 
PX pre and power amps.
British made, in very good 
condition with original boxes. 
Upgrade results in sale for 
£450.01778424327 
(Solith Lines).
MA^CAMA LOUDS^MER 
stand, (black). 30 centimetres 
high. Spikes included. £30. 
01245 264248 (^(Es.
re AUDIO Power Plant 
Premiere: Award winning 
AC mains regenerator that 
converts poor incomingAC to 
pure 230VAC. New, boxed, 
upgraded model. This is not 
a passive filter, but a mains 
waveform re-builder(£2,000) 
£1,100. 0785938167 
(London).

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR FREE AD
YOUR DETAILS
Name
Address

Email address
Daytime telephone number
Date ___ ___

YOUR ADVERTISMENT

SEND YOUR ADVERTISMENT TO
Hi-Fi Choice, Future publishing, 2 Balcombe Street London NWJ 6NW

AUDIOLAB^^Aamp 
(1988), mint. Denon 
DR-M20 tape deck, VGC. 
Both black, boxed, with 
manual. MonitorAudio 
R252 loudspeakers(black). 
015248927(Lancs).
KUDOSUADDEAC10, 
cherry wood standmounts, 
boxed.(£2,400). £1,400. 
0789 72189 (London).
R^TCLREGA^stereo amp, 
Marantz CD6002 CD 
player, Musical Fidelity 
loudspeakers (£1,475) 
£775. Will separate, boxed 
as new. 01684295781 
(Gloucestershire).
^KENWOOD KA550amp 
£30, Nairn Audio tunerf30, 
Rotel RP1000 deckf30.
01795473934 (Kent) 
PAntOS^^SICOneMk 
3 hybrid amp, 12 months 
old. Mint condition. Boxed 
with remote and manual.
Upgrade forces sale 
£1,650.
01656 7825123 (Wales).

SAll-52 SACD 
player with warranty and 
boxes £2,300, Shunyata 
Hydra 2 £275, Diamond
back cables £100 each.
07810 434589 (Hants).
AUDIOLAB^Aamp 
£85, Cyrus CD 8x CD player, 
mint, unused £495, Rega 
turntable and arm (25 years 
old) £75.01386898944 
(SuSuf.
SONYTA-El preamp and 
Denon PRA-51 preamp, 
079016^08(Ha^).

MICHELLANGO preamp, 
boxed £200, Miller and

KrieselV125 active 12-inch 
sub £200, Exposure Super 
8 power amp £200, MS 2Si 
speakers (beech) £35, NAD 
3020 preamp £20.01722 
334694(Wiltshire).

^1<1 Signature 
CD player. Marnatz 601O K1 
Signature amp, Wharfedale 
8.1 speakers. Good condition 
with leads and interconnects. 
01722 503303 (Wiltshire).

ntECHORD COMPANY 
Carnival Silver Screen 
bi-wired and terminated 
speakers cables, mint (£90) 
£45.07729^6847 (West 
Su^tol).

PIONEER Pll^M record 
deck£450, Kenwood
DM3090 mini-disc £60, 
Technics SLP 770 CD £65, Pro
ject Debut II speed box phono 
78, adaptor£120. 01708 
457691 ^(Es_
RUARKCL20floorstanders, 
approx seven years old. 
Sixohms/87dB sensitivity. 
(£1,650) £575.
0789 206056 (Su^^.
I^ELE^LA CD player 
f1,400,Vecteur 6-2 amplifier 
2x 160RMS£800,Avalon NP 
2.0 loudspeakers (slight 
damage to one cabinet) £800. 
07811738295or028914 
73795or
Sara.mckinty@hotmail 
co.uk^orthem Ireland).

RUSS ANDREWS purifier 
block with one-metre 
reference powerkord, 
Super purifier plus three 
silencers. £700.
0190^894(Dudley).

For sale / W
anted

To submit your advert to us, 
please email hifichoice@ 
futurenet.com or alternatively, 
use the postal form below. Please 
limit ads to a maximum of 30 
words, ensuring all details, model 
names etc are correctly stated. 
Kindly also include your email, 
telephone number and home 
county. We regret that we cannot 
take adverts over the phone.
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FILM
"A stand-up nroutillconlainfi 

210 little ^t^^ ^^

He's the'funniest man in An^oca'. 
A natural successor to Richard Pryor. 

SNL alumni. a documentary 
maker and want^he songwriter.

Chris Rock. '"If p*^^ knownow what’ 
^rn^ata^point, 

they'renotjS'li^to laughhe

Smart. Funny. Sexy.
(And the people we interview aren’t bad either...)

Every issue. Total Film offers the latest movie news, 
essential interviews and the most trustworthy film 

reviews anywhere in the world. 
Oh, and the odd dodgy joke...

FILM
THE MODERN GUIDE TO MOVIES 

ON SALE IN ALL GOOD NEWSAGENTS
[TAEMltiD^u5wihG^

INCEPTION
INSIDE THE ULTIMATE HEAD TRIP

THE 27 MOST
/ MOVIES EVER! »«« , fl I-'I ?■ !
4 MEET THE MASTER T ■ ' * ? ' 1

OF MINO FUCKS ’

WWW.MYFAVOURITEMAGAZINES.CO.uk • WWW.TOTALFILM.COM/SUBSCRIBE
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uk readers: overseas readers:
Hi-Fi Choice Back Issues, Unit 4 Hi-Fi Choice Back Issues, 
Tower House, Sovereign Park, Cary Court, Somerton,
Market Harborough. Leics LE16 9EF Somerset. TAI I 6TB UK

Next month

Coming up in the next issue of the UK's finest hi-fi title...

IN

RESOLUTION AUDIO 
CANTANACD
Incredible design 
meets cutting-edge 
tech in one of 201 O's 
most promising players

PLUS e Our regular round-ups of accessories and music, our unrivalled
• six-way Blind-Listening Group Test, the most trustworthy hi-fi

reviews on the planet, not to mention the latest news, views and features from 
UK’s most reliable guide to high-performance audio.
ISSUE 336 ON SALE THURSDAY JULY 22 2010

BACK ISSUES & REPRINTS

ARCAM'S 
NEW SOLO!
Will the new streaming Solo put Arcam 
back at the top of the one-box tree?

I

ISSUES REQUIRED
Month year Issue

COST
United Kingdom £5.95 
Europen Union £6.95 
Outside the EU £7.95
(pr/ce per issue)

How to order a back issue
Back issues are available by post and from 
^ww.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk. They cost 
£5.95 (UK), £6.95 (Europe) or £7.95 (rest of the 
world). All prices include p&p. You can also order 
by phone on 0844 848 2852 or +44 1858 
438794 (overseas). We accept MasterCard and 
Visa credit cards, and Maestro debit cards. 
Alternatively, send a cheque or PO made payable 
to Future Publishing Ltd. For back issues only, 
please use the form on the left.

How to order a reView reprint
if you're interested in an HK review of an older 
component and the back issue has sold out, 
we can usually send photocopies of individual 
reviews to any UK address for a flat fee (inc p&p) 
of £5 per review. You must know in which issue 
the original review appeared; we are unable to 
search back issues for old reviews, sorry. Please 
send a written request, enclosing a cheque for 
£5 made payable to Future Publishing Ltd, to: 
Hi-Fi Choice Reprint Senrice, Future PubUshing, 
2 Balcombe Street, London, NWl 6NW
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WHIG SMARTPHONE?
Choose the best phone at the best pric

Phones@TechRadar is packed with the 
UK's most comprehensive independent 
smartphone reviews. And when you've 
decided which one's best, you can find 
the latest deals from over l 00,000
options at our online store. / /

tech
L______ J

**radar™™.-:
^æp into technology

V isit teeh radar.corn? phones today



www.hifichoice.co.uk Buyers guide Htfi ^^3HiFi Choice
Buyers 
Gu.de

Welcome to the Hi-Fi Choice Buyer's 
- * Guide - the ultimate directory to the 
W very best high-performance hi-fi gear 
x that you can buy. Here, you'll find our 

favourite current products listed under easy- 
to-use categories, with up-to-date pricing and 
trustworthy verdicts.
Reviews you can trust
Hi-Fi Choice test results are 
the most reliable in the 
business. We employ the 
UK's most respected hi-fi 
journalists and use the most 
stringent techniques to 
ensure our ratings are the 
ones you can trust. All the 
equipment we rate most 
highly is contained within 
these pages, from CD and 
vinyl to the latest disc 
players, amplifiers, tuners 
and loudspeakers

Reviews online
We've also included 
techradar listings where 
our reviews appear online.

THIS ISSUE'S HIGHLIGHT
THE LINN UPHORIK phono stage 
is a must-have tool for LP lovers. 
Micro-switches customise the Linn 
to suit your choice of cartridge, 
with inputs for both MM and MC.

It reproduces your beloved 
vinyl with crisp, lucid sound 
and the results are an amazing, 
magical experience.

Find out more at Linn.co.uk

To access selected
Hi-Fi Choice reviews, simply 
type: techradar.com/ into 
your browser, followed by 
the six-digit number printed 
in the first column 
of our Buyer's Guide.

How to use this guide
The Hi-Fi Choice Buyer's 
Guide is the best way to 
make a shortlist of 
components to audition. 
Pick the ones that best suit 
your taste and budget, then 
consult our Dealer Classified 
section to find specialist 
outlets where you can try 
them with your favourite 
music and test discs.
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CD players
Any one of these fine players will make sweet music for years to come

Up to £1.000
Badge Product Price Comments

V '<? “5-

• Arcarn CD17 700 Civilised sound, with a positively deluxe treble. Bass is clear, if not the weightiest ever • : • • • • • 315

• Audio Analogue Crescendo 599 Simple playerthat's clear and communicative with the appropriate partnering equipment : ••• • : • 329

• CarnbridgeAudioAzur840C 700 Superbly capable with a resolution and tonal evenness that's well worth hearing (silver finish) • : • • • : 315

• CyrusCD6SE 900 A combination of detail and sheer musical energy with a hint of high end to the performance
.....................

' • : • 318

• Harrnan/Kardon HD990 550 Highly detailed with excellent extension at both extremes and impressive resolution /594818 : • • : • • • 323

• Marantz SA7003 600 Highly civilised sound may not be to all tastes, but there's plenty of detail to be heard i • ; • : • • i • • 323

• Marantz SA8003 830 Classic Marantz sound in a classy and attractive package. Our favourite sub-£1 ,OOO player /456022 : • : • ; • • • 315

• MicrornegaCD-10 799 The cheapest in the range, the CD-10 has been fine-tuned to please the audiophile • : • 328

• MoonCD5 999 Admirably energetic music-making from this very well-built player • : • • • • 323

• NADC545BEE 350 Apart from slight lack of bass control, sound is very fine indeed - treble is beautifully detailed • : • • • i 322

• Naim CDSi 895 I ts corpetent musical pe rformance exceeds the expectations of an entry-level player : : . • ; 307

• Pioneer PD-D9 850 A mostlywelhbalanced player that's arguably at its best with classical music /636734 • • • • • 326

• Roksan Kandy K2 895 State-of-the-art technology and precision-engineering produces a fine CD performance /483697 : • • • • 315

• Rotel RCD-15 20 695 Lacks optical digital output’ but feature+ount is fine and sound quality is expressive and open !608305 : • : • • : 323

Badge Product Price Comments

e Arcarn CD37 1,300 Excellent detail and imaging, neutral tonality and above-average bass resolution /395096 : 318

Audio Research CDS 5,055 Audibly better than most CD players on the market - assertive and very dynamic /455309 • • • : 312

• Consonance DroplelCDP3.1 1,995 A CD player which gets to the nub of what music is about. Engages the listener every time i • : : • 322

CoplandCDA 825 3,985 This a highly revealing player that delivers music in a realistically engaging form : • : : • : 332

• Creek Destiny 1,400 This player presents the music and nothing but the music and is thoroughly recommended 328

• Cyrus Audio CD 8 SE 1,200 A highly civilised player which can, nevertheless, deal convincingly with raw music /399370 323

e Denon DCD-2010AE 1,700 Well equipped, finely detailed and with good support for compressed audio and iPod 328

EMM LabsXDS1 18,995 Very high-performance two channel only player with the option of a standalone D/A converter • : • : • : • • • : 327

EsotericX-05 3,995 Superb resolve affine detail with a perfectly judged balance and an ability to draw you in /478365 • • • • • : 314

LeernaAntila II 2,735 Great build and multiple DACs give this a fast, revealing and totally engaging sound /612396 • • • ; 323

Meridian GOB 2,400 Advanced digital processing with special apodising filter that gives a very clean sound /455040 • j • • • ; 312

• Micrornega CD-20 1,249 No SACD, unfortunately, but without doubt one of the better mainstream players ' • : : • • 332

Mirnetisrn 20.1 5,107 An impressive player that produces a very convincing and musical sound : • • ; 330

• MoonCD3.3 2,200 With clear, detailed and energetic sound, this player also offers a digital ouput /594609 • • 328

Moon 750D 7,950 Very few CD players can extract as much information off the disc as the 750D • • • ; 331

e Nairn CD5XS 1,790 Its corn posure and openness results in a musical performance that is extremely seductive • •• 334

Rega Isis 5,998 A magnificently musical CD player at a realistic price. USB input is a useful addition • • • 329

e ShanlingCD-TlOOSE 1,700 This player's valve/direct option gives a choice in terms of performance • 328

e SonySCD-XA5400ES 1,199 Elegant, refined control system and very strong CD/SACD performance /465933 • • • • • • : • 313

• Unison Research CDE 2,495 Valve CD playerwith interchangeable DACs doubles as a standalone DAC that oozes musicality /483759 • : • • 1 • : 318

SACD COMPATIBLE Plays high<esolution SACD discs in two<hannel mode. ELEC DIGITAL OUTPUTElectrical coaxial output for digital connection to a DAC or digital 
recorder. OPT DIGITAL OUTPUT Optical Toslinkoutputfordigital connection to a DAC or digital recorder. CD-RW COMPATIBLE Will play CD-RW (rewritable) discs, most CD players can 
cope with CD-Rs. CD ^TEXTWill display album and track titles from inserted disc. BALANALOGUEOUT Balanced XLR output connections for similarly equipped amplifiers. HEADPHONE 
SOCKET Quarter inch (6.3mm) headphone jack fitted to the CD player. VARIABLE OUTPUT Player features both fixed level and variable, volume adjustable outputs.

After 5 years in production, the Dino is still 

one of the most popular phono stages around. 

Highly versatile with accessible switches on the 

baseplate to facilitate a wide range cartridges.

"Never Connected' power supply technology virtually removes all

incoming mains noise allowing only the music to be heard.

Visit our website to learn more about this exciting product and

the high performance Diablo phono stage.

TRichoRd ResearcI-i
Tel: +44 (0)1684 311600 
sales@trichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 (0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com
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Turntables
The best record players money can buy

Price CommentsBadge Product

• Clearaudio Emotion 1,185 Beautifully built with open and clean sound emphasising mid and top, nice timely bass 33/45 • • 309

• Clearaudio Performance 2,300 Ceramic-magnetic bearing spells a surprisingly uncoloured performance 33/45 • • 295

• Continuum Caliburn 125,00 Luxury turntable with state-of-the-art design includes Cobra tonearm and Castellon stand /587169 33/45/78 : • • • 320

• The Funk Firm Funk V2 1,390 Not only as beguiling as those that preceded it, this turntable is also more substantial to boot 33/45 • • • 324

• The Funk Firm Saffire 2,450 I ndividual design and a sound that's refined and neutral with strong timing and dynamics 33/45 • opt opt 309

• HanssAcousticT-30 3,600 The only multi-arm base deck in its price range, it boasts image stability and precise bass 33/45 • opt opt 331

• Lumley Heliosphere 2,495 A distinctive-looking turntable with a unique sound and a performance that reflects your vinyl /560765 33/45 opt opt 319

• MichellTecnodec 608 Needs careful partnering but can deliver a very sophisticated result forthe money 33/45 opt 309
• Michell Gyro SE/RB25O 1,565 A marriage of shot-putter-strength, build quality and robust audio (including arm substitute) 33/45 • • 324

• Pro-Jed RPM-1 Genie 3 190 The Genie is that rare thing of a product with good looks, fine build and excellent sound 33/45 i • • • 332

e Pro-Jed RPM 6.1 750 With its huge platter this is a steady design that’s capable of fine results with a decent cartridge 33/45/78 : • • 294
• Pro-Ject X-Pack 1,000 Combines very strong elements (Ortofon Rondo Red) a kilter package with top sound and value 33/45 : • • • 309
• Rega P3 24 390 Very competent, uncoloured and musical, improved by £148 outboard electronic power supply 33/45 opt • 298
• Roksan Radius 5/Nima 1,375 Sophisticated design with accomplished sound quality, excellent imagery and good isolation 33/45 • i • 248

• SRMArezzo 699 The Arezzo is an excellent source component for those wanting a superb turntable for vinyl replay /625025 33/45 • : 325
• Townshend Rock 7 1,720 Has the ability to pull detail out of a vinyl groove, making it the most resolute turntable at its price 33/45 ' • • 324

• T^mshendRockV/^raUburll 7,000 lfyouwantto hear everything that’s on a record then there's no better machine for the job 33/45 • • 307

Turntables / Phono cartridges / Phono stages

Phono cartridgesMM and MC recommendations
Badge Product Price Comments

; 334

328

Dynavector Karat 17D3 699 One ofthe most thrilling-sounding cartri?ges ?n !he market

Goldring Legacy 595 An MC cartridge bettersuitedtothe smoother-sounding turntable, it unearths a mountain of detail

Grado Prestige Gold 149 Produces rich, open and expansive music with the minimum of fuss

Ortofon Rondo Red 385 Delivers detail, power and resolution and makes a good case for its price

Ortofon Cadenza Red 750 There's much to admire in this cartridge's fine detail and unfussy presentation

Sumiko B^ PointSpecEvo Ill 239 High-output MC with refinement at high frequencies and a nimble, articulate and revealing sound 

van den Hui MC One Special 699 A gorgeous cartridge that's worth the price every time you hear a familiar track in a whole new light 

van den Hui Condor XCM 2,400 A stunning cartridge with stereo imaging, dynamics and resolution to die for

• i ® : 235
> j ¡307

• 330

270

235

265

Price CommentsBadge Product

• Cambridge Audio 640P 100 An outrageously good bargain that suits budget systems, but can confidently survive upgrades : • • : 305
• Linn Uphorik 1,850 Exceptional sound quality, the Uphorik could easily win over the next generation of LP enthusiasts • ® • 334

• Soundsmith Strain Gauge 6,100 Revolutionary kit assembly that rewrites the rules about vinyl playback /618387 324
• Tom Evans Microgroove 480 For dynamics and real bass extension with good tonal colour this is the one to beat Ì • 234

• Trichord Dino/Dino+ 563 Relaxed yet resolute with very good image depth and natural balance, not to mention great flexibility : • • ® • 234

(¿2333233 SPEEDS Speeds offered in rpm. SUSP SUBCHASSIS Turntables with a sprung or suspended support for the platter and arm. SWITCHABLE SPEED CHANGE Some decks 
require manual lifting of the belt from one pulley to another to change speed, but not these ones. SUPPLIED WITH ARM Deck is supplied complete with tonearm - some require a 
separate purchase in this department, but the dealer will fit itforyou. SUPPLIED WITH CARTRIDGE Some decks are supplied with a starter cartridge and this is included in the price 
shown. MM Moving magnet cartridge - see amp and phone stage features to match this type. MC Moving coil cartridge - see amp and phone stage features to match this type. REPLACEABLES*ffiUS Some cartridges have separate styli for ease of replacement, but it compromises sound quality.

HFC TOP PICKS

Cambridge Audio 640 P £100
I f you need a low-cost way to get your turntable 
talkingtoyour amplifier, this is by far the best 
option, just pop into your local Richer Sounds

Dynavector Ka rat 1703 £699
The 1703 gets very close to the results achieved 
with MCs attwicethe price and few can touch it in 
terms of sheer musicality and resolution of detail

Townshend Rock 7 £1,720
Agreatturntable for those upgrading from an entry
level deck. Sound engineering at a bargain price 
sets this deck apart from the competition
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Radio tuners
Surf the airwaves with these carefully selected tuners

FM tuners
Badge Product Price Comments

e CreekAudio Evolution 350

Rega Radio 3 

T+AT1210R

DAB/FM tuners

• Arcam FMJ T32

e OnkyoT-4555DAB

390

1,200

FM,M 80 308

20 283

283100

/559242 319

DAB 40 298

DAB.FM

FM,M 

FM

Radio tuners / H
eadphones

Buyers guide Hi-Fi
BEST BUY = •

Sound is detailed, cohesive and extended both tonally and spatially-very classy

Strong bass, cleartreble and a high enjoyment factor makes this an appealing FM oerrom^ r 

High-end looks are matched by the sound, which is detailed and sophisticated

600 A highly cost-effective way of optimising the airwaves. iPod functionality is a bonus

400 Admirably free of grain or obvious tonal blemishes, this tuner achieves a high standard

DAB/FM portables

• MonitorAudioAirstream 10 225 The range of features on this DAB/FM/Internet radio : • .cm /636713 DAB.FM,Web 4 • : . i • 326

• Pure Move 80 A feature-packed, beautifully built DAB/FM radio that is a pleasure to use /608367 DAB,FM 20 • i 323

• Pure Evoke-2S (portable) 170 Attractive and well thought-out. Many useful features and enjoyable with classical music /516285 DAB.FM 100 • 318

• Pure Sensia 250 One of the smartest table radios around, offering wireless computer-sourced music DAB.FM,Web 40 • • ' 331

• Pure Avanti Flow 280 One of the best standalone solutions for internet radio with a tonality that’s good for voices DAB.FM,Web 40 • • • 322

• VitaAudio R2i 300 Very smartly built with a sound that's full-bodied, neutral and detailed /611865 DAB.FM 30 • i • i ■ • 323

260 333

• : 350 334

H ¡J H V3 WAVEBANDS Which bands are supported: FM, M - medium wave, L- longwave, DAB - digital audio broadcasting. PRESETS How many stations can be stored
in memory. RDS Radio Data System - station names and program titles can be displayed among other facilities (FM only, DAB has more comprehensive display potential). 
REMOTE CONTROL For the couch potato. SIGNAL STRENGTH METER Useful for setting up an aerial. ROTARY TUNING KNOB An ergonomic alternative to buttons.

Headphones <

Audiophile solutions for home and travel use
Badge Product Price Comments

e AudioTechnicaATH-ADEY 100 Bulky, but comfortable, this headphone offers a gen e rous spread of virtues

AudioTechnicaATH-WlEYX 649 Fine advert forthe virtues of closed-ba;kheadphones, with great bass and background noise reduction

•
•

Beyerdynamic IJT770

BeyerdynamicTl “ “ * * *. ****** .
Bowers and Wilkins P5

179

880

250

One of the most tonally satisfying closed-back headphones around with excellent detail

A characterful, enjoyable music-maker with a detailed, weighty sound

A superb headphone with B&W's sound and build quality sealing the deal

• 270 • 333

331

• : • : 195 • : 333

e Grado SR60i 100 A strong contender with out-of-class sound in most areas: a brilliant budget all-rounder

e Grado SRBOi
- --- ..... ....... * *

/603478 • i • '210: • : 322

e GradoGSlEYi

• Grado PSlOO

• Sennheiser HD380

• Sennheiser HD650

• Seen heiserH DEY

120

1,100

1,795

140

330

1,0003™—

A beautifully neutral and open-sounding headphone that's lively and energetic too

A superb transducer, capable of astonishingly high performance standards*****.************************  *.**.**•**.*«** **************•*« **************  ********* *********** *********************************  •***•*•*•• *•• ************ ********* • • ******* ****** ****** *** * * * 
Offer excellent detail and effortless dynamics, but they can be heavy to wear after a while

This model offers good sound and is a worthy alternative to in-ear monitors

Clear and detailed, with very natural tonality through bass and midrange with just a little coloration

/624782

These headphones will convert loudspeaker listeners to the O''igsm ¡u ■-'■-one. stereo performance ! IM?269

•

•

•

• : 322

• : 325

500:. : 329

• : 327

• : : 275 : • i 312

• • 350 324

ELECTROSTATIC Uses electrostatic film instead of more common cone or dome dynamics. SUPRA-AURAL Earpads sit on ear rather than around it. CIRCUMAURAL 
Earpads rest on the head around the ears. OPEN BACK Vented capsules let sound in and out. CLOSED BACK(•) Sealed capsules. WEIGHT In grams. 3.SMM JACK ADAPTOR 
Allows connection to personal stereos, computers etc.

HFC TOP PICKS

PURE Sensia £250
PURE's ground-breaking touch-screen DAB 
radio has changed the way we interact with radio 
forever and sets thestandard for innovation

ACST2 £500
For regular travellers, the ACST2 with its custom- 
moulded earpieces is an obvious choice, thanks to 
all-day comfort and a perfect fit for any ear

Sennheiser H 0650 £330
An easy recommendation - Sennheiser's HD650 

should really cost more than this - it's simply 
fabulous and a genuine bargain
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Amplifiers l|l^^
Our pick of the best one-box amps out there

Buyers guide Hi-Fi
BEST BUY = • A

m
plifiers / Pre/pow

er am
plifiers

Up to £1,000
Price CommentsBadge Product

• Audio Analogue Crescendo 599 In a room of appropriate dimensions, this amplifier has real musical presence 5 • 50 329

• Cambridge Audio 840A v2 800 A chunky powerhouse with features aplenty, this amp offers detail and delicacy (silver finish) 8 • • ■ 120 327

• Marantz PM8003 750 Detail isn't the utmost, but great vitality makes this amplifier quite thrilling 5 MM e e : 70 327

• Moon 1.5 999 A likeable amp in many ways, with admirable bass, treble and imaging 5 • • : 60 321

e NAD C3226BEE 320 Unusually confident into awkward loads and very assured especially in bass. Treble a touch recessed: /603281 7 • • : 50 322

• Puresound AlO 685 A superbly involving valve amp at a very competitive price and with genuinely excellent results 2 10 331
• Roksan Kandy K2 895 Superior design and high-performance credentials makes this amplifier a must-have bargain /483722 5 MM • 125 315

Above £1,000

• ArcamA38 1,480

e Astin Trew AT200PWS 1,740

Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta 1,450

A winning combination of sonic virtues including highly developed detail and musicality

If you prefertimbral and timingqualities of music to its bone-crunching potential, thisis a contender

Detailed and lively, particularly in the upper octaves, but lacks a little bass extension

• CreekZ350 Evolution 1,075 One of the most attractive amps in its price range, with a sound that’s immediately satisfying

e Denon PMA-2010AE 1,700 High-class, well-equipped integrated,with a performance that is muscular, refind and detailed

• Electrocompaniet Pl-2

• Electrocompaniet ECL3

1,600 A superb all-rounder, with insight on one hand and effortless musical flow on the other

1 ,650 This is an im p ressivel Yresol ute and p owerfu I integrated amp lifier fo r themoneY
_ ^. _ .. __ __

• Gryphon Atilla 6,995 Exceptional subtlety and definition, hy-enough power to cope with just about anything musical

• Harman/Kardon HK 990 1,000 Very clever, with built-in DSP room correction - but most importantly a powerful and revealingampl

• Leema Pulse 1,270 Admirable bass which combines extension, tautness and clarity. Higherfrequencies are highly detailed

• Leema Tucana II 3,425 Highly featured, well-built and not short of power, this is a highlyresolute and organic amp

Lyngdorf Millennium MkIV 10,995 State-of-the-art digital amp successfully transcends virtually all problems that afflicts others of its type

•

•

Micromega lA^lTS

Mimetism 15.2

1,125 Fast and fluid performerthat brings a touch of panache to its role

5,415 A powerful amplifier with great dynamics and high resolution that’s rare even at this price

e MSB Platinum M200

•

•

Myryad MX12080

NAD 375BEE

13,656 ■ ' . - . .. benchmark that few will auprujcc

1,200 Sound is more assured at the top of the frequency range, though bass is melodious and detailed

• Naim Audio NAITXS

Rega Osiris

1,000 A good, solid amplifier that is fundamentally musical and gives a great bang for your buck

1,250 Its spellbinding, refined musical performance is a challenge to all integrated amplifiers

5,998 Very solid all-round performer has massive power reserves and splendid stereo imaging

/498536

7

4

5 MC

5 MM.'MC
6 MM.'MC
6

/618304 5

5

/594820 7 MC

5

/612396

/603231

/603452

/625323

65 ■ 332

160 320

120 334

100 327

100 328

160 321

MM MC
148 323

150 322

100 332

180 330

; 322

8 80 ; 327

7

6

6

80 328

70 i 327

70 324

150: 325

60 : 317

opt 100: 332

162; 329

Pre/power amplifiersSeparate boxes can bring clear advantages
Up to £2,000

Badge Product

•

Price Comments

• TS^Miot)r^^ 2,000 Enterprising technology delivers a pre/power combo that always sounds detailed and controlled * • [ s [•pti* Y??[309

NADC165BEE/C245BEE 1,190 An alternative to the usual integrated route and one that offers flexibility and fines?und • : : : : :• [ 6 : • : . 35 [ 331

Above £2,000

•

• Arcam C31/P38 2,450
• Border Patrol Control Unit 3,995
• Bryston BP16/2BSST2 5,700

Bryston BP26

•

Very civilised sound in the best possible way. Well featured and smartly built

Bluff-looking valve preamp, with one of the most neutral yet dynamic sounds around
***•■**'*-***.... ........................ ...... .... ................................... ................................................ ....... ..................
Preamp and power amp combo offers superb sound quality

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Chord Prima/Mezzo 140 

Classe CP^700/CA-M400 

Cyrus DACXP (preamp/DAC) 

Digital Do Main Ba-1 

Hovland HP-100/RADIA 

Naim NAC152XS/NAP155XS 

Roksan Caspian M Series-1 

Trilogy909/990

3,670 Cracking preamp bringsdetailed results

7,135 Small, muscular, beautifully made and styled, and sounds like adream..............................................................................................................
9,200 Pre plus mono power combo with superb build, huge power and enormous flexibility.

2,275 ADAC/prewith naturalness and resolution to die for and six digital inputs for signals up to 96kHz

6,495 By recreating theV-FET, DDM has built one of the most thrilling ampifiers on the market
.

/608649 ® • 6

:• • 7 optTS • : )00: 308

: • 5 TSopt : 277

:1 00 : 323

8

• Ì • i 5. •»-:<.[.... • ,.i.e : • : 6

• : 2. j . 4

opt ’ :

: • )20

:opt: • :400
.

300

308

269

293

266

327

18,900 Uncommonly musical valve/transistor hybrid transcends stereotypes, one of the genuine high achievers :

1,920 Preamp and power amp duo offers excellent performance and classic Nairn virtues

2,800 A powerful and enjoyable-sounding amplifierc?mb? that brings ?utthe stren^hs?fits CD player
....-

9

6

• • 5

10,390 Lximmeiv musical valve baseci pmriik with hvhnd power and beautiTSlfìnish /62522Ó o

opt : 125

• : 60
• 85

250

324

3 07

‘00 325
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E3ZEG3 inputs Input sockets for source components with a line level output: CD players, DVD players, tape decks, tuners, phono stages etc. PHONO INPUT 'nput sockets
and on-board phono stage for a cartridge. Either MM (moving magnet) or MC (moving coil), occasionally both. EMOTE CONTR0 A remote control is supplied with the amplifier.
HEADPHONE SOCKET fo drive your cans with. POWER OUTPUT Manufacturer's rated output in watts per channel.
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Cables
Cables really can make a difference, especially our top recommendations

Analogue interconnects

• Audioquest Sidewinder 45 A detailed cable, with fine tonality and excellent rhythm : • • : 297

• Black Rhodium Prelude 90 Practical and sensibly priced all-rounder thatseems happily compatible with a wide range of kit • • 293

• Black Rhodium Coda 150 Superb bass with neutral and detailed midrange. treble sweet with occasional slight constriction • • 298

• Black Rhodium Polar Illusion 250 A good all-rounder, with clear and purposeful bass and particularly fine treble • • 321

• Cambridge Azur Reference 50 Performance wouldn’t shame a cable at twice the price: especially adept in the treble • • 296

• Chord Co. Indigo Plus 995 Costly, and high-class cable needs running in, but this is a finely detailed design overall /608313 • 323

• Clearer Audio S'lver-line 283 Complex, well-screened cable which offers good sound all round with exceptional bass • • 279

• Crystalcable Piccolo 348 Thin, tougher than it looks, has some qualities of a solid-core type - resolution, focus and articulation • • 294

• KimberTimbre 145 A very neutral cable that will complement even very upmarket systems • • 312

• Monster M350i 45 Few cables at this price reveal so much about the recording space. • • 281

• Monster M1^Wi 230 Very capable, with only a hint of bass dryness to set against excellent results elsewhere • • 284

• Nordost Wyrewirard Dream 110 Slight lack of precision in extreme treble, otherwise detailed and neutral with authoritative bass • • 303

• Oehlbach NF214 63 The bass is a matter of taste, but suits many smaller speakers with good mid and treble • • 281

• QED Signature Audio S 190 Mellifluous and rounded, this cable is a great choice for lovers of the human voice • • 332

• Supra EFF-IX 77 Lively sounding which maintains a high level of detail and neutrality, musically, a great all-rounder • • 306

• Townshend lsolda DCTlOO 99 Particularly enjoyable cohesion and naturalness that makes forgreat listener involvement • • 312

• van den Hui The Wave 125 Neutral, with a hint of upper-bass richness: images seemto reside slightly further away than most • • 312

Digital interconnects

• Kimber DV-30 98 A superb performer that lacks very little, evenwhen compared to Kimber's high-end models • : : • : E 317

• Merlin Scorpion Digital 130 Reduces distortion, making sound clear with unusually revealing low frequencies : • j ' E 317

• Supra AnCo 30 This cable can give a useful fìlli p to a good tra nsport/DAC com bi nation, even in a high-end context • ! • j E 304

Speaker cables (price per metre)

• Atlas Hyper 1.5 12.5 Don't look to this cable to beef up the bass, but at higher frequencies is revelatory at the price • • 299

• Atlas Ascent 2.0 60 A highly analytical cable and very fine detail across the board • • 294

• Chord Co. Silver Screen 6 Screened speaker cable with excellent treble, but just a little light in the bass at times • • 310

• CrystalCable Piccolo 1,395 A chip off the old block, has a similarly fast, fluid and subtle sound (price -3 metre pair) • • 302

• Kimber4VS 155 In the right system, this cable is a good choice (price reflects 2.5 metre terminated pair) • • 329

• Monster MCX-1s 5 Notable for its bass. perhaps a touch overdone at times but could be a good foil to small speakers • • 280
• Nordost Heimdall 185 Alternative to Valhalla, silver-plated, micro-monofilament construction, suitable for exacting systems • • 278

• QED X-Tube XT300 12.5 A natural and controlled-sounding cable that's cost-effective for mid-priced systems • • 310
• QED Revelation 15 Sensibly priced, this cable offers a performance which is a step-up from budget types • • 318

• Townshend lsolda OCT 50 Cryogenicallytreated 'impedance^matched' cable with stabilising components added • • 241

• van den Hui The Wind 50 Separate conductors provide room for experimentation, conductor quantity keeps resistance low • • 318
• Wireworld Solstice 52 25 Rather bulky and awkward, but performance amply justifies it with superb bass solidity • • 310
• Wireworld Oasis 6 40 Excellent bass with tunefulness and extension all first-rate. Awkward to handle, though /617560 • 324

EZSCSJISTRANDED Cable has a number of (usually) twisted strands to conduct the signal. SOLID COR Cable has one or more individually insulated strands to conduct the signal. 
COPPER Material used to form the conducting element of the cable. SILVER Alternative material used to form the conducting element of the cable. DlGITAL^CABLETYPE E-electrical, 
0 - optical. Cables are one metre length unless otherwise stated.

HFC TOP PICKS

QED Revelation £15 (per metre)
Giving a consistent result with a wide range of 
amplifiers and speakers, the Revelation speaker 
cable boasts a good performance in all areas.

Kimber DV-30 £59 (0.5 metre)
A superb performer that lacks very little, even 
compared to Kimber's high-end models. Tonality, 
detail and imaging are really very fine.

Black Rhodium Polar Illusion £250
This super-cooled, unshielded interconnect with 
solid, silver-plated copper insulation, delivers a treble 
performance that's admirably clear and crisp.
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Stereo speakers
The most influential link in the chain
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% %- % 'V-’r X
Badge Product Price Comments

• Acoustic Energy Aegis Neo 3 363 Pretty, neutral floorstander sounds open with wide dynamic range and good bass weight : 20,90.5,24 i • Í A । 24 • 294
• Acoustic Energy Radiance 1 600 Limited bass, power handling and dynamics, but exceptional mid-to-treble voicing : 18.5,32,25 i : A i 33 • 325
• Amphion Ion L 900 Sharp styling, fine mid/treble coherence a sweet treble, but less happy bass alignment 16232626.5 A 40 • 310
• ATC SCM11 867 A very fi n e little s p ea ker t-at its best with natural recordings where it adds little 21,38,25 A- 55 • ' 293
• AudioPro Avanti A.10 350 A tough and effective little speaker - overall balance is quite smooth and even 19,29,26 A 5 38 ■ • 319
• Bowers and Wilkins CMl 488 Luxury miniature has laid-back sound, low coloration and fine imaging, but weak dynamics 16.5,28,28 A- 40 279
• Bowers and Wilkins 684 699 A fine all-rounder at a realistic price, has a smooth, even and nicely open balance /483503 20,9130 • : 22 i • i 315
e Bowers and WIlkms 683 879 Hrgh-c I ass drivers and a great price makes for a warm : y recommended spea ker 20,99,34 • : ■ 20 • 304
• DALi Ikon 6 999 Needs care with setup, impressively transparent and obsessively detailed sound 19,100,33 • A 37 • : 271
• Dynaudio OM 2/10 880 Has fine dynamics, grip, bass and headroom and is well mannered 275,45,35 A 22 : • : 299
• Focal Chorus 706V 389 Advanced drivers deliver an even, healthy dynamic expression and tension 22,39,25 A 27 ! • 319
• Focal Chorus 726V 950 Compact and realistically priced, the Chorus 726V is a good all-round performer 2299,375 i • i A 25 ■ • : 325
• JBL Studio 700 Good value floorstanderwith neutrality, massive headroom and plenty of punch 2299,37 ; • A 25 : • : 275
• KEF iQ50 599 Looks cute and very discreet, with spacious imaging, good balance and a sweet treble /483527 17.5,81.5,26 • A 23 \ • Ì 315

• Monitor Audio BR2 230 Good-looking standmount has a muscular sound with superior coherence 18.5,35,25 A- 30 ■ i • 294

• Monitor Audio BRS 450 Not the best dressed in its class, but detailed, bold-sounding and good value 17,85,25 • A- 36 • : 293
• Monitor Audio Silver RS8 850 Bold, dynamic sound, it's an easy load that works well in larger rooms 90,18,27 c 33 276

• Monitor Audio GS10 900 More neutral tonally than some recent MAs, the GSlO is is easy to drive 20,36,27 A- 40 • 284

• PMCDBli 985 Could be more neutral, but a very effective musical communicator 15.5,29,23.4 äc 30 ; • : • i 334

• ProAc Tablette Ref Eight 704 Stunning standmount with electrostatic-like imagery. Its brother is even better! 15,27,23 A+ : 40 • 267
• Q Acoustics 1010 110 Neatly styled miniature has limited bass and power handling, fine ।idband voicing 15,21.5,19.5 A 48 • i 286

. .. .
A 23390 : 15,32,23.6

Outstanding value, t smooth well-balanced and lively sound makes a fine communicator /516273 17.5,25,26.5 Ai 60 • • 318• Q Acoustics 1020i-   —•• —.................... ..............
• Rega RSl

• Russ Andrews SP-1 352

• Spender S3'5R 750

Clever close-to-wall speaker has a fine coherence and good communication skills 

This tweaked Focal 705V RA has a sound that is immediate, engaging and, and great fun 

Lacks dynamic muscle and loudness potential, smooth neutrality and g bass extension 16.5,30.5,1.5

A+ 65

• 319

• 309

25 • • 310

• Tannoy Revolution DC4T

• Tannoy Revolution DC6

• Wharfedale Diamond 9.1

599

900

150

Ultra-compact, lacks bass weight and dynamic tension, but sounds open and coherent

Pretty compact standmount, delivering a lively bass and smooth, coherent midband

Superior shape and finish. Sound is laid back, but free from boxiness

488857 15,85,16 : • 4023,36.5,23 • 316

A 40 : : • 307

• Wharfedale Diamond 10.5 480 Despite the price, the 10.5 ticks many of the boxes, with superior voice band coherence

19.5,30,28 A- 45 i •

/636778 22,88,30 • A- 50 >

307

326

Above £1,000

Adam Audio Tensor Delta 8,400

AE Energy Radiance 2 1,000

This active loudspeaker brings a powerful range of capabilities to its performance

This speaker boasts fine neutrality, sweet top, fine imaging and wide dynamic range

33,56,34 : I A' 50: • ' 329

18.5,92,25 . • A 30 334

•

•

•

•

AE Energy Radiance 3

Amphion Aigon2 Anniversary
1,500 This speaker’s effective enclosure ensures a wide dynamic range and a very clean sound /5 872 36 : 23,9229.7 :e A : 27 ; • : 320

Amphion Argon 3L

Aspara HL6 

ATCSCM16A

Audioplan Kontrapunkt IVB

Audiovector 53 Super 

AurousalVS

1,200

2,300

4,300

Notably superior coherence, focus, fine neutrality and dynamic range with low coloration 

Solid build ensures an impressively clean sound with loads of bass and fine neutrality 

Acoustic material sounds great and there are many strengths in design and performance

19,38,31 A 24 : • 317

19,925,30.5 • 26 : • 32218.5,93,34.5 : • A • ■ : 332

2,376

2,898

2,600

Makes a great case for the active speaker. Includes built-in amps and is good value

Boasts exceptional stereo imaging and mid-through-treble coherence

Useful ability to upgrade, offers good musical communication and stereo imaging

2745,33 ACT 42 Í • 30016,35,26 : • A 45 i •

19103,31 i • A 50 : •

329

328

314• Fine coherence and imaging of a single driver system, extra help at rAs frequency extremes /479149 27ANAN7 • 20 •1,650

• AVIADM9 1,125 Active........................  •• ' .As Asmypyp . yp ¡As ypAs dynamic sounding 20,30,26 ACT 60 : • ; 301

• Bowers and Wilkins CM9 1,760 Tall, elegant, expressive midband and expansive, but well-controlled bass : /597244 20,102.5,32 i • A 60 i • ' 321

• Cabasse MC40 Java 1,360 This large and handsome speaker has a notably smooth and evenhanded neutrality i : 25,110,35 ; e ; A 20 : . i 325

• Cabasse Bora 2,200 A real enthusiast's choice with high sensitivity, strong bass and powerful dynamics /618354 3327,50 A 52 • ■ 324

• Dynaud As Focus 220 2,630 Cleverty tapered floorstander has a brilliantly smooth, neutral balance and very sweet treble 20.5,98,29.5 • A- 20 • 281

Focal Chorus 816 V 1,099 288• Fine, warm balance, superior dynamics and a sweet top end, but could be smoother 

nmes nicely, goes loud with ease and will produce precise imaging if appropriately set up

28,100,375 : e A+ 20 i •28,104,37.5 • A 45 •• 1,349 287

The W cone makes some qualities associated with Focal's high-end models more competitive• Focal Chorus 816WSE 3081,499 ' • . e A+ 39 •

Focal Chorus 826 V

• Focal Chorus 826W LE 1,879 Focal has turbo charged the 826 resulting in lots of energy, excitement and fine detail 28.2.103.8,37.5 • A • 330

• Focal Electra 1027 Be 4,399 Outstanding mid and top with fine delicacy, low coloration, but lacks some bass grip and drive ' 26.5,11135 • A- 25 • : 276

• Free FSl 3,500 An elegant design with the minimum of wiring. Wireless with Sonos or Airport Express 16,87,27 • :.5 35
: .... : "
• i 301

• Gamut Phis 3,040 Lovely discreet floorstander has excellent sound and several very clever engineering touches : 17,100,24 • 20 • . 305
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Stereo speakers (continued) 
Shapes and sizes for every budget

% '%

Stereo speakers

Price CommentsBadge Product

• Green Mountain Audio Rio 2,000 Fabulously tight timing and coherence makes for a very expressive and musical performer i 20.8,40.6,34.9 e A • 80 : ; • 332

• Guru QMlO 1,595 Avery clever close-to-wall standmount with fine imaging, that sounds a lot bigger than it looks
....................̂ —...
/465869 30252232 - A • 26 : : • • 317

• J amoR9O7 6,600 Arguably the more 'chummy' of)amo's dipole flagships, powerful bass and open midrange /498515 : STAN.1189,7 • • : a : 30 : • • 317

• JBLEverest DD66^ 44,000 Awesomeperfomance in the true meaning of thewo:?& exceptions musical communication ...... STAN 111FLO.5,47_ . • • A : 50 • : 331

• Kudos Cardea (2 1,950 This floorstander is a fine all-round performer with fine voicing and neutrality ; 20,92.5,27 • • 23 ; « ; 322

• KudosCarieaCîO S,250 An absolute honey that fully justifies its hefty pricetag, lacking only a littledynamictension /394973 LO,li2,27 . ; _ 22 T .’ï” 310

• MagicoV2 18,000 High pricing derives this speaker's superb painstaking engineering & if1pressive performance /624700 • 25.5,11500 : • ST AN A • 32 • • • 325

• Magneplan Magneplanar 1.6 2,500 Great with acoustic and classical material, this dipole panel speaker has superb sound quality 48,165,5
r •

: a : 43 : : • • 329

• Mission 796 1,300 Clean, open and detailed, smooth, relaxed loudspeaker does exactly what it says on the box /594834 20.6,008,31.8 • A • 25 • • • 321

• Monopulse 42A 1,995 Oddballstyling, finebass-to-midbalance and dynamics and superbvoice coherence 26,110,25 • e • A : .. 25 : e • 302

• Monitor Audio PL200 4,750 A costly, but beautifully presented loudspeaker with outstanding voicing and character 25.5,100,28.5 • A- ■ • • 330

• Mordaunt-Short Pert 6 LE 4,799 Striking moulded enclosure minimises coloration, overall balance is smooth, neutral and open 24,115,43 e • A : 22 ' . 1 308

• Neat Momentum 3i 1,790 Sounds biggerthan it looks, with good coherence and an impressively wide dynamic range ST AN 223827 • A- : 23 : e • 302

• Opera Callas 3,195 Technicallyinnovative multi-tweeter system, this is a grown up and articulate performer /429144 : 23,37.5,34 32 : • : 311

• Opera Seconda 1,995 Fine styling and finish, plus very superior voicing, if a shade lacking in warmth 24,1025,31.5
..........
• e A 20 e • 314

• PioneerS-2^-W 5,200 This speaker offers superb midband neutrality and exceptional clarity /587272 • 29136.5,42.5 : • : A • 37 : • ' 320

• PMCFBli 2,100 A floorstander that boasts impressive bass extension and a smooth sweet top end /429594 i 20,100,30 • • [ A [ 20 : • : 329

• PMCOBli 3,600 This floorstander delivers a smooth overall balance with wide bandwidth anddynamicrange /429697 • 20,102.5325 [ • STAN A • 20 • » ' T....... 311

e PMC fact. 8 4,600 Beautiful styling, alongside a superb all-round sound with a notab Ie ••vid«? dynamic range 15.5,10538 • A STAN 55 • : 327

• PMC IB2i 8,900 Delivers a top-class sound quality, fine imaging and exceptional dynamic grip /617595 : 33,74,46.5 --«J A : 25 • • • 324

• PSB Synchrony One 3,500 Slim and discreet floorstanderthat delivers superb sound quality and flexible bass /516267 ; 22,10032.5 !' e ; a ; 45 ; e • 318

• RevelF32 3,200 Meticulously balanced, tonally neutral design makes for a taut, well disciplined sound : 22,105,39 = • e • A • 20 • e : 256

• Revolver Screen 3 2,799 Visually dramatic and very successful in delivering genuine high-quality hi-fi sound Ì 50,140.11. A 35 ; e : 329

• Roksan Caspian FR^5 2,475 Sharp-looking speaker sounds exceptionally open and lively without aggression STAN ;2o,:ioo;25 • A 22 : • • 290

• Sonus faber Luito Monitor 1,690 Subtly designed, elegant-sounding package, especially with good recordings /603221 1853533.5 A 55 • • • 322

• Sonus faber Minima Vintage 2,490 Easy, graceful-sounding compact, a natural for acoustic material at moderate volume levels /455417 : 20,33,27.5 :
A 55

■ •
; e : 312

• Sonus laber Cremona Audit. 3,350 Open, exciting and with surprisingly good bass, this is 'The Little Speaker That Could' ST AN 203537 STAN :; A . 50 : e : 305

• SpendorSAl 1,295 Very high-quality sub-miniature with notably superior sound 16.500.5,19 A STAN 30 • : 334

• SpendorSP3/1R2 1,600 Conservative styling, superb neutrality and coherence with unusually low colorat-on ; 22,40,28 A • 37 ; e • 317

• TannoyOefiniiion DCtOT 5,000 Classy speaker has massive base, high sensitivity and precise image f?cus /608326 34,1121532 STAN
' •1

A+ : 35 • • 323

• Triangle Genese Quartet 2^775 Great material value and a solid all-round sonic performance with great loudness potential STAN 2:3,117.37 : • ;
1—.....J

A : 25 • • • •....•— 302

• ”T------------- --------------
Triangle Magellan Concerto 16,250 New 'sw2' version is less immediate than its predecessor, but it remains highly enertaining ■ 00,100,45 • e • A- . 32 • e • 290

• Usher Compass CP-6381 2,500 Lots of speakerforyour money, with plenty of deep bass, unusual styling and massive build 35,127,65 A : 20 e . 270

.... •.... Vivid Audio Kl 14,495 With a subtle, fastandwide bandwidth, this speaker is one of the finest on the planet /625361 28100,45 A • 35 e • 325

• Wilson Benesch Curve 5,383 Much (but not all) of the ACTs performance in a much more compact and affordable package STAN 23,91,37 1 e • A ; 28 e i 254

• Wharfedale Opus 1,500 Great material value and a solid, if bright and forward sound. Has great loudness potential STAN 26,100.5,41 STAN e : A 23 e • 314

• Yamaha Soavo 2 1,200 Cunningly crafted with a beautiful balance that always sounds lively, open and involving : 223835 • ; A ; 28 • • • 296

• Zu Essence 3,750 Realism and communication skills are more than compensation for balance shortcomings ■ 30.5.125,30.5 • : A STAN 25 : • : 327

E2ZSES3 SIZEW,H,D (CM) Width, height and depth of one cabinet in centimetres. LOORCTANDER Speakers that don't require stands. EASE Of DRIVE How much power the 
amplifier needs (approximately) to drive the loudspeaker effectively.A+ 25watts plus 50 watts plus 100 watts plus ACT Active -the speaker has its own in-built amplifier. 
BASS FROM How low the speaker goes -the smaller the number the deeper the bass. FREE SPACE The speakers work best away from wall(s). CLOSE TO WALL The speakers will 
work best when up against a wall (but avoid corners).

HFC TOP PICKS

Amphion Ion L£900
A great-looking loudspeaker that also boasts a 
superb mid/treble coherence and and a super
sweet treble, some positioning care needed

Opera Seconda £1,995
Classy, sealed-box, two-and-a-half-way Italian 
floorstanderwith a very fine fit and finish and a 
superiorvoice band for acoustic work

Audioplan Kontrapunkt IVB £2,898
It's small, it's expensive, but this German floorstander 
contains the finest ingredients and delivers a smooth 
sound with some of the best imaging around
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Equipment supports
Hi-fi equipment supports come in all shapes and sizes
Badge Product

Atacama Equinox
Price Comments
409 Stable, modular design with style and excellent bass transients

Audiophile Base Sid Supp't 1,200 Expensive and quite bulky, but sound is unusually detailed and resonance-free

Blok Stax 300 180 A simple and effective design that gives some useful isolation across most of the audio band

Custom Design Inert Matt 70 Isolation platform can improve the sound of hi-fi components, but is a bit small for most kit

Custom Design XL4 380 Simple construction pays off in smart looks. Sound contribution is minimal

Custom Design Milan

Hi-Fi Racks Podium

509

500

Good-looking stand with nothing more to complain of than slight muddying of detail 

A keenly priced piece of high-class furniture that also happens to sound great

lsonoe Isolation feet 98 A set of four isolation feet that are ideally suited to microphonic kit like tumtables

Partington Minim 470 Adds its own character to rock, but to the detriment of acoustic sounds

Quadraspire QX25 Support 25 Beautifully simple design, cheap and easy to use. Excellent with CD players

Quadraspire Sunoko-VentT 800 .• - ueim • -: mm uncoloured, while rigid and beautifully veneered

Russ Andrews Torlyte Rack

Townshend VSSS

988 Attractive modularsystem made ofvery light Torlyte: a touch of added warmth is its only vice

1,380 This attractive Seismic Sink retains the same excellent vibration-killingsoun? quality

Speaker stands
Not all stands are made equal - try one of our top buys
Badge Product Price Comments

Anvil Sound Display Stand 229 A variety of smart looks available -sound is clear and precise

• Custom Design RS300

• Custom Design SQ404

• Partington Ansa 60

110 An attractive stand whose lack of coloration suits it to high-resolution systems

220 Robust four-pillar design gives very low coloration and maximises performance

119 Elegant fiat-packer'disappears' sonically; restrained but neutral and coherent

• Partington Dreadnought BS 299 Sound is better defined in almost all areas than cheaper, slimmer stands can offer

• Partington Heavi II 499 Robust to the nth degree, this stand helps produce very precise bass and upper frequencies

81i 50,50 »...... . . . . . . . . . . . ^Li . ...... 4 Glass 217
. 57 i

.. —
46,35 :

-
3 MDF 302

40,46 : 3 MDF 334

40x25 Metal 311

60,42 4 Glass 293

57 48,39 4 Glass 302

59.5 Wood 320

Alloy 327

78 45,37 Ì • 5 Glass 302

Acrylic 327
59,47 \ 4 MDF 334

68 54,49 : 4- . . . . !To^e! 240

: 76 ! 35,50 : 4 : Glass : 273

V %¡X
'S O' \

50 20,17 • : ; 1 293

56 16,5,18 • I i 1 281

61 18,16.3 • : 4 283

62 18,15 • : 4 : 232

62 17,23 • i 5 309

; 53 31,22 • 6 287

E233H33 HEIGHT (CM) Height of equipment support and speaker stand (not including spikes) in centimetres. TOP PLATE SIZE(CM Width by depth of the supporting platform(s). 
Single figures indicate a square platform (Speakers generally overhang top plates). FILLABLE The stand can be mass-loaded with sand and/or lead to stop ringing. WELDED As opposed 
to bolt-together construction. NUMBER OF SHELVES To put your kit on (different configurations are often available). NUMBER OF LEGS That support the stand. SHELF 'TYPE Material 
that shelves are made of.

HFC TOP PICKS

Quadraspire QX25 Support £25
Fashioned from two identical pieces of acrylic 
sheet that slide together, these feet create a very 
impressive degree of isolation

f
Partington Dread nought BS £300
Probably the best speaker stand you can buy for 
the money - heavily engineered and backed up 
with sound theory, the Dreadnought is real class

Townshend VSSS £1,380
Although not cheap, Max Townshend's skillfully 
engineered rack nears the ideal in terms of isolation 
and spending more doesn't really bring big gains

Equipment Racks www.standanddeliver.com

Stand & Deliver
The Home Of Audio Visual Furniture

The UK's AV Furniture Superstore 
24 Hour Despatch

■ Stand & Deliver ■

Equipment Racks

Plasma Stands 
LCD Stands 
TV Stands 
Hi-Fi Stands 
Speaker Stands

Equipm
ent supports / Speaker stands
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscribe to Hi-Fi Choice 
today and get a mains 
filter worth over £50!
Get a Russ Andrews ‘The Silencer’ mains filter and save 15% off the the 
cover price when you subscribe for just £11 per quarter by Direct Debit

GIFT
WORTH
£50!

Solutions for better music & movies
www.russandrews.com

“The Silencer does 
just that-banish 
pops and clicks from 
noisy appliances 

j once and for all.”
97//^ Dan George, Editor

Howto 
order

www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/hfc/hfcP12 
Call0844 8482852 quote code HFCP12
Lines open Monday to Friday 8am-9.30pm, Saturdays 8am-4pm
Or fill in the form opposite and return by Freepost
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Why subscribe to 
Hi-Fi Choice?
• Receive a Russ Andrews mains 

filter worth over £50!
• Save 15% off the cover price
• Never miss an issue
• All 13 issues delivered straight 

to your door

About The Silencer 
from Russ Andrews
The Silencer from Russ Andrews does two 
things. Firstly, it protects your equipment 
from the performance-degradingeffects 
of mains spikes and surges and, secondly, 
it filters out unwelcome mains noise that 
comes from other household electronic 
equipment - even your hi-fi itself!
• Noise reduction up to 70dB
• Compact size

Solutions for better music & movies

Visit www.russandrews.com for more 
information about Russ Andrews products

Overseas 
subscriptions 
If you live outside the UK, please call 
+441604251045for our latest prices

UK PRICING

O I'd like to pay £11.00 per quarter by Direct Debit and 
receive my Russ Andrews The Silencer mains filter

____________ PERSONAL DETAILS

Ttle Forename

Surname................................................... MCdress

Postq>de

Telephone.
If you'd like to receive emails and SMS from HfFI CHOICE and Future Publishing and its group 
companies containing news, special offers and product and service information, please include your 
email and mobile no. below.

Email......................................................................................................................

Mobile no.
Please tick here if you are happy for us to pass your details to carefully selected companies so they can send you 
relevant information about their products or services by email Dor SMS D

PAYMENT DETAILS

O I would like to pay by Direct Debit (UK only) and receive my Russ Andrews The 
Silencer mains filter {please complete the Direct Debit form below)
(I understand that ft 1.00 wilt be debited from my account every quarter)

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay Direct Debits

©
DIRECT 
Debit

Originator's Identification 
Number

768195

To the Manager (Bank name)

Address

Name(s) of account holder(s)

Branch sort code

Bank/Building Society 
account number

Ref No (Office use yi

I I
Signature(s)

Date

Future

Postcode

Please pay Future Publishing Direct Debits from the account detailed on this Instruction 
subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this 
instruction may remain with future Publishing and if so, details will be passed electronically 
to my bank or building society.

POST YOUR ORDER
RETURN THIS FORM FREEPOST TO:

HI-FI CHOICE SUBSCRIPTIONS
FREEPOST RSHB-JSCH-ZUST
FUTURE PUBLISHING
10 WATERSIDE WAY
NORTHAMPTON
NN47XD

I offer code hfcpi2 I OFFERENDS 30 AUGUST 2010
| c| Direct Debit and free gift offer only available to UK subscribers
TIRMS AND CONDITIOONS: This is a UK-only offer open to new subscribers paying by Direct Debit only. You will receive 13 
issues per year. Minimum subscription term is 12 months. Gifts are subject to availability. We reserve the right to send you 
an alternative gift of a similar value if this gift runs out. Please allow 28 days for delivery of gifts. Your subscription will start 
with the next available issue. If at any time during the first 60 days you are dissatisfied in anyway, please notify us in 
writing and we will refund you for all unmailed issues. Please tick here if you do NOT wish to receive relevant information 
about products or services from Future Publishing or any of its group companies by post Dor telephone O Please tick 
here if you do NOT wish us to pass your details to carefully selected companies to enable them to contact you about their 
products or services by post D or telephone D Details of Direct Debit guarantee available on request.
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FOCALSPENDORMOON n dAYONCODAEMILLETRIANGLESRMBLADELIUSPURE SOUNDLEEMAATLASELECTROCOMPANIETFURUTECHMARANTZYAMAHADENONKEFDALiORACLEBOULDERPRO-JECTPALMERSRMORTOFONSMEROKSANBEL CANTO

MUSICAL FIDELITY FREE
Airport Pickup

CUSTOM 
ELECTRONIC

DESIGN & 
INSTALLATION 
ASSOCIATION

02887753606
SALES@KRONOSAV.COM

FREE
Demonstration

FREE
Flights

SHOP ONLINE AT

^^w.kronosav.com

CE DI A

Free
OeVwem

All products or systems up 
to £5000 
Available on 24 months 
Interest free Credit.
Example
Coda CSIb Integrated 
amplifier £4S99.OQ 
10% Deposit £500.00 
term 24 months
Monthly payments £187.45 
• subject to terms/ 

conditions
• written details on request

All products or systems 
over £5000
Available on 36 months 
Interest free Credit.
Example
Focal Diablo Utopia 
Speakers SBOOO.OO 
10% Deposit £800.00 
term 36 months
Monthly payments £200.00
• subject to terms/ 

conditions
•written details on request

All products or systems up 
to £1500 
Available on 12 months 
Interest free Credit.
Example
Leema Stream CD 
Player £1270.00 
10% Deposit £127.00 
term 12 months
Monthly payments £114.30
• subject to terms/ 

conditions
• written details on request

mailto:SALES@KRONOSAV.COM
w.kronosav.com
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>try 
before

oundlocation
because cables are 
highly system dependent, 
soundlocation has a wide 
portfolio of cables from Siltech 
and MIT, which you can try 
before you buy.

you 
buy...

soundlocation offers a 
trial service by mail, home 
demonstration or in our own 
studio on systems at different 
price levels from Accuphase, 
Amphion and Astintrew.

visit our website or phone to 
find more details.

07973-253136
www.soundlocation.co.uk

VICK
Since 1967

Consumers 
Choice 

Gold Award 
Winners

New 7,500 sq ff. Stare 
with Superb Air Conditioned Demonstration Rooms

• Free Customer Car Park and Disability Access
• Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit* (20% deposit)

• Open 10:30am - 5:30pm • Mon to Sat

Tel: 01904 - 691600 
^r.. Acckers-HiFi.co.uk

Unit 8 Concorde Pr.k •Amy Johnson Way
Clifton Moor • York • YO30 4W^Subject to status

Quality Hi-Fi Separates from £100 to £10,000 
with Independent Advice from Qualified Staff

and lots more...

Atacama 
Audiolab 
Audioquest 
Chord 
Cyrus 
Dali 
Fatman 
KEF 
Marantz 
Michell 
Mission 
MJ Acoustics 
Monitor Audio 
Mordaunt-Short 
NAD 
Opera 
Ortofon 
Pathos 
Pickering 
Pioneer 
Primäre 
Pro-Ac 
Project 
QUAD 
REL 
Roksan 
Shanling 
SME 
Sonos 
Sugden 
TEAC 
Trichord 
Van Den Hui 
Wharfedale 
Yamaha

http://www.soundlocation.co.uk
HiFi.co.uk
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Outstanding music and video 
systems from a retail shop 
established for over 40 years.

Come and enjoy your 
favourite discs and a cup of 
coffee with our relaxed team.

Every brand we sell is chosen 
for its spectacular quality, 
performance and reliability.

O'Bnen Hi-Fi
60 Durham Road - London - SW20 OTW 
020 8946 1528 or shop@obrienhifi.com 
Tuesday co Saturday from 9am until 6pm 

wv^.obrienhifi.com

tlAOI Aviii

PURE POWER
YOUR CLEANEST, MOST ACCURATE POWER SOURCE

PurePower™ Mains Regeneration

How much 
power does 
your hi-fi / 
AV system 
consume? 
Visit our 
website for 
your FREE 
POWER 
AUDIT. audioemotion

www.audioemotion.co.uk

PurePower 2000
• 1400 Watts Continuous Load
• 2100 Watts Short Duration
• 4200 Watts PeakOur price: £2495
“This is the best, most performance-oriented
AC power device we have ever tested:

Ken Taraszka, AVRev.comUnits start from just £1595, including full battery back up.
e info@audioemotion.co.uk 

t 01333 425 999

Music is our Passion

mailto:shop@obrienhifi.com
obrienhifi.com
http://www.audioemotion.co.uk
AVRev.com
mailto:info@audioemotion.co.uk
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îeakerà.

Tel: +44 (0) 1733 344768

www.hifichoice.co.uk
www.mayflowersounds.co.ukwww.angelsoundaudio.co.uk

A A udio-
Keith Cheat

Kings Langley
Herts

Tel: 01923 352479

Mayflower Sound*
Pete Dunstan 

Scrooby 
South Yorkshire

Tel: 01302711528

^ÆvaiJâ£/ê a/:

Recycle your magazine and seven days later 
it could come back as your newspaper.

www.recyclenow.com The possibilities are endless.

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two channel Hi-Fi. specialising in vinyl replay.As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we can offer our customers home demonstrations.We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers. We also specialise in a cable termination and cable burn in service.Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.
New vinyl records now stocked

ate 

arcam 

dynavector 

epos

epson

grado

isoblue

^kkudos

focal

lyra

naim audio

neat acoustics 

nottingham 

ortofon

sim2

stax

sumiko

trichord

well tempered

ipswich
w w w s i

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups

(01473)
g n a ] s u

655171
< com

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk
http://www.mayflowersounds.co.ukwww.angelsoundaudio.co.uk
http://www.recyclenow.com
http://www.analogueseduction.net
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Hi-Fi, Home Cinema 
& Multi-room AV

...where kv^ific stirs me soi*L

www.ceritech-audio.com 
Tel: 0844 7365719 
Monmouthshire & 
Gloucestershire

s und Cinergy
37 High Street, Aldridge 01922 457926

exposure
focal linn marantz micheli 
monitor audio okki nokki 
onkyo optoma ortofon 
project rei roksan trichord

Ample Parking Tue-Sat 10 - 5.30pm 
E.Vw.soundcinergy.co.uk

Front End Problems?
contact:

The Cartridge Manlt doesn't have to cost an arm and leg to get the best - listen to my Koetsu - and - Decca - eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock & Mitchell & E.A.R. Graham Slee projects. Valve equipment re-build service available.
- Plus cartridge re-tipping service

020 8688 6565
Website: www.thecartridgeman.com

Is this your problem? Here’s your

too loud way too loudloud
It s a common problem The usable range on the 
volume control is all down at the bottom end and 
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult 
E impossible The noise floor may be audible, 

o There is a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators They can be 
used with pre/power or integrated amps to
the problems of excess gam and bring sonic 
benefits with even the most expensive equtpm

£39/pair - post free
01204 366133 www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

RE.Vax
SERVICE

THE MANUFACTURERS' 
APPOINTED SERVICE COMPANY

RE.Vax
SERVICE

Correct Revox Spare Parts Pricing 
24 Hour Estimation procedure 
Manufacturer Upgrades and Advice 
Delivery and Collection Service 
Comprehensive Guarantees

Factory Trained Engineers 
Rapid Response Turnaround 
Full Revox range serviced 
Written Technical Reports 
Late Evening Opening

I H E 11=1 A I E CHNOLDGV L. IMITED

TTL House, Sheeptlck End, Near Lidlington, Bedfordshire, MK43 OSF
Telephone 01525 841999 Facsimile 01525 841009

IAN HARRISON HIFI 
SALE!

Tel: 01283 702875
SPECIALIST SUPPLIER OF 

TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, 
CARTRIDGES ANO PHONO STAGES

INCLUDING: MICHELL. CLEARAUDIO, THORENS, 
SME, REGA, MOTH, HADCOCK, WHEST AUDIO, 
GRAHAM SLEE, TRICHORD, HEED, GOLDRING, 
GRADO, ORTOFON, DENON, KOETSU, SUMIKO, 

CARTRIDGE MAN, m, TRANSFIGURATION, 
BENZ MICRO, AUDIO TECHNICA, LEHMANN AUDIO, 

PRO-JECT AND ROKSAN.
Ml g^&are brand and fully guara^ied.

^Go are not supplied on auroral. Fre UK deliwt"y
Details and prices from: Ian Harrison, 

7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby DE65 6GQ, UK.
Tel: 01283 702875 9am-9pm inc Sundays

Get
for your d Hi-Fi.

We pay up to 
£10/OPO 
fora used -For a FREE valuation visit:

www.trading4u.com/sell-home-audio Trading4^^

To advertise here please 
call Richard Jewels on 

0207 042 4265-IBf W- Jr 1
www.hifichoice.co.uk

http://www.ceritech-audio.com
E.Vw.soundcinergy.co.uk
http://www.thecartridgeman.com
http://www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
http://www.trading4u.com/sell-home-audio
http://www.hifichoice.co.uk
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WM

WMSOUND CINERGY

----------------

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO
Brampton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

GRAHAMS HI-FI
Canonbury Yard, 190a New North Road

INFIDELITY
9 High Street, Kingston-upon-Thames, 
Surrey, KT1 4DA,a 020 8943 3530© www.infidelily.co.uk *

SENSO SYSTEMS
Norfolk House, 16-17 Lemon Street,
Truro, Cornwall TRI 2LSm 0870 458 4438® www.audio-cinema.co.uk

a 01984 624242© www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

ACOUSTICA LTD
17 Hoole Road, Chester, Cheshire 
CH2 3NH
a 01244 344227• www.acoustica.co.uk

London N1
a 020 7226 5500© www.grahams.co.uk

ACTON GATE AUDIO
4 Ruabon Rd, Wrexham,
Clwyd LL13 7PB
a 01978 364500© www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk

AUDIOBOFFS
338 Shenley Road, Borehamwood. 
Herts WO 1TPm 020 8177 4095© www.audioboffs.co.uk

BASICALLY SOUND & VISION
Calveley Court, Southburgh Rd, Reymerston
Norfolk NR9 400
a 01362 820800© www.basicallysound.co.uk

ASTLEY AUDIO LTD
3 Marketplace, Wallingford, 
Oxfordshire 0X10 OEG
a 01491 839305© www.audioimages-hifi.com

STUDIO AV
44 High Street, Eton, Berkshire, 
SL4 6BL

37 High Street, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands 
WS9 8NL01922 457 926www.soundcinergy.co.uk

AUDIO COUNSEL
26 High Street, Cheadle, Cheshire 
SK8 1AL
a 0161 491 6090© www.audio-counsel.co.uk

DIVINE AUDIO EM
The Courtyard, Bennett's Place, High Street, 
Market Harborough, Leicestershire LE16 7NLm 01858 432999© www.divineaudio.co.uk

SYNERGY AV HI-FI
12a West St, Congleton, Cheshire 
CW12 3JB
a 01260 280017© www.synergyav.co.uk

AUDIO IMAGES
128 London Road North, Lowestoft, Suffolk 
NR32 1HB
a 01502 582853© www.audioimages-hifi.com

VICKERS HIFI
24 Gillygate, York, 
YO31 7EQ
a 01904 629659© www.vickers-hifi.co.uk

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, 15a Kingsway North, 
Warrington, Cheshire WA1 3NUm 01925 828009© www.dougbradyhifi.coma 01753 631000© www.studioav.co.uk- - - - - - „- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

THE RIGHT NOTE SW
56 High Street, Saltford, Bristol
BS31 3EJ
a 01225 874728 © www.loissoftware.co.uk/rightnote/index.asp

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE EM
120-122 Afreton Road, Nottingham, 
Nottinghamshire NG7 3NR® 0115 9786919© www.nottinghamhifi.co.uk

SE - South East, GL - Greater London, SW - South West, E - East, 
EM - East Midlands, WM - West Midlands, NE - North East, 
NW-North West, W- Wales.

HIFICHOICE
To advertise in the dealer directory, 

Please contact 
Tony Martin +44 (0) 207 042 4253 

tony.martin@futurenet.com

http://www.infidelily.co.uk
http://www.audio-cinema.co.uk
http://www.alternativeaudio.co.uk
http://www.acoustica.co.uk
http://www.grahams.co.uk
http://www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk
http://www.audioboffs.co.uk
http://www.basicallysound.co.uk
http://www.audioimages-hifi.com
http://www.soundcinergy.co.uk
http://www.audio-counsel.co.uk
http://www.divineaudio.co.uk
http://www.synergyav.co.uk
http://www.audioimages-hifi.com
http://www.vickers-hifi.co.uk
http://www.dougbradyhifi.com
http://www.studioav.co.uk
http://www.loissoftware.co.uk/rightnote/index.asp
http://www.nottinghamhifi.co.uk
mailto:tony.martin@futurenet.com


BACK PAGEMALCOLM STEWARD

Perfect sound forever
Malcolm Steward takes a detailed look at how to achieve the 
optimum sound quality when archiving your precious music

n the last issue's The Back Page 
■ column, documenting the 

incorporation of 'unpackaged ' 
media into my audiophile life, I 

reported that I had converted all my 'pure' 
PCM WAV rips to lossless FLAC files. Although 
FLAC reduces the amount of hard disk storage 
space that they require, this was not why I 
compressed over 8,000 files on one particular 
disk. The change was intended primarily to 
provide the collection with comprehensive 
metadata, which the WAV format does not 
consistently support.

Having metadata is a vital consideration if 
you intend to stream the music to any UPnP 
(Universal Plug and Play) rendering devices in 
your home, such as a Linn Majik DSi (HFC 
332), Nairn Uniti or similar.

I chose FlAC because it is not a lossy 
compression system and does not 'throw away5 
any musical data: it is the complete opposite to 
MP3 compression, in fact. The beauty of the 
format is that you can convert a PCM WAV file 
to FLAC and then reverse the process and tum 
the file back into the original string of bits with 
which you started. In truth it might not be an 
entirely identical string of bits, but the critical 
musical sections, the 'fmt' and 'data' sub
chunks of the WAV file will be absolutely the 
same as the original.

When converting to FlAC you can employ its 
verification option in which a decoder is run in 
parallel to the encoder and its output is 
compared against the original input. If any 
difference is discovered the process halts and 
alerts you with an error.

While the file format is ideal in this respect, 
it is not without a minor niggle for discerning 
listeners. When you convert to FLAC you can 
specify the level of compression that you wish 
to apply to the original data. When I did my 
first conversion, I applied near-maximum 
compression to each file on the disc, forgetting 
that I wanted minimal compression on those to 
which I listen to frequently. I did not want to 
suffer the inconvenience of having to revert 
those FIACs to WAVs whenever I wanted to 
enjoy them fully, even though I still had copies 
in WAV format on other disks, so I had an 
alternative escape route, at least.

My concerns
You might be wondering why I am concerned 
by all this. The reason is simple: I do not enjoy 
listening to anything but the indisputable best 
when I settle down to appreciate music fully 
and the easiest way to ensure this with 

computerised audio is to minimise the amount 
of work the rendering device is having to do to 
play it. So, WAV with zero compression will 
sound better than FLAC, which requires 
processor power to decode the file.

The magnitude of the difference in the sound 
quality of those rips may well be marginal, but 
when I am using my active Nairn DBL system, 
as opposed to my less-revealing Nairn Uniti 
office system, I feel much happier knowing I am 
listening to the optimum source material.

Al I have intimated above, I am not talking 
about huge, night and day differences here but 
more subtle degrees of performance variance, 
which seem especially noticeable at the 
frequency extremes. With the most heavily 
compressed FLACS, there seems to be a 
reduction in presence and what some people 
call 'air’, which combine to sap some of the 
authority and vitality from performances.

This is an important difference, however. 
After all, as audiophiles, we strive to get the 
very best out of our systems and stop at nothing 
to implement any tweak that will improve 
performance. So understandably, it's equally 
important that we demand the very best from 
our chosen archive file type.

So the next step on my journey to total 
unpackaged media satisfaction seems to be 
almost a reversal of the last: converting several 
thousand FLACs to their minimum compression 
levels. Ah, the joys of being a pernickety 
computer audiophile! •

You might be 
wondering why 
I'm concerned: 
I do not enjoy 
li stening to 
anything but the 
i ndisputable best 
when I settle 
down to music

MALCOLM STEWARD 
is the former editor of Hi-Fi Review and one 
of the most outspoken reviewers around. 
He writes exclusively for Hi-Fi Choice

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Do you agree with Malcolm's views on 
archiving music files?
Email us now: hifichoice@futurenet.com

130 llfl^fce AUGUST 2010 ^^w.hifichoice.co.uk

mailto:hifichoice@futurenet.com
w.hifichoice.co.uk
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How much power does your hi-fi I AV system consume? 
Visit our website for your FREE POWER AUDIT.

“Rarely does a product come along that 
takes away nothing and instead, enhances 
almost every aspect of your system. ”
Sujesh Pavithran, TheStar.com

PurePower 1050
• 1050 Watts Continuous Load
• 1500 Watts Short Duration
• 3150 Watts Peak
Our price: £2149

PurePower 700
• 700 Watts Continuous Load
• 1000 Watts Short Duration
• 2100 Watts Peak
Our price: £1595

PurePower 2000
• 1400 Watts Continuous Load
• 2100 Watts Short Duration
• 4200 Watts Peak
Our price: £2495

PEACE OF MIND CHARTER
• 5 year first owner warranty on all new and 

pre-owned equipment*
• 14 day no quibble exchange plan
• ‘Industry best’ part exchange prices
• Free room optimisation consultation using 

our proprietary software
• Finance available on all products
* terms & conditions apply

Loudspeakers 
Amplification 
Digital 
Analogue 
Cables
System Infrastructure 
Accessories 
Pre Owned

> Please ask about our unbeatable 

part-exchange programme.

“This is the best, most performance-oriented 
AC power device we have ever tested."
Ken Taraszka, AVRev.com

audioemotion
www.audioemotion.co.uk

TheStar.com
AVRev.com
http://www.audioemotion.co.uk
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A 21 st century re-creation of the original 1953 
Quad II amplifier by Peter Walker.

QUAD II

Built in accordance with his philosophy of cathode 
loading onto the output stage to ensure that sound 
reproduction delivers the same wealth of detail 
and exquisite tone as the original mono power 
amplifier - now, for the first time, as an integrated 
stereo design.

IAG House, Sovereign Court Ermine, Business Park Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, 
PE29 6XU, Tel 01480 447700, Fax 01480 431767, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

QUAD

http://www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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	www.studioav.co.uk

	Computer-friendly

	Reassuringly expensive

	Pops and clicks

	Enthralled


	HiF (Choice

	OUR VERDICT
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	Smart and compact

	Feature-packed

	2010's biggest bargain

	TECH LABS
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	Gung-ho
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	There is very little we don’t know about turntables, but if you are interested in another type of product -


	Double helix technology

	Beautiful tunes

	Impressive build

	Hi -Fi Choice

	OUR VERDICT
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	RESULTS AT A GLANCE 
	Vinyl lovers



	Hi-Fi Choice

	It's a knockout

	Sound solution

	RESULTS AT A GLANCE

	Safety net

	OUR VERDICT

	High End Cable www.highendcable.co.uk

	For best prices talk to Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

	FOR LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT fix

	THE EXPERTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT

	ARCAM

	XIVA

	SONOS

	OLIVE

	SONY

	DENON

	PIONEER


	HOME CINEMA AMPLIFIERS AND RECEIVERS

	DENON

	ONKYO

	YAMAHA


	HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGES

	QACOUSTICS


	The view from the studio

	Stuart Hawkes - on vinyl cutting and mastering




	has begun. Only you can decide who wins!

	- 4'"

	90 Carnvan

	91 TajMahal




	M usi crevi

	Speed Caravan

	The Kiss Of Electric Sand

	Brahms

	Symphony No 4

	BLU-RAY AUDIO

	Trondheim Solistene

	Martyn Taylor

	Stepping Stones

	No prisoners

	GRYPHON SCORPIO CD PLAYER

	£6,950

	O GRYPHON ATILLA INTEGRATED AMP

	£6,950

	O GRYPHON MOJO (SPKR) £11,950

	TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE: £25,850


	No noise

	Intoxicating

	AYRE C-5XE (UNIVERSAL) £4,495

	o AYRE K-5XE (PREAMP) £2,495

	o TRIANGLE QUARTS £2,495

	TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE: 03,380

	HI-R SEPARATES

	SPEAKERS


	ratelyOJECTWHAR SYSALE

	FREEVIEW HD

	TOME CIN^U

	MULTIROOM & MULTIMEDIA


	HI-FI

	SPEAKERS

	We've got the answers to everything you've ever wanted to know about hi-fi and weren't afraid to ask. Email us now at h/fichoice@futurenetcom or write to:

	Hi-Fi Choice Q&A, Future Publishing Ltd, 2 Balcombe Street London NW1 6NW


	YOUR EXPERTS

	Best investment for my budget: digital or analogue?



	M initest

	We examine four of the best phono stages to make your vinyl experience the best it can be

	Choice Reader Classified ads

	FOR SALE

	YOUR DETAILS

	(And the people we interview aren’t bad either...)


	THE MODERN GUIDE TO MOVIES ON SALE IN ALL GOOD NEWSAGENTS

	EDITORIAL

	CONTl!IB^RS

	Technical C.onsultant Richard Black

	^^OTSING

	MARKETING

	ORCUIATION

	UCINSING

	^WRE PUBLISHING UMmD

	Group PubUsher Pat Eggington Chief Operating Officer Simon Wear Chief Executive Robert Price

	SUBSCRIPTIONS

	MCK ISSUES


	Hi-Fi Buyer's guide

	www.hifichoice.co.uk

	CD players



	CD players

	Any one of these fine players will make sweet music for years to come

	•R|choRd 0¡N

	kHIFICHOICE

	Turntables / Phono cartridges / Phono stages

	HFC TOP PICKS


	Buyers guide Hi-Fi

	EXCITING | INTERACTIVE | UNMISSABLE

	www.londonmusicshow.com


	Buyers guide Hi-Fi

	SATURDAY 24 JULY 2010

	SUNDAY 25 JULY 2010



	FOREIGNER

	GARY MOORE

	JOE ELLIOTT

	IAN HUNTER

	DOWN ‘N’ OUTZ


	]OE BONAMASSA

	BACHMAN ^TURNER

	THE UNION

	UFO • THE QUIREBOYS


	DWEEZIL ZAPPA

	URIAH HEEP


	WWW.HIGHVOLTAGEFESTIVAL.COM

	Custom built by rock fans, for rock fans

	www.hifichoice.co.uk




	Buyers guide Hifi


	Choice

	Cables

	HFC TOP PICKS

	QED Revelation £15 (per metre)

	Kimber DV-30 £59 (0.5 metre)

	Stereo speakers

	The most influential link in the chain


	%.

	www.hifichoice.co.uk

	Buyers guide Hifi


	Choice

	Stereo speakers (continued) Shapes and sizes for every budget

	HFC TOP PICKS

	Amphion Ion L£900

	Opera Seconda £1,995

	Audioplan Kontrapunkt IVB £2,898



	Equipment supports

	HFC TOP PICKS


	Stand & Deliver

	GIFT

	WORTH

	www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/hfc/hfcP12 Call0844 8482852 quote code HFCP12

	I	I

	Future





	oundlocation

	YOUR CLEANEST, MOST ACCURATE POWER SOURCE

	PurePower 2000



	signals

	Hi-Fi, Home Cinema & Multi-room AV


	020 8688 6565

	RE.Vax

	RE.Vax

	We pay up to £10/OPO fora used -


	To advertise here please call Richard Jewels on 0207 042 4265

	HI Fl CHOICE Dealer Directory

	BACK PAGE

	MALCOLM STEWARD

	Malcolm Steward takes a detailed look at how to achieve the optimum sound quality when archiving your precious music





